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Gigantic

An assortment of exhibits that will dazzle the ey,

1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette ir. 1882
The Free Press was established in 1855. and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
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SEASON TICKET LIMITED TO 1000

SPRAGUE’S JOURNAL

GET YOURS EARLY

The fourth and last number of the
eighth volume of Sprague’s Journal of
Maine History appears upon our table
today.
Its leading article regarding "Indian
Treaties in Maine," by the editor,
"History of the Blaine Mansion," by
Norman L. Bassett of Augusta, and
“The Coast of Maine," by Charles
Elliott, are among its exceedingly in
teresting topics. It also has an entire
ly new feature which will undoubtedly
attract the attention of the education
al forces. Tills is a department for the
use of Maine schools, their superin
tendents, teachers and pupils, entitled,
"Maine History in the Schools.” It is
conducted by Augustus O. Thomas,
State Superintendent. Dr. Thomas an
nounces that "this department Is open
I to contributions from all teachers and
| pupils.”

BURN

Otto Coke
$16 a Ton

AUGUSTA TALBOT
Violinist and Teacher

Pupil of Lillian Shattuck
16 Central St
Tel. 136-5
Camden

'X

M.B.&C.0. Perry

148-if

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
36 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evenings by Appointment
Telephone 323.
1-tf

YOU CAN ALWAYS

BUY FRUIT

TELEPHONE 487

Right at the
PARK THEATRE FRUIT STAND
Freoh Candy. Full Line of Cigars,
Cigarettes. Tobacco, Etc. 8*19

IN

Over Scott Tea Co.

T$ADE AND COMMERCE
The Rockland National Bank has always been
useful to trade and commerce, and it constant

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES ON
PORTRAITS IN NEWEST FOLD
ERS
FOR
FEBRUARY
AND
MARCH.
COPYING,
ENLARGING
AND
FINE FILM FINISHING.

VELOX PRINTS
tf-T-ll

ly seeks to make its service more useful.

COLONIAL
RESTAURANT

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rocklan d national Bank
Rockland, Maine
i,i member federal-reserve system

■IMlIiliBijllliS

Formerly Loring’s

Located at 282 Main Street

I. L. SNOW CO.

Opposite V. F. Studley’s and next

We are equipped to make STEAM and GASO
LINE ENGINE REPAIRS, both marine and stationary.
Build and repair Boilers, Tanks and Smokestacks. Oxyacetelene Welding and Electric Welding.
We have a large stock of Steam Fittings, Pipe and
Boiler Plates.
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS

door to Boston Shoe Store

I.

L.

—Serving—

The same good foods and Special
Dinner at the same small prices

ORDER COOKING AT ALL TIMES
OPEN ALL NIGHT

SNOW CO.

Rockland, Maine

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

I

SALE ON
THE ENTIRE

4

Deposits $2,265,152 49

jt Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
3 of 4% per annum.

FURNISHINGS
of

the

COLONIAL

CHAMBERS
NIGHT PHONE 7(1 -W.

•AY PHONE 4M.

AMBULANCE CALLS

corner

at

Main

of

the

and

Pleasant Streets will be
sold at once. Sale starts

With careful and experienced men In
charge, gives prompt attention. We
use the utmost care and good Judg
ment ln handling all cases.

Tuesday,

FEBRUARY

1 and will continue alj

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
- V.

the week.

These goods

UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT

ROCKLAND, MAINE

are all new.

*» ♦*
A. If. Vernon, commander of the
Minnesota department of the Ameri
can Legion has taken steps to prevent
the discounting of government certi
ficates issued to disabled soldiers
He has asked the Federal Board
for Vocational Education to arrange
with federal reserve banks or post
offices to cash the certificates without
discount. If this can he done, dis
abled soldiers will be saved many
hundreds of dollars.
....
The state legislature committee of
the Missouri Department of the Am
erican Legion will present to the state
legislature bills which provide for the
following: a $10 bonus for every
month of service of Missouri veter
ans; the designation of Nov. 11 as a
legal holiday: the legalization of
boxing contests; that ex-service men
shall have preference in public em
ployment and a reappropriation of
the soldiers' and sailors’ memorial
fund.
....
Exemption of veterans from paying
poll taxes was refused indorsement
by Vermont American Legion post
commanders and adjutants and mem
bers of the state exeutlve committee
at a recent conference which was at
tended by F. W.Galbraith Jr., National
Commander of the Legion
A bill
which was introduced in the state
legislature did not meet with the
Legion's approval been use the ex-ser
vice men held that it was their duty
to pay taxes the same ns any other
body of citizens.
....
Adjutants and treasurers of 10,,000
Posts of the American Legion are
busy collecting post, department and
national dues for the year, 1921. Re
ports indicate th^t the “butlon mem
bership." those who are members of
the I-egion Hut who are behind in
their dues, will be substantially de
creased. The clarification of the Leeion's position in regard to Organized
Labor and |M>litical dbtivity. together
with the vigorous fight it has made
for the sick and disabled war veter
ans, are believed to have encouraged
payment of dues and to have gained
many thousands ot new members.

PARK THEATRE

ROCKLAND

THE TYLER STUDIO
USEFUL TO

Bongs bv the Children’s Gliolr,
Benlors
Lore’s Serenade.
John B. Fitzpatrick
Celia Brault, soloist
Let the Rest ot' the World Go By—Ernest Ball,
Joanna Patterson, Annie Leonard, Josephine
LaCroix, Emma Dorgan, Cecelia Brault,
Winnifred Coughlin, Florina Ferrera, Eileen
Flanagan, Helen Griffin, Gertrude Griffin,
Mary Passalaqua, Agnes Flanagan, Mar
garet Moulalson, Martha Hodman, Phyllis
Brown, Clara Hodman, Alina Ferrera, Oc
ta via Ferrera, Helen McLoon, Annie Delmonico, Lin v Delmonlco, Helen Doherty.
Vocal Solo—lie. Ba re-foot Trail,
Alvin S. Wiggars
M’ss Margaret Harrington
Recitation—“The Raggedy Man,"
James .Whitcomb Itlley
Little Marguerite Haskell of Warren
Violin Duet— The Alps Maid’s Dream, Leginski
George Adams and Lucy Marsh
Vocal Solo—Selected,
Miss Isabelle Dougherty
Doll Song—M\ Dear Jerushy,
Riley Gaynor
riie Children’s Choir— Juniors—Gladys Oliver.
Virginia Reardon, Mary Wlnchenbach, Tlnnle
Dorgan, Artlnese Moulalson, Winnie Doherty, Marion Bodnia n, Josephine Accurdl,
Margaret Adams.

When members of the lhil>A<s Coun
ty, Ind,
board of comntlssioners
heard complaints of breaches of eti
quette In r are of the county flag, they
placed its guardianship in the hands
of Dubois County Post of the Ameri
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln can I egion at Jasper, the county seat.

February 21-26,1921
Mammoth

Following is the program for the en
tertainment to be given at St. Ber
nards coffee party, Wednesday even
ing in Temple hall. Mrs. William P.
Walsh is director and Miss Margaret
Harrington accompanist:

---X
Countrywide Items Showing
How the Organization Is
Right On the Job.

.

A fascinating enchantress of the
tropics is Louise Glaum in “Th
Leopard Woman,’’ which is today’s
feature. The picture is from the fa
mous novel of Stewart Edward White
John Culbertson. scientist-explorer,
finds his way to the court of the sav
age king M’Tela, blocked by a mys
terious and beautiful woman. She
I hough he does not discover it until
almost too late, has been sent by her
own government to keep him from
reaching M’Tela and concluding a
friendly alliance before a great emis
sary of her own country can accom
plish it. By every means within a
woman’s power—cajolery,
flattery,
the temptation of sex—she seeks to
circumvent him. lie goes blind on
the sands, and, though she holds the
power to give him a dryg that will
cure him, she will not do so. The cli
max of the story is said to be among
the most dramatic in screen history.
Something unusual in the way of
photoplay productions is promised in
‘‘Behold My Wife,” which will be
shown
Wednesday and Thursday.
The picture was adapted from Sir Gil
bert Parker’s popular novel, “The
Translation of a Savage.” An aristo
cratic young Englishman, temporar
ily located in Canada, and an Indian
girl, whom, in a moment of rage be
cause his parents have caused his
fiancee back home to jilt him, he mar
ries are the chief characters in the
picture. Anxious to disgrace his folks,
he sends his redskin bride to England.
But he has reckoned without the girl’s
real character and the big-heartedness of his elder brother. For in a
few years, she blossoms into a real
belle. Dramatic events bring about
a reconciliation
between the
illmatched pair.—Adv.

So’o Dance-The Sea Sprite.

Winnifred Coughlin
My America Descriptive Margaret Flanagan,
Alice Dugan. Rose Adams, Eileen Flanagan.
The Kerry Dance,
Phyllis Brown
Finale The Star Spangled Banner,
The Children’s Choir
Miss Margaret Harrington. Accompanist

BATES COLLEGE NEWS

Frederic H. Parkhurst of Bangor, 46th Governor of Maine, Who Died At the
Executive Mansion Monday Morning.

GOVERNOR

PARKHURST DEAD

Less Than a Month Following His Inaugural Maine’s
Chief Executive Succumbs To Attack of Pneumonia—
Funeral At Augusta Thursday.
Gov. Frederic II. Parkhurst, 46th
governor of Maine, died at the Blaine
House, Executive Mansion, at 9.22
o’clock yesterday morning from pneu
monia. The attack came, on Sunday
and the end was comiwratlvely sud
den.
'
(Jov. Parkhurst was Inaugurated
Jan. 6 last, and on the following Mon
day in the afternoon complained of a
“blow” in his throat. It became so
serious that he was ordered by his I
physicians to take to his rooms at
the Augusta House. It was later
found that there was diphtheretic in
fection under the tongue. He re
mained at the Augusta House until a
week ago, when he was removed to
the Blaine House.
Reports recently from the Execu
tive Mansion indicated that the Gov
ernor was rapidly improving, but it
was not expected that he would re
sume his duties at the State Housr
for about a week.
Mrs. Parkhurst
was with him when the end came.
** Senator Percival P. Baxter of Cum
berland County, president of the Sen
ate, automatically succeeds Governor
Parkhurst as the governor of Maine.
The last governor to die in office was
Joseph R. Bodwell of Hallowell, who
died in 3 887, and who was succeeded
by Sebastian S. Marble of Waldoboro,
president of the Senate.
» • • •

The remains will be taken to the
State House this afternoon, where they
will lie in state from 9.30 a. m. to 5 p.
m. Wednesday. The funeral services
will lie held at the Congregational
church in Augusta at 10.30 a. m.
Thursday. The interment will be in
Bangor.

Gov. Parkhurst was born in Unity.
Nov. 5, 1861, the son of Jonathan
Fuller and Susan (Haskell) Park
hurst. The family removed to Ban
gor a few years later, and the son at
tended the public schools of that city,
graduating from the Bangor High
school. He later entered Columbia
University, now George’ Washington
University in Washington, D. (’.,
where he took the layr course, gradu
ating in 1887. That year he warf ad
TEACHER OF PIANO
mitted to practice in the Supreme
MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN Judicial Court of Penobscot County
and took up the practice of his pro
Pupil of Elizabeth 8. Burger
fession.
Northwestern University
Col. Parkhurst was always interest
13 Myrtle Street.
Tel. 582-M.
ed in politics, and was elected to the
14-25
common council of Bangor, serving
two terms, 1893 and 1^94, being elect
MUSIC ed president of the council in the
latter term.
That year
he was
PLAY The FOLLOWING HITS:
elected a representative to the Legis
25c each; 5 for $1.00; 11 fo- $2.00,
lature from Bangor, and he represent
postpaid
ed his city in the sessions of 1893,

SHEET

3 899, 3 901. He was elected as a sen
ator from Penobscot an 1906, serving
in the Legislature of 1907.
'
Previous to this he had been a
more or less prominent figure at the
State House, Governor John F. Hill
appointing him eommissionary gener
al on his staff in 1901, lie holding the
position until 1904. In this work he
introduced business methods into the
department. He was prominent in
the leadership of Penobscot county
politics in the Republican party, and
served as county chairman two years,
possessing striking characteristics as
on organizer.
Col. Parkhurst was one of the
Maine delegates to the Republican
National Convention, which was held
in Philadelphia. This was the con
vention at which Col. Theodore
Roosevelt was first nominated for the
presidency aftir he had tilled out
President McKinley’s unexpired sec
ond terra. He took great interest in
all of the national conventions, during
his political career, while he was a
prominent figure at the State conven
tions of the party during his active
political life.
lie was frequently
talked of by his supporters for the
highest office in the gift of the State.
In 1916 he was candidate in the June
primaries for the nomination for Gov
ernor on the Republican ticket, in
which Gov. Carl K. Milliken was the
successful candidate and Hon. Edward
W. Wheeler of Brunswick, Timothy
F. Callahan of Lewiston and Col.
Parkhurst the other contestants. He
did not enter an.v contest in 1918, Gov
ernor Milliken being uncp -osed, bui
was one of the four contestants for
the coveted nomination in the pri
maries last June in which
.again
won out in a field of four, with Gov.
Milliken, State Senator Johrr Percy
Deering of Saco and Lotiis A. Jack of
Lisbon as the other contestants.
During the period that the United
States was in the World War Gover
nor Parkhurst was active in the war
work in Bangor, and was appointed
by Gov. Milliken as a member of the
State of Maine Committee on Public
Safely. During this period he served
as chairman of the Penobscot county
committee branch of the committee.
The firm of J. F. Parkhurst & Son,
of which Col. Parkhurst was long the
head, has br«*n more or less promi
nent in the business life of his home
city. Bangor. The company has in its
employ about 200 hands, and manu
factures trunks, bags and leather
goods of all kii.ds. Their goods are
distributed over a large part of this
country, which is covered by travel
ing salesman from the home office.
Gov. Parkhurst was twice married.
His first wife was Marie J. Reid of
Washington, whom he married Sept.
21, 1887. On June 1, 1911, he married
Dorothy Woodman of Bangor who
with a son and two daughters sur
vives him.
He was a member of the Tarratine
Club, Kenduskeag, Canoe and Country
and Madoekawando clubs of Bangor,
University and Home Market Clubs
of Boston.

With each $2.00 order, 3 extra songs
sent as a premium.

I guarantee that no other dealer
In thi? section can supply you with
any of these numbers for thev ore
all my compositions and publica
tions.'
IN THE LAND OF YULA YULA
KEEP OLD LIBERTY’S LIGHT STILL
BURNING
NOTHING
IN MY SWEETHEART'S IRISH HOME
THE GIRL ON THE AMERICAN DOLLAR
THE RED ROSE’S SECRET
UNDER THE CHERRY TREE
I WONDER HOW IT FEELS TO BE IN LOVE
SO WE LL MEET DEAR TONIGHT WHERE
THE ROSES BLOOM
CHOCOLATE DROPS
THE LAND OF SWEET ERIN
SMILE
LOVE DAYS
THE IRISH BLARNEY

LUTHER A. CLARK
Composer and Publisher
THOMASTON, MAINE

TINKERING AUTO LAWS

FREDERICK T. REUTER

The legislative committee of the
Maine Automobile Association w’hich is
working on a revision of the present
highway and automobile laws of the
State for presentation to the Legisla
ture, will meet at the Augusta House
this afternoon to go over the prelimi
nary draft. This has been prepared by
Chairman Frank D. Marshall of Port
land, after several weeks of intensive
work in going over the present stat
utes and in picking ot the best feat
ures of those of other states. Follow
ing the meeting it is expected that
Chairman Marshall and some members
of his committee will hold an informal
conference with the Ways and Bridges
Committee before which the l^gisation
will have to he presented.

Frederick Theodore Reuter of 56
Chiswick road, Brighton, Mass., died at
his home Jan. 26, after a long illness.
He was in his fifty-fourth year. He
was horn in Boston, Dec. 23, 1867, and
was the third son of the late Henry H.
Rueter. In his early manhood he en
tered business wdth his father and for
many years was vice president and
treasurer of Rueter &, Co. At the time
of his death lie was a director in the
company and was also a director of A.
J. Houghton Co. and the Charter Choc
olate Co. He is survived by his wife,
two sisters, Mrs. H. P. Clausen of New
York and Mrs. Albert Geiger, Jr., of
Boston; and two brothers, Henry A.
Rueter of Jamaica Plain and Ernest L.
Rueter of Brookline.

The Bates Debating Council has an
nounced the division of the schools in
the league into triangles. The debates
will be held on Friday night, March 11.
Some of the triangles are Incomplete,
but efforts are being made to complete
these, ln case there are but two
schools, they will debate each other,
each High School entertaining the
other. Those triangles which would be
of interest to readers of this paper fol
low :
Division 3—Maine Central Institute
at Bangor High; Bangor High at New
port High; Newport High at Maine
Central Institute.
Division 9—Morse High, Bath, vs
Thomaston High, Thomaston; (tri
angle to be completed).
Division 11—Freeport High at Free
port vs Greely Institute, Cumberland,
(triangle to be completed).
There are in all 16 divisions. The
winners in each triangle will come to
Bates College, where the championship
debates will be held.
Bates College Debating team, which
has defeated both Yale and Harvard
this season, will meet the University of
Pennsylvania at the latter college on
Feb. 19. The question for debate Is the
same as the Harvard debate: “Re
solved, that the Federal Government
should own and operate thfe coal mines
of the United States.” The Garnet has
the negative side of the question.
The Berlin Hockey team, of Berlin,
X. H„ was defeated by the Bates ag
gregation nt the former’s rink last Fri
day night by a score of 1-0. The score
came only as the result of an overtime
period of 20 minutes, during which
Cutler of Bates shot the winning goal.
Bates also won from Bowdoin at
Brunswick, Saturday afternoon, 4-0.
The game was very fast throughout.
OUR GRANGE CORNER

The month of installations is past
and the Grange has had its share of
pleasant gatherings. About 200 Pa
trons assembled to witness the install
ing of the officers of Warren Grange,
Jan. 18. The weather was so severe
that it prevented many in the northern
part of the county attending. The de
gree team did excellent work and re
ceived many words of praise.
Mrs.
Warren Gardner was the installing offi
cer.
• ♦ a •
Feb. 5 Knox Pomona meets in West
Rockport, with this program: Song,
Grange; Address of welcome, Mrs.
Louise
Dunbar; response,
County
Master J. L. Dornan; song, Maynard
Brown; recitation, Perley
Miller;
paper, “Good Roads,” Clara Carroll,
(this to be followed by general discus
sion); duet, Josie Brown and Grace
Parker; recitation, Clara Carroll; vo
cal solo, Mildred Heal; address, “If a
nation could not exist, half slave, half
free how can it continue half Amer
ican, half foreign? How best Ameri
canize the foreigner?” E. T. Clifford of
Winthrop; reading, Helen Wentworth.
\
“I have found one of the most beau
tiful places on earth here—far beyond
my expectations,” writes George I.
Wiley, who entered Sailor’s Snug Harlurr, Staten Island, N. Y. last week. “I
am much pleased with my new home,
and later will tell you more about it.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner Ufe with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles KUot Norton.

MY COUNTRY
There is a land, of every land the pride,
Beloved by Heaven o’er all the world beside.
Where brighter suns dispense serener light.
And milder moons Imnaradlse the night;
A land of beauty, W*ue, valor, truth.
Time-tutored age and love exalted youth;
The wandering mariner, whose eye explores
The weak li left isles, the most enchanting
shores,
Views not a realm so bountiful and fair,
Nor breathes the spirit of a purer air.

In every clime, the magnet of his soul.
Touched by remembrance, trembles to that pole;
For in this land of Heaven’s peculiar race,
The heritage of nature’s noblest grace,
There is a, spot of earth supremely blest,
A dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest.
Where man, creation’s tyrant, casts aside
His sword and sceptre, pageantry and pride.
While in his softened looks benignly blend
The sire, tlie son, the husband, brother, friend.
Here woman reigns; the mother, daughter, wife.
Strew with fresh flowers the narrow way of life;
In the clear heaven of her delightful eye
An angel-guard of love and graces He;
Around her knees domestic duties meet,
And fireside pleasures gambol at her feet.
“Where shall that land, that spot of earth bo
found?"
Art thou a man?—a patriot?—look around;
Oh. thou shalt find, howe'er thy footsteps roam.
That land thy country, and that spot thy home!

Man, through all ages of revolving time,
Unchanging man, in every varying clime.
Deems his own land of every land the pride.
Beloved by Heaven o’er all the world beside;
His home the spot of earth supremely blest,
A dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest
James Montgomery.
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Have You Done Your Part?
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VINALHAVEN

F. V. Crocker returned Wednesday
from an extended trip to Bangor and
Boston.
Leslie B. Dyer of S. S. Cotton Plant,
is home tor a short vacation.
Miss Phyllis Tolntan of Rockland was j
in town this week, the guest of Mr. i
nnd Mrs. Charles Shields. '
.Mrs. Orrin Ames. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Antes and C. F. .Meservey Ames of i
Calderwood’s Neck were in town .
Thursday to attend the Canton instal- |
lation and ball.
,
Island Home Encampment I. O. O. !'V
held its annual installation Tuesday
evening at (hid Fellows ball.
D. D.
John Karl of Rockland was installing
reer, of Governor Frederic H. Park
officer assisted by D. D. G. W. Luke
hurst. Almost at the moment of his
JUDICIARY
Davis o^ Rockland.
ROCKLAND’S POPULATION IS
8,109
taking office he was stricken with
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
These officers were installed: Chief
lic
hearing
in
its
rooms
at
the
State
House,
‘
at
diphtheria, from which after some days
Patriarch, W. A. Smith; High Priest,
Augusta, on
HOOVER
SUBSCRIBERS
TO
DATE,
'164
of serious anxiety he passed into the
WEDNESDAY, FEB 2. X921, a: 2 p ni. on II. T. Arey; Senior Warden, H. E. Wil
the following:
son; Junior Warden, M. W. Leadbetter;
stage of full recovery, so that on Sat
An
Act to amend Section 13 of Chapter Six
ROCKLAND’S QUOTA,
$3000
First Watch,
of the Revised Statutes of Maine, relating to Guide. A. H. Blood;
urday he began to take up some of the
George Grey; Second Watch, W. II.
’ Prinnirv Elections.
lighter phases of his work.
To his
11-2’
Burns; Third Watch, V. H. Delano;
AMOUNT SUBSCRIBED TO DATE,
1494
I
| THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 3. 1921. at 2
stenographer he remarked, alluding to
Fourth Watch. Thomas Baum; Guards
■ — | m. on the following:
the coming of illness directly after tak
• A. No 14. Resolve in favor of the Austin of Tent. Llewellyn Smith, Fred Brown;
C I SfWv
'w Jones Co. Veazle Me. reimbursing for Inside Sentinel. Arthur Pears; Outside
AMOUNT STILL LACKING,
ing the gubernatorial oath: “I have
4, 1
property destroyed by tire.
Sentinel. Alfred Raymond. A banquet
1 A11 Act to amend Chapter 65 of the Private
been Governor a day and a half!"
v
land Special Laws of 1919 entitled “An act to was served anil dancing followed.
Everything pointed to his immediate
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Knowlton have re
I authorize the County of Androscoggin to enlarge
Contributions handed to any member of the City Club or to Arthur L. Orne, 1 and repair the Coun*> buildings in Auburn in turned from Dover. N. H.
assumption of the full business of the
(said County and erect a new building and to
News was received this week of the
office, when a slight cold developed in County Director, will assist in making this fund of proper proportion and aid enlarge and construct safety vaults.
11-14
marriage of Horace M. Noyes of this
a
most
humanitarian
appeal.
to double pneumonia, which a weak
; The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub- town to Mrs. Etta Smith of North
j lie hearing In Us rooms at the State House, in Haven. The marriage took place in
ened physical condition was not able
Mr. Hoover says the need is vital to the cause of civilization. Maybe you Augusta, on
to combat. In a few hours all was
THURSDAY, February 3d. 1921. at 2pm Somerville, Mass., Jan. 25, and the cer
would become a Bolshevist if your children were starving.
emony was performed hy Rev. Mr. Colon the following:
over.
Resolve, appropriating money to pey the claim pitts. a former pastor of this town.
of
Roswell
S.
Cushing
against
the
State
of
Governor Parkhurst had before him
Mr. an<l Mrs. Everett Libby and Mr.
.Ma Uie.
the one purpose of devoting all his
An Act to ratify, conflnn and make valid and Airs. Vaughn Johnson, who are
BASKETBALL WON AND LOST
the doings of the Old Folks Home, in B^h. spending a few weeks at Camp Edlyll,
HOOVER FUND
energies to the State which had paid
and the Home for Aged Couples aud old men,
in consolidating die homes for the Aged main were in town to attend the Canton in
him the exalted honor of making him.
stallation and hall.
Two of tho Hoover European chil Rockland Girls Beat Lincoln Academy tained by them severally
Its chief executive. In a personal talk dren have been taken over by the
But the Beys Go Down In Defeat
S No. 18 An Act to Repeal Sections 1 and
Miss Helen DeCoste of Rockland is
of Public Laws of 1917 relating to the forewith the writer of this paragraph, only Men's Class of the Baptist Sunday
the guest of Rita Greenlaw.
iosures of mortgages on real estate.
Once wore the Girls’ Basketball
An Act to validate the incorporation of
E. C. McIntosh was in Rockland
a few days before the inaugural, he school, which raised ?20 for that pur
team saved the day for Rockland, in Libby. McNeal and I.ibhy and to amend its Wednesday.
dwelt earnestly upon the ambitions by pose Sunday. There are a score of the game played at Damariscotta Fri •orporate purposes.
lubs and classes in the city, large
George
Wallace of Bath arrived here
An Act to amend Chapter 10, Section 1 of
which he felt himself stirred. "Politi and small, that might perform a simi day night winning
from Lincoln the Revised Statutes so ;.s to impose a poll Wednesday.
Academy girls, 43 to 16. The Rtx-k- tax on every inhabitant over twenty-one years*
cally," he said, "I have attained J.Ve lar act.
Airs. Charles Chilles returned Wed
....
iand gills felt a little uncertain when of age.
thing that my whole life has aspired to.
nesday from Rqckland.
13-14
they saw the size of the gym. which
The
moving
picture
entertainment
The Committee on Judiciary will give*a pub
The Knox-Waldo Music Festival will
Beyond the Governorhip I have not a
at Park Theatre’ Sunday evening is twice as large as Kimball hall. Be lic hearing in ats rooms at the State House, in be held this year in Camden at the
desire, and therefore no act of my ad arned $14C for the Hoover European sides, the academy girls were starring Augusta, on TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 8. 1921.
High School Building. May 27. The V.
the following:
ministration is to be colored by any Children’s Relief Fund, the entire re a new player, Miss Gay. The handful af H2.30Nop 40nt. on
Resolve. Authorizing Ihe Calling II. S. pupils are busy rehearsing under
•f
a
Constitutional
Convention.
of
Rockland
supporters
felt
decidedly
ceipts
being
devoted
to
that
purpose.
thing bearing upon a political future.
the direction of Supevisor of Music
An Act to Amend Section One. Chapter
There is just one thing I «ant to do, The Economy Fruit Co., which occu panicky at the opening of the gsune, Eighty-four of the Re.ised Statutes, in relation Alhra Vim^l Smith.
pies the store at Park Theatre, gener when the academy team shot three to the appointment of <*lerks of tlie Judicial
The High School Orchestra was en
and that is, to help advance the social, ously added 10 per cent of its receipts baskets in quick succession. The 300 Courts
tertained Friday evening at the home
.\n Act to Authorize the American Realty
moral and industrial interests of esterday.
.
■
Damariscotta spectators were in an Company to construct and maintain a dam of Mrs. Helen Sanborn Arey. Those
• • • •
uproar. That was enough for the across the Aroostook River in Wasbbum.
Maine to that point that I believe to be
present besides the members were:
An Act to Provide for Retiring and Pen Sucrii.'tendent and Airs. E. A. Smalley,
Chairman Orne of the Hoover Relief Rockjantl gii’ls. They speedily got
desired by the great body of her citi
sioning
Employees
of
the
State
of
Maine
Fund has received from Mrs. John E. down to business—and that means
It. No. 41 An Act requiring political ad L. E. Williams. W. H. Ingerson and
zens. If I can do what I hope to do Walker of Thomaston a check for $100, some business!
vertisements to be signed.
Arthur S. Pierce.
Clinton Dalzelle,
along those lines, I shall end my period to be added to this city’s quota. ^Irs.
An Act to Amend Section Seventy-six of violinist ha» recently joined the or
Pauline McLoon and Daphne Win Chapter
Eighty-two of the Revised Statutes
Walker
states
that
the
amount
is
a
of governorship with the satisfaction
slow gave a continuous exhibition of relative to Price of Maine Reports.
chestra. Refreshments were served.
part of the proceeds of her luncheon expert passing, dodging and shooting
Au Act to regulate the use of Aircraft.
Canton. Vinalhaven, held its annual
that comes from real success."
H
15
and dance parties given last week, to
The Lincoln
team was
installation Thursday evening at Me
Frederic Parkhurst made friends and which Rockland guests so liberally baskets.
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
strongest in its forwards, Miss Barnes
morial hall before a large and appre
retained them. His primary campaigns contributed that she felt this city’s being easily the star. The guards lic hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
Augusta, on WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 9, 1921 ciative audience. Past Captain, A. V.
left no stings and the campaign for Hoover fund entitled to that proportion were swift and would have earned at 2 3d p. nt on the following :
Patterson, Chevalier G. R. Grey, aide,
H No. 35 An Act to amend the Trustee
the credit of excellent opposition had Process.
and Past Captain Ajt. General W. E.
election w’elded his party into a great of the total amount of $220 realized.
it not been for their clinging vine
An Act to prevent the manufacture and ex Billings installed the following officers:
and victorious army, tliat put him into
THE POSTOFFICE CANDIDACY
of motion picture films depicting or Captala, C. c. WebnUr; Lieutenant, B.
type of guarding. The team put up hibition
involving cruelty to or suffering of animals.
office with the largest majority re
a stiff fight and the game was won
An Act to amend Paragraph Six of Section H. Arey; Ensign, Al. W. Leadbetter;
Nathan F. Cobh, who is a candidate less easily than the score would indi Fifty-five of Chapter Ninety-one of the Revised clerk, C. L. Boman; accountant, W. A.
corded in the State’s political history.
relating to Costs in Trustee Process
No man ever entered into the Govern for appointment to the postmastership cate. This is the first year the Acad Statutes,
li. No. 28. An Act to amend Section Thirty- Smith. A miitary drill by a picked
of Rockland, feels that in its announce emy girls have been allowed to play
five of Chapter 126 of the Revised Statutes re team of 18 Chevrllers, with W. E. Bil
or’s office under happier auspices or
ment of the several candidates named public games and they made a good lating to prohibiting business and recreation on lings as Drill Master followed.
The
with greater freedom to apply himself
Sunday.
that connection, The Courier- showing.
drill by the Chevaliers was excellent,
An
Act
to
amend
Section
Two
and
Section
to the things toward which the loftiest Gazette has not given deserved' pub
Rockland—Flanagan, j .c: Green, s. Eight of Chapter 55 of tlie private and special and drew forth words of highest com
impulses of his mind and heart might licity to the extent of his already c.; McLoon, r. f.; Winslow. 1. f.; Mo laws of 1903’, entitle I “An Act to incorporate mendation with the assurance that it
the Squirrel Island Village corporation.”
pledged support. If this is so it is be ran, 1. g.: A. Snow; r. g.
direct him. His untimely taking off
An Act to amend at: Act granting a charter was greatly appreciated. The Grand
cause the paper has been in possession
March followed this, drill and was ltd
Lincoln Adacemy—Barnes, rf; Gay, to the Alumni Association of Bates College.
brings with it a sense of great loss, of no definite figures, not that it has or
WILLIAM T GARDINER,
by Chevaliers in uniform, and their
If.: Tulsev. rg.; Haggett, lg; Fitch, c;
z both public and personal.
could have any purpose to forward the
Secretary.
ladies. The dancing lasted until early
Sylvester, sc.;
14-16
candidacy of any gentleman. It could
morning. Music by the Arion Orches
Time, 4 ten minute periods. Referee
As a result of a conference of the not consistently <lo so. The three gen Sullivan. Goals. McLoon 14, Winslow
tra.
tlemen
who
have
announced
them

LEGAL
AFFAIRS
The Jlaring Burglar
Senate Republicans, the disposition of
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
selves candidates for the appointment 7, Barnes 5, Gay 3. Goals from foul,
The people of this xiuiet little town
Score, Rockland 43, Lin public heariug in it» rooms at the State House,
the more than 10,000 appointments sent are all good Republicans, all eligible, all Winslow 1
iu Angus.a, on Wednesday. February 2, 1921. who have very few sensational hold
in by the President has been deter deserving support. It is a fair and coln Academy 16.
at 2 p. in. on the folluwktg:
ups (except at the movies) were as
In the boys’ game the exhibition
An Act to amend Section 4 of Chapter 13
mined upon. New appointments in the open contest and each gentleman is
playing was all done by Lincoln Acad of the Revised Statutes, relating to vacancies tounded to hear (hat one hail really
conducting
himself
toward
the
others
n the Office of County Treasurer Ailed by ap hapjiened Friday night. The would-lie
Army and Navy will he confirmed if
emy, Gay, Schroeder and Hoy having pointment
with all proper courtesy.
burglar made an attack on the home of
they come under the provisions of the
Mr. Cobb states that although he en things their own way. There was lit Resolve, to proride for the ?.e-codification of FVetnan Leadbetter. wlso lives on a
Constitution
army reorganization act. A few Navy tered the canvass on the heels of an tle interest in the game until near the theAnSlate
Act to amend Section 16. Chapter 20. of farm In the eatern district. Mr. Leadother. he has been both surprised and finish, when the crowd kept shouting,, he Revised Statutes relating to the inspection letter, his mother and the hired man.
appointments will also receive the aj
“Make it a hundred. Lincoln, make it of record; of poisons sold by druggists.
gratified
hy
the
extent
and
character
of
proval of the Senate, as will some civi
An Act to authorize Cotmdes. Cities and Melvin Lawry, were at home in the
the support that has been accorded a hundred’”. The Rockland team
and Municipal Public Service t orpor evening, when Mr. leadbetter answer
nominations that are necessary for the him. t“You may say,” he states, “that was crippled by the loss of Flanagan, Towns,
ons to pensio’i employee^ after long and ing a knock at the door discovered a
They honorable service.
proper conduct of Government busi I have pledges from a majority of the but was plainly outclassed.
An Act amending Section 25 of Chapter 30 masked man. who asked for a drink
ness. About 3,500 postmasters, polit larger business firms and houses of the were good sports, however, and kept of the Revised Statutes, relating to appointment of water,, which Mr. Leadbetter re
up the tight till the finish. Brackett and duties of inspector ot' building
city,
with
a
great
amount
of
additional
ical appointees of Mr. Wilson, will be
An Act authorizing executors and administra fused to give and closed the door. Next
support that I regard as highly flatter and Fifield did good work. Smith
allowed to go over until the next ad ing and of which I am truly apprecia made the most sensational play, tors to pay lor perpetual care of burial lot in a window was broken and Mr. Lawry
cemetery.
ran out of the back door, to the nearest
ministration. It is understood that tive.”
shooting a goal from the center of the
An Act to regulate the use of motor vehicles neighbor for assistance, where he tel
with solid fires
hall.
chairmen of committees to which the
An Ac: to amend an act entitled ”An Act to ephoned for Constable Warren Billings,
Rockland—Brackett, c; Fifield. lb.: lncorpotate
the Knox Woolen Company.“
nominations have been referred are to
who came as soon as possible, in the
HOPE
Smith, rb.: Kirkpatrick rf.. Reed If.;
13-14
meantime Mr. Leadbetter had also
go over the lists informally and select
Fifield rf ; Glendenning, lb.; Record
started for assistance, but received a
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen of Cam
those names which may be confirmed
lb.
TAXATION
blow on the head, from which he re
den visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmer True
The Committee on Taxation will give a public
Lincoln Academy Schroeder. 1st
without embarrassment to the Hard
Saturday.
hearing in its rooms at the State House, in mained insensible for some time. The
Roy,
c
and
rf.;
Marston,
Weston,
rg.:
ing administration, report them to the
Augusta, on Wednesday, Feb. 2. 1921. a: 2 p burglar entered the house and pointing
Miss Eva Grotton, who teaches the
rf.: Gay. If.: Mulligan, c.: Stevens,
m. in the Hall of the House of Representatives, a revolver at Mrs. Leadbetter ordered
Senate, and have them approved in Corner school, spent the weekend with
on the following:
Fake,
rg.:
An Act relating to Taxation of Steam Rail her out of doors! lie then ransacked
open session. If the Democrats under her parents in ^Rockport.
Time,
ten
minute
periods.
Referee
roads during the years 1921 and 1922 and 1923 the place, but finding no money, made
7 Mrs. Florence Coombs of Rockland
take to interfere with that program is visiting her mother, Mrs. Luella Sullivan. Goals, Brackett 4, Record 1
On that Par; of the Governor’s Message re his escape, eluding the constable, who
and force the confirmation of political Bartlett, and sister. Miss Estelle Bart Smith 1, Fifield 1, Reed 3, Sschroeder ferring to Taxation.
arrived soon after. No trace of the
13-14
17, Itoy 13, Gay 16, Stevens 2, Mullliburglar has yet been found.
appointments the Republicans are lett.
gan
1.
Goals
from
fouls
Brackett
1
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Simmons of
LEGAL
AFFAIRS
AND
LABOR
ready to drop their present plan, and
Lincolnville visited at the home of Roy 1. Score, Lincoln Academy 99,
PORT CLYDE
The Joint Committee—Legal Affairs and
approve only certain army and navy their daughter, Mrs. Earl Norwood, a Rokland 1.
Labor will give a public hearing in the Senate
officers.
Chamber, Angus's. Tuesday, February 8, 1921
few days last week.
Mrs. K. F. Marshall has gone to
at 2 p. in on the folowing :
Mrs. Vera Alden and little daughter
An Act to amend Chapter 550 of the Public Massachusetts to spend the winter
Tallest Spire.
Representative William O. Rogers Alice, who have been visiting here and
Laws or 1915 relative to the hours of employ with her daughter, Mrs. Erma VanThe record Is held by the spire ol ment of women and minors
writes to The Courier-Gazette calling in Camden, left Monday for their home Norwich cathedral, England, which It
nah. Mrs. May Barton has charge of
<; W. TMOMBS.
in Massachusetts, accompanied by her
\V M SPKNfKR Chairman tier store during her absence.
particular attention to the notice tap Sister, Mrs. Elmer True.
814 feet high. The original spire was
11 14
l»r. North of Rockland was in the
pearing in each issue of this paper) to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harwood, Mr. destroyed by lightning in 1403, the
village last week to visit Mrs. Carrie
the effect that all bills, and resolves and Mrs. Everett Hobbs and two chil present spire being cbout 450 yean
TOWNS
Thompson, who has been quite ill.
dren were in Rockland one day last old.
The Committee on Towns will give a public
presented after Feb. 10 will be referred
Mrs. Jane Simmons has been quite
hearing in its moms at Ihe Snue House, in
week.
to the next session of the Legislature,
Augusta, on FEBRUARY 10, 1921. at 2pm HI and is attended by Dr. Hodgkins of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pease visited at
on the following;
Thomaston.
“Any person having a bill or measure the home of their son, Crosby, in Lin
An Act to «L'ide the town of South Thom
The Primary school has been closed
aston.
of any kind,’’ kdds our representative, colnville, Sunday.
the past week owing to the illness of
ERNEST II EMFJIY. Secretary.
Clinton Bowley of Rockland visited
•‘that he wishes put through this aes
14-16
tin- teacher, Miss Leila Stone.
his parents, Mr. arid Mrs. Lowell BowMrs. Abbie Hail and two children
slon must have the same presented be ley, Sunday.
have gone to Boston for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Putnam Bicknell of
fore that date. Any bill sent to m
Alton Hopkins spent a few days in
with a statement of facts will receiv Rockland spent the weekend at their
Itoekland recently.
cottage on the shore of Alford Lake.
my careful attention.”
Mrs. Stacy Simmons has returned
Clarence Kerney of East Braintree,
from Knox Hospital. Rockland, where
Mass., has been visiting his brother.
she underwent an operation for ap
The light blanket of snow that fell Gordon, at the home ol W. O. Nor
pendicitis.
upon our city Saturday night was wel wood.
James Taylor has bought the Tom
Mrs. Charles Huntley, assisted by
come, for the bare streets had grown
Hart place in Tenant’s Harbor and
Mrs. A. E. Jacobs, very successfully
dreadfully gritty'and the high w inds entertained a party of ladies at dinner
will move there with his family.
IEGULATION SIZE WITH NAME
AND ADDRESS OK MAKEn AND
drove the dirt over everything most un Saturday. Those present besides the
Worth Cultivating.
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
pleasantly. An open winter has its at family were Mrs. Mary Smith, Mrs. L.
Is It not a ihlng divine to have a
WITH
FEDERAL
LAW.
tractions, hut dirty streets are not one A. Bowley, Mrs. Wilbur Hilt, Mrs. Wil
smile which, none know how. has the
lard Wellman, Miss Helen Wellman.
$4.50 per 1000 Sheeto
of them.
power to lighten the weight of tliat
Mrs. Lyman Frye, Mr. and Mrs. M. M.
Yes, we’re all glad to give a
enorntous chain which all the living In
For Pound site
Messer and children, Mrs. H. O. Sim
mons, Mrs. Earl Norwood and Mrs.
common dreg bellnd them?—Victor
FiRE FOLLOWED SERENADE
swift kick to the old year
Poitage ’5 cents addition!
Carl Merrifield.
flu go.
with
his
high
prices.
Cushing Newlyweds Found Themselves
$2.75
per
500
Sheeto
Without Shelter Saturday Morning.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Now's the time to make
Postage 10 cents additional
Alvah Carle and bride, who were
your
dollar bring home its
For each additional 1000 sheet, ord
Nathan Clifford Stanton
married in Portland last week, were
ered at same lime, add to the price
Nathan Clifford Stahton of Water
old time value.
The Drugless Health Science of
serenaded Friday night upon their ar ville, formerly of South Thomaston,
of llr.it loud, $4.00 and 10 cents post
Chiropractic is based entirely on
rival at “Faraway Farm,’’ their home died at his home in Silver Court in that
age
for
each
1000.
Suits for men, the quality
the foundation of Nature’s laws.
on Davis Point, Cushing. Early Sat city after a long illness of tuberculosis.
The CAUSE of dis-ease is found
urday morning the newlyweds wert* Mr. Stanton has been in the Central
that has been sold from $60
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
in suhlu&atinns (displacements)
driven from home by dense smoke and Maine Sanitarium for a year and a half
of the vertebrae (small bones of
to $70, now at $40.
For Half Pound size
R was found that the house was afire. and had been taken to his home only a
the spine) which pinch tho nerves,
Postage 10 cents additluuai
There was very little opportunity to few day before his death.
lie was
preventing the life force from
Overcoats, the class tliat
save furniture, but Mr. Carle managed Lorn in South Thomaston, 43 years ago,
flowing uninterruptedly to the
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
to get out the cuttle before the large the son of William and Jennie (Wil
was priced $45, for $30.
various organs. This pinching’ is
new barn fell a victim to the flames.
lard) Stanton and had been a resident
Postage 20 cents aduitional
relieved when a competent Chiro
The house was formerly owned by of Waterville for eight years. On June
AND
practor adjusts the vertebrae, re
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
John Davis, 2d, who was county com 30, 1906. Mr. Stanton married Miss
turning them to their normal po
ered at same time, add to the prin»
missioner at the time the Court House Sarah M. Daggett of Robbinston. Dur
for boys’ clothing the prices
sitions. See your Chiropractor.
of first 1000, .'•'.’t.fiO and 10 cents post
was built.
ing his residence in Waterville i(lr.
Consultation and Spinal Analysis
have reached the bottom.
age for each 1000.
The loss o’n buildings and contents is Stanton was employed at his profes
Free.
Tues,-l
estimated at $3500.
sion as a chef until his health com
THE
$15.00
Mackinaws,
$10.
pelled him to abandon work. Funeral
DAVIS & STURM
Dr. A. K. P. Harvey of Elm street is services were held Saturday, Rev. W.
COURIER$12.00 Mackinaws, $8.
suffering from an attack of erysipelas R. Pierce of the Methodist churh offi
CHIROPRACTORS
GAZETTE.
following an infection on bis head. ciating. The bearers were John H. DeF. H. STAHL. D. C.. Graduate Adjuster
His condition at present is consider Orsay. R. B. Buzzell, A. A. Abbott and
400 Main St., Rocktand. Telephone
Rockland, Maine
ably more favorable, but recovery will T. H. Branch. Burial was in Pine Grove
|>e neceasarily slow.
cemetery.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_________

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE

j Ordered, the Houao concurring, that tlie time
I for the reception of petitions anti bills for prli vate and special legislation he limited to
Thursday, February 1«, 1921, at 4 o'clock p.
tn , and that all such petitions and hills pre
TOWARD MR. HOOVER’S
FUND
sented after that dale he referred to the r.-xt
1 Legislature; that the secretary of the Senate
| cause copies ot' this order to be published in
(nil the daily and weekly papers of the State
until and Including February 9, 1921.
lit' Senate Chamber
ROCKLAND
’
S
QUOTA
FOR
THE
CARE
OF
THEj
VALE, GOVERNOR PARKHURST
January 20, 1921.
Read and passed
Sent down for concurrence
In the public life of Maine no occa
L KKN’fcST THORNTON. Sec.
STARVING CHILDREN OF CENTRAL EUROPE IS
sion has presented such a blending of
In House of Representatives
January 21, 1921.
the notes of tragedy and pathos as the
Kf»sd and passed In concurrence.
NOT
YET
COMPLETED
ri.YUK
K
<
HAl’MAN, Clerk
death, at the attained height of his ca
ii n

Rockland, Maine, February 1. D>21
Personally 'appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declares that he Is pressman in the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co . and that
of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan. ft),
1921, there was printed a total of €.163 copies.
Before me,
FRANK It. M1LI/1.R,
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

ROCKLAND /AAINL

COLLEGIAN CLOTHES
DUTCHESS TROUSERS

PATRICK MACKINAWS
CARTER’S UNDERWEAR

INTERWOVEN SOCKS
WALKOVER SHOES

LION SHIRTS

GUYER HATS

All of our stock is based on the lowest market value.

The Real-Fruit Dessert—No extra price
Get Jiffy-Jell in these days
— the quality dessert. It is
due to you and yours.
Here alone you get the real
fruit juice condensed and
sealed in glass. There’s a bot
tle in each package.

Today it costs no more than
old-style quick desserts, with
flavors in dry form.
We supply dessert molds to
users. Also other u seful
things. W rite for catalog of
gifts. Tell us which you want.

Jiffy Dessert Co., Waukesha, Wis.

10 Flavors—2 Pkgs. for 25c

Our 1921 Year Book
is Out
Send For Your Copy
If you want

an hour’s good reading,

send for this book.
You won’t find a dull page in it.

If you like to read about big things done
in a big way, you’ll get what you want here.

If you want solid data, statistics and
explanations about one of the biggest indus
tries of modern civilization, affecting the life
of every American every day, they’re here.

If you want to satisfy yourself as a man
and a citizen whether Swift & Company
lives up to the responsibilities and obliga

tions that go

with

this industry, study

this Year Book.
It is one of the interesting and important
human documents oLthe year.

Address Swift ft Company
Public Reieticns Department
Union Stock Yards. - Chicago, Hl.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

NATURAL LAWS

Edward J. Conquest of Bangor.'who
was elected trustee of the S. E. & TJ.
L. Shepherd Co., hy its creditors, has
appointed Z. M. Dwi.ial and O. II.
Emery ol' Camden as attorneys to have
disposal of the stock of goods, the
handling of the rented property and
the sale,of real estate. They will sell
the stock of goods subject to the ap
proval of the trustee, and will collect
the accounts.
Telephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see it.

z-x z"x Z»
z-, z^»
AAAAA
• Z^»
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Z-. z-x z-x
Every time a newspaper
prints a “free reader” or a piece of free
publicity, cuts its advertising rates, or
grants a secret concession to an agency
nr advertiser, misrepresents its circula
tion, maligns a competitor or knowingly
prints an advertisement containing a
false statement,

it does a direct injury to the
entire newspaper business
X*.^X,ZXZ\Z--. zs
z* z» z\ zs z\

««« «««««««««««««

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.

THE SHEPHERD PROPERTY

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 1,

WOMEN’S WHEEL
DOMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*

CANDY
SHOP

Fob. 2—St. Bernard’s Coffee Party, Temple
ball
Fob. 2—Candlemas Day
Feb. 2—Monthly session of Baptist church
circle and reception to pastor and family.
Feb. 2—Farewell reception to Rev. Howard
A. Welch at Littlefield Memorial church.
Feb. 4—Country Club, dancing at 8 p. m.
Feb. 4—"Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick” re
peated at Penobscot View Grange hall
Feb 4—-Community Planning Meeting of
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau at Pleasant Val
ley Grange hall.
Feb. 4—D. A. R. auction party in Temple
hall
Feb. 4—Meihebesec Club meets with Mrs.
C. W. Sheldon, 78 Broad street
Feb. 5—Knox Pomona Grange meetl In West
Rockport.
Fob. I*—A .to Wedriesday.
Feb. 9—Country

Club,

Ao extremely stylish,
loog-weairng rubber
which fctr. the latest
high-bedsd shoe*.

Light, Stylish
Long-Lasting

OPENS THURSDAY

ladies aucUon, 2 30

p. m.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 13—Lent begins
Feb. 14-16—Annual Convention of Maine
Fruit Growers and Beekeepers in Auburn.
Feb. 17—Child Welfare Day.
Feb. 13—Country Club, luncheon at 7 p ni.
Feb 16—Mouthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Feb 17—Mid-winter meeting of Maine Fed
eration of Women’s (’lubs. Augusta.
Feb 18—(130 p in.)—Lodge of Perfection
«aud Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem.

<

Candy, Cigars, Cigarettes, etc
at fire sale prices

ALL GOODS CLEAN AND HARDLY
ANY SMOKE DAMAGE

Two splendid examples of Top
Notch rubbers are shown in this
advertisement Both have the
patented Clincher Cushion Heel
which lasts as long as the sole.
They combine lightness, style,
fit and finish with the greatest
durability.

TOPNOTCH
BEACON SSfaLLS
BUBBEBFOOTWEAa
it is the most economical rubber
footwear you can buy. It gives
you longer rervice, looks better
and i» better than other kinds. It
is just what its name signifies—
top notch in every way. Made in
wide variety of styles and sizes
to fit all members of the family.

FOR SALE BY

The ladies of the Sons of Veterans
Auxiliary. Anderson Camp, wilAhold a
circle supper at the G. A. R. hall Wed
nesday at 6 p. m.
Mitchell's candy store, which recent
ly suffered from Are, will open Thurs
day afternoon, all spick and span, Ii
the meantime they are holding ai
nfter-the-fire sale of the whole savei
stock.

Mrs. Abbie S. Marks died at her
home. 154 Camden street* Sunday morn
ing. Funeral services will he held
from Littlefield Memorial church, Wed
nesday at 2 p. m.

Constable Warren Billings of Vinal
haven, a former deputy sheriff, was In
tlie city yesterday on official business.
Miss Stella Comery is having
vacation from Mrs. M. A. Joht
millinery parlors. Mrs. Mildred
ha® resumed her duties there.
Gov. Parkhurst died at 9.12 a. m.
yesterday. The Western Union tele
graph office began the immediate dis
semination of the sad hut Important
news, by telephone and at 10.55, had
covered every section of the city. It
was a fine piece of enterprise, greatly
appreciated' by the Western Union’s
patrons.

J. Fred Knight has been appointed
notary public by Gov. Parkhurst.

John Softayer, formerly of this city,
Clerk of Courts Griffin has taken
the agency for the Corona typewriter,, is now proprietor of a haberdashery in
a cute little portable affair, which Stockton Springs, and is doing a very
gives service equivalent to the big prosperous business.
machine, but which is almost as con
Equipment for the 5th Company,
venient to carry as a watch charm.
Coast Artillery Corps, is on its way to
The expense of holding the January this city, according to instructions re
term of Knox County Supreme Court ceived by Ralph W Brown, captain of
was $1950. A large amount of business the organization. Major Hanson, chief
was transacted. Associate Justice Wil of ordnance for the Department of
son so arranging the work that there Maine, recently inspected the rifle
were as few delays as possible. It was range on the Thomaston road, m com
Judge Wilson's second term in Knox pany with Captain Brown, and in
county, and he again made a most formed the latter that four additional
happy impression upon the court offi targets with concrete has? will be
cials and all others who had business erected. N. Cook Sholes is first lieu
at the January term. From here he tenant of the Rockland company.
went to preside over Aroostook County
The store in Singhi block, recently
Supreme Court. Associate Justice A.
M. Spear wiil preside over the April vacated by Loring’s Cafe, is being fitted
up for occupancy by G. W. Palmer &
term in Knox county.
Son, whose jewelry store will be moved
The group photograph, representing there at the earliest possible moment.
the late Major Ralph R. Ulmer, Capt. The Btirpee Furniture Co. is to add the
John Bird, Lieut. Charles C. Tibbetts Palmer store to its present large plant.
nnd Lieut. Mervyn Ap Rice, as they ap
Charles E. Gregory, who was recent
peared at the time of the Spanish War
again occupies its accustomed position ly appointed superintendent of the
on the walls of the clerk of courts Stret Railway, has resigned his posi
office. This picture disappeared dur tion as vice grand of Knox Lodge of
ing the last administration, and was Odd Fellows, and the vacaiicy will be
rescued by O. H. Tripp. Knox Bar li filled at the meeting next Monday
brarian, from a refuse barrel in the night.
basement, an insult which is doubly
Elder Wilson of Vinalhaven will
outrageous from the fact that Major
Ulmer formerly held the office of clerk preach at the Latter Day Saints Mis
of courts, and gave his life In Amer sion, 119 South Main street at 7.30
Tuesday, Wednesday
and
ica’s cause during the Spanish War. o’clock
The ill-advised agifctors who have per Thursday evenings of this week, the
sistently tried to make political capital public being invited.
opt of the temporary removal of a pic
Colonial Restaurant, formerly Lorture of President Wilson from the
county commissioner’s pffice, would ings, 282 Main street, next door to Bos
.have done better to makreeftain that ton Shoe Store. Dinner Special 50c.
2tf
their own skirts were clean.

Herbert R. Mullen, who has been
compelled to vacate his candy store,
on account of the sale-.of the block, is
storing his stock and fixtures until he
can obtain permament quarters. In
the removal of the soda fountain,
Sunday. Mr. Mullen had the kindly
assistance of some of the regulars, and
it lias so expedited tho work that Mr.
Mullen expects to vacate the store by
the middle of the week. Rubenstein
Bros, are to occupy the Mullen store
as soon as the necessary alterations
can be made.

Repairs on Charles A. Mitchell's
candy store, which was damaged by
fire a week ago, have proceeded with
such rapidity that the proprietor will
be ready to resume business within a
day or two. Reports that the busi
ness had been sold since the fire are
without foundation. It will be Char
lie’s genial smile that greets the cus
tomers when the doors reopen.
Harry F. Mayo and two of the
Rubenstein brothers are in Boston and
New York for goods and fixtures for
the new Rubenstein Brothers clothing
store.
Orel E. Davies raises a point witli
regard to the "chief’s call," which
seems to be well taken. The alarm
known as chief's call is 2-2, but sig
nifies nothing to the property owner,
who would endeavor to be on hand if
he knew that his own property was at
stake, but who cannot tell by the
chief's rail which point of the com
pass the fire is at. The remedy would
seem to be the ringing of the proper
box number after the chief's call has
been received.

COMPANY’S

MAINE MUSI

FEBRUARY

RECORDS

When You're Gone I Won’t Forget, Peerless Quartet
There's a Vacant Chair at Home Sweet Home,

C. Harrison

V. Roberts

I’m a Lonesome Little Raindrop,
For Every Boy Who's on the Lcvol,

•

Roberts-Harmonizers Q

Burr-Peerless Quartet
Sterling Trio

18710

Broadway Rose,
Mother's Lullaby,

18711

Uncle Josh in a Cafeteria,
Uncle Josh and the Honey Bees,

Stewart
Stewart

Oh Gee! Say*Gee! You Ought to See, etc....... Murray
My Horae Town is a One Horse Town,
Roberts-Harmonizers Quartet

All Star Trio
All Star Trio

18713

12th Street Rag—Fox Trot,
Dotty Dimples—One Step,

18714

Tip Top—Medley Fox Trot.
If a Wish Could Make It So,

18715

If You Could Care—Medley Waltz,
Smith’s Orch.
Happy—One Step,
Smith’s Orchestra

Six Brown Brothers
Six Brown Brothers

Just Snap Your Fingers—Medley Fox Trot,

35704

Whiteman’s Orchestra
Caresses—Medley Fox Trot,

Whiteman’s Orchestra

Marsh
Murphy

45214

Deep in Your Eyes,
Once Upon a Time,

Three hundred cords of pulp wood
have been cut during the winter on
the Merrill place at Glencove, and
sold to .the Pejepscot Paper Co. The
enterprise was conducted by E. C.
Davis and A. B. Packard, the present
owners of the Merrill property and
the lumbering operations were In the
hands of L. B. Smith’s crew. The work
there has been completed.

64903
64917

Passepied (Delibes-Elman) violin,
Elntan v
Sicilienne and Rigaudon (Francour-Kreisler) violin, i

The Trolley League meets In the
First Baptist Church Friday evening
of this week.

87322

Si J'etais Jardinier (Chaminade) French,

Farrar/

74659

The Fountain (Ravel) piano,

Cortot

Washington
despatches announce
that President Wilson has sent to the
U. S. Senate the nomination of John L.
Donohue as postmaster at Rockland.
Me. What action the Senate will take
remains to be seen.
Mr. Donohue,
along with many other Democratic
postmasters, is watching the situation
as philosophically as may be, and it is
safe to say that he would not be taken
altogether by surprise if the Senate
should resurrect that good old j- litical
maxim, “To the victors belong the
spoils.” He was appointed four years
ago last month to succeed the late I).
M. Murphy, who died midway of his
first term us postmaster. .Mr. Dono
hue has given a courteous, painstaking
administration, and has Ihe thanks of
Republicans and Dcmdcrats alike. The
three Republicans who are striving for
the appointment
are G. Herbert
Blethen, Nathan F. Cobb and Herbert
R. Mullen.

74661

Eighth Symphony (Beethoven),

74662

Romeo and Juliet—Balcony scene, 1,

There will be a meeting of laical
Union No. 1066 C. & J. of America
next Tuesday evening, Feb. 1, at 7.30
o'clock. All brothers are requested to
be present, Oyster stew will be serv
ed. Please bring cake or doughnuts.
13-14

Heifetz J
Garrison /
64320 Come, Ye Disconsolate (Moore-Webbe),
Rachmaninoff I
64921 Spinning Song (Mendelssohn) piano,
64923 O Primavera (Bonnetti-Tirindolli) Italian,
Zanelli/
Kreisler I
64924 Love Nest (Hirsch) violin,
McCormack \
64925 ’Tis An Irish Girl I Love,
Caruso '
87321 A Dream (Cory-Bartlett),

Romeo and Juliet—Balcony scene. 2.

.

Southern-Marlowe

THE POSTMAN WILL BRING YOUR RECORDS
You needn't come to our store, if it’s not convenient, or if you
too far-away. We pack your records carefully and send them to
by parcel post, insured so there can be no loss from breakage.
Check the ones you want, clip out and mail to us.

My Address

VICTROLAS $25.00 TO $300.00

THE

MAINE

MUSIC

COMPANY

Rockland’s Exclusive Music Store

Telephone 708.

CLOTHING

MEN’S APOLLO
A drewy .od very
•eivieeable rubber
for tnea.

Saturday was “old-timers" day at
the skating rink.
Ernest and Joe
hadn't been on skates for nine years
but they did some fancy stunts.
Funeral services of the late Warren
Morse, who died Saturday at the home
of his son, Carleton E. Morse, will be
held this afternoon at the Baptist
chureh in Warren. Masonic services
win be held. Mr. Morse was a past
worshipful master of St. Geoge Lodge
of Warren, past high priest, of Henry
Knox Chapter of Thomaston and a
member of King Hiam Council of
Rockland.

395 Main Sti

mhd

New

The sacred concert given bv the
Oakland Park Band in Park Theatre
Sunday afternoon drew volumes of
praise from an audience of about .TOO.
Specially nice things are said about
the vocal solos by Miss Marianne
Crockett and Harold Green, Ut ■ violin
solos by Mr. Cloutier, and the inci
dental baritone solo by Charles L.
Robinson. The collection added about
440 to the uniform fund.
The I. L. Snow Co. shipped Saturlaj^to Thurston Bros., South Union, a
smokestack which attracted a great
deal of attention as it was hauled
through Main street on tufo sets of
big wheels, and drawn by four horses.
The stack was 80 feet long, 30 inches
in diameter, and manufactured from
tuarter-ineh steel. It is only a sample
if the work done at the Snow boiler
factory. *

Dresses

LATEST MODELS—JUST ARRIVED
TO SELL AT

.

$10.98
COATS

$35.00

Henry Alperin has gone on the road
for S. Seder & Bro. of Worcester,
Mass., dealers in ladies’ goods. His ter
ritory is New York and Pennsylvania.

An Exceptionally Fine Line
Everything Marked Down Proportionately

SKIRTS,

CTS,

AND

Ladies’ Heather Brown
Overshoes
are popular

WAISTS

SUITS,

FURS

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS

You

can

always

do

at

better

DAVIS’
CORNER OF MAIN ANO ELM STREETS

YOU KNOW Violets have been scare
this year; they didn't like the warm
weather. But now that we have had a
cold snap they are looking up, and our
violet beds are beautiful today. With
nearly three months cut off the front
end, the violet season is going to ba
short, so you want to get yours while
you can. .The violet Is the birthday
flower foi February, you remember,
and St. Valentine's Day demands them
too.
Wo have cut a hundred yellow Daf
fodils this week and they do look to
bright and springlike! We want you
to enjoy them too.

The dancers are crazy about Brim
lewett and his society orchestra that
plays for the dance given in Havener
hall Thursday night.

Our Shoe Window this week
contains some of the great
est bargains of the winter

C1 C QO

FOR

Roy Fields, an employe of C. E.
Bicknell & Son, met with a very pain
ful injury yesterday, when his mitten
caught in a boring machine, drawing
In his hand so that the thumb was
fairly twisted from the socket. He was
taken to the Silsby Hospital where the
mangled hand was carefully dressed.

Clarence H. Vining, who was for
many years a member of the New'
York police force, died yesterday at
his home on State street, aged 64
■.ears. The deceased was a native of
Portland.
He came here five years
ago, oil the verge of nervous prostra
tion, and believed by his physician to
be practically on his deathbed. Life
in the open, with plenty of exercise,
and taking good care of himself, served
to prolong his days. Mr. Vining was
inevitably accompanied on his travels
by two pet dogs, and he became a
familiar figure on the streets, with' a
genial w'ord tor everybody he met. He
is survived by his wife. The funeral
services will be held at 33 State street
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock. The
interment will be in Achorn cemetery.

FLORIST
253 Camden Street
Rockland

BORN
Smith—Somerville, Mass., Jan. 27. to Mr.
ind Mrs Albert Watts Smith, formerly of
Tenant’s Harbor, a daughter—Arlene Mary,
zelght. 644 pounds
Jones—Camden, Jan. 27. to Mr. and Mrs
The officers of Ivanhoe Commandery Sidney A. Jones, a daughter
Whitmore—Camden, Jan. 30, to Mr and Mrs.
U. O. G. C, were publicly installed last
Wednesday evening by G. C Herbert Walter Whitmore, a daughter—Helen Frances.

McKiney of Portland and P. G. C. Dr.
Hill of Itoekland. The officers are N.
C„ Georgie Manson: V. N. C., Agnes
Niles: W. H„ Percy Dinsmore: W. P„
Mabel Chaples: W. I. G.. Eva Ingerson;
W. O. G., Clarence Ingerson; W. T„
Jennie Pettee; K. of R„ Mary Dins
more; F. K. of R„ E. W. Hodge; P. N.
C., Robert McIntosh.
Stated communication of Aurora
Lodge will be held Wednesday even
ing when important business will be
considered and the fellowcraft degree
worked, hence the members should
turn out in full numbers.

DIED
Thurlow—Stonington. Jan. 26. Charles C.
Thurlow, aged 64 years, 10 months, 16 days.
Benner—Thomaston, Jan 21, Edwin L. Ben
ner. aged 67 years, 9 months. 1 day.
Morse—Rockland, Jan 29, Warren Morse, a
native of Warren, aged 74 years, 7 months,
29 days. Funeral today at 2 o’clock in Baptist
church, Warren
Payson—Byfleld, Mass, Jan. 27, Fred Payson,
Ir, son of Mr and Mrs Fred Payson, foruerlv of Warren, aged 1 year, 27 days.
Stanton—Waterville, Jan. —. Nathan Clif
ford Stanton, native of South Thomaston, aged
13 years.
Vining—Rockland, Jan 31, Clarence H. Vin
ing. aged 64 years, 8 months, 22 days. Funeral
it 22 State street Thursday at 2 p. m
Marks—Rockland, Jan. 30, Abbie S., widow
of Isaac II. Marks, aged 90 years, 9 months.
7 days Funeral Wednesday at 2 p. m. from
Littlefield Memorial church.
Barton—Rockland, Jan, 30, Goldie E , daugh
ter of Alonzo F. and Elizabeth (Hamilton)
Barton, aged 9 years. 7 months, 17 days
Funeral from Burpee undertaking parlors toJay at 2 p. m.
Parkhurst—Executive -Mansion, Augusta, Jan.
31. Hon. Frederic II. Parkhurst, governor of
Maine, aged 57 years.

Miss Corbett is wondering if the
farmers of Knox county would not like
to help out in supplying vegetables,
whereby the needy can be supplied
with two quarts of soup daily. It is
trying times for the man out of work,
who has a large family. The provision
dealers are supplying soup meat and
soup bones, but vegetables are scarce.
The vegetables needed most are car
rots and onions. I’lease leave them at
the Salvation Army hall, opposite
Lindsey House. Last *Aveek over 97
quarts of soup was distributed to dif
ferent families. The cases are first in
vestigated by the Red Cross social
CARD OF THANKS
worker, the Salvation Army officers
wish to express my thanks and appreciation
doing the hardest part of the work in ;o I I)r
Silsby and nurses who were so kind to
making and distributing the soup. me during my illness at the Silsby ^lospltal
•
Mrs. Larry Smith.
Anyone who can supply vegetables for
this good work, should do so, for this
CARD OF THANKS
means a great deal of distress is re
To all our neighbors who gave us such
lieved.
valuable assistance when our buildings were
People living to the Eastward of
the Kennebec River have never felt
that their efforts in behalf of a bridge
would meet with an enthusiastic re
sponse from the people of Bath. The
Bath newspapers have had very little
to say on the subject, however, until
Saturday's Times.
The
following
paragraph may- he taken as an indi
cation of that city’s attitude toward
the fridge project: “Few people in
Bath ever expect to see a bridge
across the Kennebec river between
• his city and Woolwich. Price of con
struction
prohibitive.
Motor 'eftr
owners would enjoy one hut the State
has no millions and Bath certainly
would not gain by such an expensive
luxury. This talk of a bridge recalls
the sale of the Knox and Lincoln
Railroad. One reason for opposition to
the stile was that the, railroad car
shop would be lost. That did employ
a few BHth men here. Promoters of
the sale ridiculed the moving of the
shop. The road vas sold and Bath
soon saw the only benefit it ever de-

Begins Monday
OUR

MARRIED
Carle-Shuman—Portland, Jan 26, by Kev.
James F Albion, Alvah R Carle and Eva
Shuman, both of Pleasant Point.
‘ Noyes-Smith—Somerville, Mass.. Jan 25, by
Rev. Mr Colpitts, Horace M Noyes of Vinal
haven and Mrs Etta Smith of North Haven.
Clough-Daggett—Rockland. Jan 29, by Rev.
Howard A. Welch. J. Austin Clough and Miss
Jean Daggett, both of Rockland.

ENTIRE

BUNDLE
LOTS OF

STOCK

Wall Papers

These Bundles are worth $2.50 to $5.00
.a Bundle—Positively One of the Best
Values Ever Offered
Per Bundle
OATMEAL PAPERS
30
Inches
Wide
Different
Colors
While They Last

yflx"»
“Vz’Lr

Remarkable
Value

26

WALL
PAPER

ROLL ’25 1 r0||
For All Rooms
ROLL
Papers With Borders Sold as Shown—No Mail Orders

HAVENER HALL'
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1921
BRIM

JEWETT

Costly

—WITH—

Nibbling.

A St. John chocolate manufacture!
who told the Canadian Industrial re
lations commission thnt his employees
last year nibbled up $18,000 worth ol
goods, employs 190 persona, to th«
mode of self-help chosen hy than
amounted to almost $100 each.

TAD STACY

SANDY MACK

ZEB AVERY

NOTICE—This is not a pickod-up team. Thi3 is an organization that
» can produce the goods.

Dancing, 8 to 17.

Featuring that Fox Trot Hit—
“PALESTEENA”

SPENCER
Rejuveno

CORSETS
Have your Corsets
specially designed
for you.

MRS. S. P. FOSS
25 Ocean Street - - Rockland M
Telephone 561-M.

Registered Spencer Corsetiere
2-Tu-tf

Al Nebes, of Lowell, Mass
Champion of the Western States, has challenged

FRANK ALLEN

AND FRED

FOUR-HILE
This bids fair to be the most inter
esting week of the winter at the
Training Station skating Rink, part
ly because of the presence of Al
Nebes, the sensatl. nal roller skating
ing champion of the Eastern States,
and partly because of the local con
tests which Manager Tarr is putting
on. Nebes proved a bit too fast for
Frank Allen in last winter's contests,
but he will find it quite a different
proposition to skate four miles against
both Frank Allen and Fred Mealey.
This contest takes place tonight,and
Nebes with all his skill, (speed and en
durance will know that he -has been
in some contest before the four miles
are over. Wednesday night occurs
the matched race between Mrs. C. P.
Tarr and Miss Dorothy Breen. Miss
Breen's admirers have raised a purse
to meet the one offered by Mrs. Tarr,
and the winner of the Iwo mile speed
contest Wednesday evening will take
home a very neat snty of money.
Mrs. Tarr in addition to being very
fast also holds the local title for
graceful skating, and this she wishes
to defend next
Saturday evening
against a woman skater in the State
of Maine.

OF DISCONTINUED
PATTERNS

being destroyed by fire, we extend our most
sincere thanks.
Mr. and Mrse A. R. Carle.

Philadelphia Orch.

Southern-Marlowe
74563

BOOTS, SHOES,

1921

DANCING
MISS JENNIE S. HARVEY
Aesthetic and Folk Dancing

RELAY

MEALEY

RACE

TUESDAY EVENING, FEB. 1
A BIG PURSE WILL BE HUNG UP
A BIG WEEK'S CARNIVAL IS BEING ARRANGED
WEDNESDAY NIGHT—Mile race for $109 a side, between Dorothy
Breen and Mrs. C. P. Tarr.
SATURDAY—Graceful and Dance Skating Contest. $15 to winner.

WEDNESDAYS
AT ODD FELLOWS HALL
AT 5:00 P. M.

Younger Beginners Class in
Ballroom Dancing, 3.45 P. I

Evening Class, 7.30 P. M.

KRtnsuonfimi

JUST ARRIVED
CARLOAD

Ballroom and Folk Dancing
THURSDAYS AT TEMPLE HALL
At 4:00 P. M. For Older Pupils

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
APPOINTMENT

BY

PRIVATE CLASSES ON
APPLICATION

Phone Mrs. Helen Cross, 460
138-T-tf

Matched Hard Pine Sheathing
$50 per thousand feet
/

-AWjEJU

W. H. GLOVER CO.
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I acquire the nghf'T'sEufl exercise
It.”
“And when will that day be?” Very
softly, in awesome tones!
‘‘The day I drive the last spike in
the N. C. O.”
Fell a silence. Then; “I’m glad,
Bryce Cardigan, you're not a uuitter.
Good-live, good luck—and don't forget
my errand.” Site liung up and sat nt
tlte^telephone for a moment, dimpled
chin in dimpled hand. “How I'd hate
you if I could handle you!" she mur
mured.
•
Following this exasperating but
illuminating conversation with Shirley
Sumner over the telephone. Bryce
^5^
Cardigan was a distressed and badly
worried man. For an hour lie sat
slouched in his chair, chin on breast,
the while lie reviewed every angle
’LAVTTiOR OK GAPPY
of the situation. He found it Impos
CQPYT2ISHT, ETf PETER B.KYNE
sible. however, to disassociate the busi
rwwi
ness from tlie personal aspects of his
"Yoii'rt* a wee bit surprised, aren't relatlhns with Shirley, and he recalled
SYNOPSIS.
you, Mr. Cardigan?" she said teasingly. that she'had the very best of reasons
CHAPTER I.—Pioneer In the California “You're wondering why J have tele for placing iheir relations on a busi
redwood region, John Cardigan, at fortyness liasis rather a sentimental one.
leven, is the leading citizen of Sequoia. , phoned to you?”
owner of mills, ships, and many acres of :
“No. I haven’t had time. The sud For the present, however, it was nil n
timber, a widower after three years of
profound and disturbing mystery, ntid
married life, and father of two-day-old ' denness of it hits left me more or less
nfter an hour of futile concentration
dumb. XYlijr did you ring up?”
Bryce Cardigan.
“I wanted some advice. Suppose l|iere came to Brjxp the old childish
CHAPTER II.—At fourteen Bryce makes
Impulse to gy to his father with his
the acquaintance of Shirley Sumner, a vis you wanted very, very much to know
itor to Sequoia, and his junior by a few
what two people were talking about, troubles.
years. Together they visit the Valley of
“He will be able to think witltout
the Giants, sacred to John Cardigan and hut found yourself in a position where
having his thoughts blotted out by a
his son as the burial place of Bryce's you couldn't eavesdrop. What would
mother, and part with mutual regret.
woman's face," Bryce soliloquized.
you do?"
> own big redwood
"1 wouldn't eavesdrop," he told her | l’p s ''*ip onp
CHAPTER IH.-Whi’e Bryce is at col
lege John Cardigan meets with heavy severely. “That Isn't a nice thing to 1 frees; his head is always above the
business losses and for the first time views
the future with uncertainty.
do, atuj I didn't think you would con storm."
Straightway Bryce left the office and
CHAPTER IV.—After graduation from template anything that isn't nice.”
college, and a trip abroad, Bryce Cardi
“But I have every moral, ethical, anti went home to the old house on the
knoll. John Cardigan was sitting on
gan comes home. On the train he meets
Shirley Sumner, on her way to Sequoia to financial right to be a party to that I the veranda, and from a stand beside
make her home there with her uncle, i conversation, only—well
”
hitn George Sea Otter entertained him
Col. Pennington. Bryce learns that his
“With yod present there would be
father's eyesight has failed and that Col. ■
with a phonograph selection—“The
Pennington is seeking to take advantage of no conversation—is that it?
Suwanee River.” sung by a male quar
the old man’s business misfortunes.
j “Exactly, Mr. Cardigan.”
tette. He could not see, but with the
CHAPTER V.-In the Valley of the
“And it is of the utmost importance
intuition of the blind he knew.
ra‘di- that you should know what is said?”
“What is it, son?” he demanded
cations are that it was cut down to secure
“\es.”
«
the burl and evidence seems to show that \
„A ,
t inten(1 (n ,;se j-our gently as Bryce came up the low steps.
Pennington and his wood*-boss, Jules*
.u
“George, choke that contraption'off."
knowledge of the conversation, when
Rondeau, are implicated in
outrage.
Bryce took his father's hand. “I’m
gained, for an illegal or unethical pur
CHAPTER VI -Pining with Col. Penin trouble, John Cardigan,” he said sim
pose
?
“
nlngton and his niece. Bryce finds ti e
ply, “and I'm not big enough to handle
room paneled with redwood hurl, confirm
“I do not. On the contrary, if 1 nm
It alone.”
ing his suspicions of Pennington's guilt.
In a diplomatic way, unperceived by Shir aware of what is being planned. I can j
prevent others from doing something I The leonine old man smiled, and his
ley, the two men declare war.
smile had all tlio sweetness of a bene
CHAPTER VII —Pennington refuses to illegal and unethical.”
diction. His boy was in trouble and
renew his logging contract with the Cardi
“In that event. Shirley. I should say had come to him. Good! Then he
gans. believing his action means bank
ruptcy for the latter Brv'-e forces Ron- von are quite justified in eavesdropwould not fail him. “Sit down, son.
deau to confess he felled the tree in the ' •
Valley of the Giants, at Pennington's or- , P,n»and tell the old man all about it. Ileder. After punishing the man. Bryce
'lint lio-.v can I do it? I can’t hide

«Se

VALLEY
THE
GIANTS
OF

PETER DKYNE
“

PACKS'

hurls him at Col. Pennington, who, with 1 .
,,n,i Retell”
8hirley. had witnessed the light. Penning- ln a pl,ispt an<1 listen,
ton is humiliated, end the girl, indignant,
“But a dictograph and have it hidorders Bryce to leave her and forget their ,
.' .,
rftOnl where the ronversnfriendship
He leaves, but refuses to acn
,llp ronm " nerp tI1P conters.t
cept dismissal
(ion takes place. It will record every

word of it.”
“Where can I buy one?"
“In San Francisco."
"Will yon telephone to your San
Francisco office and have them buy
one for me and ship it to you, together
CHAPTER IX.-Moira McTavish. child
hood friend of Bryce and employed in his with directions for”using?”
office, makes Shirley's acquaintance and
“Shirley, this is most extraordinary.”
the two become friends Seeding money
“I quite realize that. May I depend
badly. John Cardigan offers to sell Pen
nington the Valley of the Giants, but the upon you to oblige me in this matter?"
Colonel, confident the property must soon
“Certainly. But why pick on me. of
be his through the bankruptcy <xf his
enemies, contemptuously refuses.
"Un all persons, to perform such a mission
known to her uncle. Phirley buys Hie I
Valley and the Cardigans have a new I for you?”
lease of business life. They interest capi- j
“I can trust you to forget that you
tai and decide on a scheme to parallel
have performed it.”
Pennington's logging railruad.
“Thank you. I think yon may safely
CHAPTER XII—Continued
trust me. And I sliall attend tit the
"Oh, I'tn easy to get nevpininted matter Immediately.”
“You are very kind. Mr. Cardigan.
with," he retorted lightly. “Besides,
don't I come well recommended?" lie How is your dear old father? Moira
l>ondered for a moment. Then: “I'll told me some time ago that he was ill.”
“He's quite well again, thank you.
you wliat. Miss McTavish. Suppose
we put it up to Bryce Cardigan. If It’s too bad the circumstances are i
lie says it’s all right we'll pull off the such that we, who started out to be
party. If he says it's all wrong. I'll such agreeable friends, see so little of
go out and drown myself—and fairer eacli other. Sliiriey."
“Indeed, it is. However, it's all your
fault. I have told you once how you
can obviatA that distressing situation.
But you're so stubborn. Mr. Cardigan.”
“I haven't got to the point where 1
like crawling on my hands and knees."
he flared back at her. “Even for your
sake. I decline to simulate friendship
or 4olerance for your uncle; liepce 1
must he content to let matters stand
as they are between us.”
She laughed tightly. “So you are
still uncompromisingly belligerent—
still after Fncle Seth's scalp?”
“Yes; and I think I'm going to get
it. I'm not fighting for myself alone,
but for a thousand dependents—for a
principle—for an ancient sentiment
that was my father’s and is now mine.
You do not understand."
“I understand more than you ghe
me credit for. and seme day you'll
'realize it.
I understand just enough
tuAake me feel sorry for you. I in, |
dojhtand wliat even my uncle doesn't
suspect at present, and that Is that
ynur're the directing genius of the
Northern California Oregon railroad
and hiding liehind your friend Ogilvy.
I!'
Xow. listen to me. Bryce Cardigan
You're never going to build that road.
Do you understand?"
h
The suddenness of her attack amaz
ed
him to such an extent that lie did
“Just Tell Me Your Home Telephone
not take the trouble to contradict her.
Number.”
Instead he blurted out, angrily and
defiantly: “I’ll build that road if it
words than them has no man spoke.”
costs me ni.v life—if it costs me you.
“I'll think it over,” said Moira.
.,u means. Never decide such Understand ! I'm in this fight to win."
nn important matter in a hurry. Just i "You will not build that road,” she
tell me your home telephone number, reiterated.
and I’ll ring up at seven this evening j “Why;"
for your decision.”
"Because I shall not permit you to.
Reluctantly Moira gave him the [ have some financial interest in the
number. She was not at all prejudiced 'Laguna Grande Lumber company, and
against this carroty stranger—in fact, It is not to flint financial interest that
she had a vague suspicion that he was you should build the N. C. O.”
a sure cure for the blues, sin ailment
"How did you find out that I was
which she suffered from all too fre behind Ogilvy?”
quently ; and, moreover ids voice, his
"Intuition. Then I accused you of
respectful manner, his alert eyes, and
It and you admitted it."
his wonderful clothing were all rather
“I suppose you're going to tell your
alluring. The flutter of a grent nil uncle now,” he retorted witheriugly.
venture was In Moira's heart and tlm
“tin the contrary, I am not.
If It
flush of a thousand roses In her cheeks
will comfort you the least bit you
when. Buck Ogilvy having tit length have my word of honor that I shall
departed, she went into Bryce's private
not reveal to m.v uncle the identity of
office to get his opinion as to the the man liehind the N C. O. The fact
propriety of accepting the invitation.
is. both you and Uncle Seth annoy me
Bryce listened to her gravely as exceedingly, (low lovely everything
with all the sweet Innocence of tier would have .been if you two hadn't
years and unworthiness she laid the started this feud and forced upon me
Ogilvy proposition before him.
the task of trying to he fair and im
“By ail means accept,” he counselled partial to you both.
Forgive my
her. “Buck Ogilvy is one of the finest slang, but—I'm going to hand you each
gentlemen you'll ever meet. I’ll stake a poke soon.”
my reputation on him. You'll find
“Sldrley,” he told her earnestly,
him vastly amusing, Moira.
He'd “listen carefully to what I am about to
make Niobe forget her troubles, and say: I love you. I’ve loved you front
he does know how to order a dinner.” the day I first met you. I shall always
When Moira had left him, Bryce love you; and when I get around to
was roused from bitter introspec
It, I'm going to usk you to marry me.
tions by the rilging of the telephone. At present; however, tliat is a right
To his amait r <®t .Shirley Sumner was
CHAPTER VIII —Returning to Sequoia,
the train on which Shirley, her ure le. and
Bryce are traveling, breaks away from
the locomotive, and Bryce, who could have
escaped, at the risk of his life cuts out
the caboose and saves them from certain
death, being painfully Injured in doing so

callinr him L_ 1

—.-----------
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O. Send your bright friend Ogilvy
nfter that franchise. He's the only
man who can lnnd It. Give him a free
hand ami te'l him to deliver the goods
by any means short of bribery. 1 knowyon can procure the rails and have
them at the intersection of 11 and Wa
ter streets Thursday night. If Ogilvy
can procure the temporary franchise
and have It in hi< pocket hv six o'clock
Thursday night you should have that
crossing in by snnup Friday morning.
Then let Pennington rave. He cannot
procure an injunction to restrain its
from cutting his tracks, thus throwingthe matter into tlte cotirts ami hold
Ing us up Indefinitely, because hv the
time he wakes up the tracks will have
been cut. The best he can do then
will he to fight us before the c'tv conn
cil v hen we apply for our permanent
franchise."
Partner, it looks like a forlorn
hope." said Bryce.
Well, you're the hoy to lead It. And
It will cost but little to put In the
crossing and take a chance. Reinetnher. Bryce, once we have that crossing
in it stands like a spite fence between
Pennington and the law whieli he
knows so well how to pervert to suit
his ignoble purposes." He turned ear
nestly to Bryce and waved a trembling
admonitory finger. “Your |ol> Is to
keep out of court. Once Pennington
gets the law on ns the issue \Ylll not
he settled in our favor for years; and
In the meantime—yon perish. Run
along, now, and hunt up Ogilvy."
•

•♦»•••

It was with a considerably lighter
heart that Bryce returned to the mill
office, from which lie lost no time in
summoning Buck Ogilvy by telephone
Thanks so much for the Invitation.'
Ogilvy murmured gratefully. “I'll he
down in a pig’s whisper." And he was
‘Bryce, you look like th° devil." he d<*
dared the moment he entered the lat
ter’s private office.
■I ought to. Buck. I've just raised
the devil and spilled tlie beans on the
X. C. o.”
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Neglected Colds are Dangerous
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Breaks up a cold in 24 hours — Relieves
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Quinine in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tome
Laxitive—No Opiate in Hill's.
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rant who sees before him Ids favorite
vintage. “I have been expecting Mr.
Ogilvy to call for quite a while. Show
him in."
The visitor was accordingly admit
ted to the grent man's presence and
favored with an oflicinl hnndPluike of
great heartiness. “I've been hoping to
have this pleasure for quite some time.
I’otinristnne.” Burk announced ciTsily
ns he disposed of his h:U and overcoat
pn an adjacent chair. Buck's nlert
hlup eyes opened wide lu sympathy
with his genial mouth, to deluge Mayor
Poundstone with a smile that was
friendly, guileless, confidential and sin
gularly delightful. Mr. Ogilvy was a
man possessed of tremendous persona'
magnetism when lie chose to exert It.
and tlfnt smile was ever the open'ng
gun of his magnetic bombardment, for
it was a smile that always had the
effect of making the observer desire
to heboid it again—of disarming sus
picion and establishing confidence.

To whom, when anil where?"
“Glad yon did—mighty glad." th”
‘To Pennington's niece, over the
mayor cried heartily. “I have read your
telephone about two hours ago."
Buck Ogilvy stnnt?liis left palm with articles of incorporation. Mr. Ogilvy.
You will recall that they were pub
his right fist. “How did you let th
lished In the Sequoia Sentinel.
It
cat out of the bag?"
That remarkable girl called me in strikes me—”
"Then yfnt know exactly what we
and accused you of h ang a mere screepurpose doing, ami any further expla
for me and amazed me so I ndmitte
nation would lie superfluous." Buck
It."
interrupted amiably, glad to dispose of
Ogilvy dropped his red hen I in sin’
the matter so promptly. Again he fa
nlnteil agony and moaned. Prese-’tl
vored the mayor with his bright smile,
he raised it and said; “Well, it mic’
snd the latter, now fully convinced
have been worse. Think of what migh
tliat here was a young man of vast em
have happened had slip called in pe
prise whom it behooved him to receive
son. She would have picked you
in a whole-hearted and public-spirited
popket for the corporate seal, the com
manner, nodded vigorous approval.
hinntion of the safe and the list c
“Well, tliat being the case, JIr. Ogilstockholders, qprl probably ended up h
gagging and binding you in your owi
•”7
swivel chair."
Don’t. Buck. Comfort and nbus
is wliat I need now.”
“All right. What do you* want me
to do to save fhe day?"
Deliver to jme by six o'clock Tiutrs
day night a Temporary franchise from
the city cotinMl. granting the X. C. n
the right to "run a railroad from ondrying yard across Water street at it
intersection with B street and on
Front street.”
“Certainly. By all means! Ensiesthing I do? All right, old dear! I’tr
on my way to do m.v d—dost which
angels can't do no more. Nevertheless,
for your sins you shall do me a favor
before m.v heirt breaks after falling
down on this contract you've just
given me."
“Granted. Btiek. Name it."
“I'tn giving a nice little private, spe
cially cooked dinner to Miss McTavish
tonight. We're going to pull it off in
“Sit Down, Son, and Tell the Old Man one of those private screened corralAll About It."
in that highly decorated chink re«tnuraw nn Third street. Moira—that
gin at the beginning and let me have is. Miss McTavish—is bringing a chap
all the angles of the angle.”
eron. one Miss Shirley Sumner. Your
Bryce obeyed, and foAthe first time job is to he m.v chaperon and entertain
John Cardigan learned of his son's ac
MisjrSumner. who from all accounts is
quaifttance with Shirley Sumner and most brilliant and fascinating.”
the fact that she had been present in
“Nolhing doing!” Bryce almost, “What Can We Sequoians Do to Make
Pennington's woods the day Bryce had roared. “Why. she's the girl that
You Happy?”
gone there to settle the score with bluffed the secret of the N. C. O. out
vy." he continued, "what can we SeJules Rondeau.
of me!”
quoians do to make you happy?”
With the patience and gentleness of
“Do you hate her for It?"
“Why, to begin with. Mr. Foiinristoo".
a cqpfes«or John Cardigan heard tlip
“No. I hate myself.”
you might accept m.v solemn assur
story now. and though Bryce gave no
“Then you'll come. You promised
hint in words that his affections were In advance, and no excuses go now. ances tliat despite Hie skepticism
involved in the fight for the Cardigan The news will be all over town hv Fri which for some unknown reason a|iacres yet did his father know it. for day morning: so .why bother to keep peurs to shroud our enterprise in Hie
minds of some people, we have incor
he was a parent. And his great heart up appearances any longer?”
pornted a railroad company for the
went out in sympathy for his boy.
purpose of building a rationed.
The
“I understand, sonny, I understand
And f-efore Brvce could protest Ogil only tiling that can possibly interfere
This young lady is only one additional
vy had thrown open the office door and with th» project will he tlie declina
reason why yon must win, for of conrs
called the glad tidings to Moira, who, tion of the city council to grant us a
you understand she Is not indifferent
was working in the next room; where franchise to run qur line through the
to you.”
upon Moira's wonderful eyes slmne '•ity to tidewater. And I am glad to
"I do not know that she feels for me
with tliat strange..lambent t^nne. Sin have your assurance that the cityanything stronger than a vagrant sym
clasped her hands joyously. “Olj, how council will not drop a cold chisel in
pathy. dad. for while she is eternall
feminine, nevertheless she lias a mas wonilerful!" she exclaimed. “I've al the cog^ of tlie w heels of progress."
culine w,- y of looking at many things ways wanted Miss Shirley to meet Mr. (.To be continued—Began Dec. 28. Back
Bryce."
Her first loyalty is to her uncle; it;
copies can be supplied.)
fact, she owes none to me. And I dare
CHAPTER
XIII.
say he has given her some extremely
ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM
plausible reason why we should he
Fortunately for the situation which
eliminated; while I thin’: slip Is sorry
Main Street, Collier Llinerock
had so suddenly'confronted him. Br.vct
that it must h? done, uevertli 'less in
Head of Railroad Wharf
Cardigan had Mr. Buck Ogilvy; and
a mistaken impulse of self-protection
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
out of the experiences gained in othe
she Is likely to let him do it."
Tillson Avenue
railroad-building enterprises the sai,
“Perhaps, perhaps. Elfiuinnte the
Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
Ogilvy, while startled, was not stunnei
girl, m.v boy. She's trying to play fair
Main Street, Corner North
by the suddenness and immensity of
Pleasant Street. Corner Orange
to you and her relative. Let us con
the order so casually given him by hie
Main Street, Corner Park
centrate on Pennlngtou.”
youthful employer, for lie had alreadj
Bread Street, Corner Grace
“The entire situation hinges on that
devoted to the matter of that crossinRankin Street, Corner Broadway
Jump-crossing of his tracks on Water
the better part of the preceding night
Lincoln Street. Corner Summer
street.”
Middle Street, Corner Traverse
“Got to run n sandy on the mayor.'
“He doesn't know you plan Io cross
.Main Street at Rankin Block
Buck soliloquized ns he walked rapid*
them, does he?"
North Main Street, Cor. Warren
ly uptown. “Now how sliall I proeeer
“Xo."
Camden and Front Streets
to sneak up on that oily old cuss' blind
"Then, lad, your job Is to get your side?"
Head of Cedar Street
West Meadow Road
crossing in before he finds out, isn't
Two blocks further on Mr. Ogilvj
Camden Street near F. B. Church
lt?i'
paused anil snapped Ids fingers vicor
“Yes. but It's on impossible task,
ouslv. “Eureka !" he murmured. “Pvt
Those smalt ads in '1 lie Cuurierpartner. I'm not Aladdin, you know.
got Poundstone by the tail on a down
lazette are read by every body. That'
I have to have a franchise froiq the
hill haul. Is tt a cinch? Well. I Jus- s why they are so popular and
city council, and I have to have rails."
guess I should tell a man!”
•ffective.
“Both are procurable, my son. In
He hurried to the telephone buildin
duce the city council to grant you a
and put in a lortg-distance call for thtemporary franchise tomorrow, and
San Francisco office of the Cardigan
buy your rails from Pennington. He
Redwood Lumber company. When tin
has a mile of track running up Laurel
manager catne on the line Ogilvy die
creek, and Laurel creek was logged out
fated to him a message which tie In
three years ago.”
strncted the manager to telegraph hack
“But he hates me, old pal.”
to him at the Hotel Sequoia one hnip
"The Colonel never permits sentiment
later; this mysterious detail attended
to Interfere with business, m.v son. He
to, he continued on to the mayor’s of
doesn’t need the rails, and he does de
flee in the city hall.
sire your money. Consider the rail
Mayor Poundstone's bushy eyebrows
problem settled.”
arched with interest when his secre
"How do you stand with the mayor
tary laid upon his desk the card- of Mr
and the council?”
Buchanan Ogilvy, vice president and
“I do not stand at all."
general manager of the Northern Cali
“That makes It bad."
fornia. “Ah-h-hl” he breathed with an
“Not at all. The Cardigans are not unpleasant resemblance to a hon vl- |
known t» be connected with the
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happy
There can be only a small degree of happiness without good
health. Sickness in the home of rich or poor is depressing.
The "half-sick''—and there are thousands who drag through
days and weeks in business or at home — feeling miserable
ail the time. Some are dosing with one thing or another,
hut getting only temporaryreliet. If the condition is due
to disordered stomach, liver, or bowels, with or without a
headache, or if there is a tendency to catch cold, then the
remedy that will quickly correct tiiese troubles and restore
COCD health is "L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. Hundreds of
?Iainc peep!’ have sent testimonials of its wonderful curative
virtues to the *‘L. F.” Medicine Co., at Portland, Maine.
Buy today of your dealer, at 50 cents a bottle.

This is FertilizerYear
The T world's demands must increase,
and distribution be assured. The far
sighted farrher knows this, artd will plan
for a greater crop production at less cost
with the wise use of ESSEX Fertilizers.

ESSEX Fertilizers mean economic pro
duction because they are made from Bone,
Blood and Meat Meal, mixed with agri
cultural chemicals, and only high-grade
Potash imported direct by us from Ger
many. They provide plant nourishment
constantly from seeding time until the
end of the growing season, and supply
plant food that is available — specially
adapted to your crops.
ESSEX Organic Fertilizers are thor
oughly dependable. Their quality insures
Jhe best results. Order your supply to
day. Write for special crop information
and prices.
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FERTILIZER
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Branch of Consolidated Rendering Company
Boston, Massachusetts
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Instant
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flavor and real economy
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TBeres no waste because
is prepared instantly.in the
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vidual taste.
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Estate of Stanley Gregory Orbeton

JEFFERSON FARMS

Philip It PM'U, proprietor of Jef
ferson Farms Inc., is proving that
Maine cart liitse better beef ami
i Reaper beef than that raised on the
v.eslern ranges.
About IS' months ago. Mt. Park
purchased five farms, four in the
town of Jefferson, and one In Somer
ville, aggregating from 1,200 to 1,500
acres, for the purpose of establishing
n practical ,bee( producing center.
Mr. Park took this action after a thor
ough investigation and after gather
ing statistics and data to prove con
clusively to his own satisfaction that
Maine offered tremendous opportuni
ties for raising quality beef. For
foundation stock, Mr. Park brought to
Maine forty-four head of pedigret-d
Polled-Angus cattle representing the
choicest selection of the leading herds
of tlie West, including many prize
wingers, among which were the firstprize and Grand-Champion bull of
Denver, Colorado, snd the first-prize
heifer calf; 5lso winners at Oklahoma
City and Tennessee State Fairs at'
Memphis and
Knoxville,
Indiana
State FnHX Southwest Livestock
Show' and Illinois State Fair in 1911,
all of the stock being out of prize
winters for years back. A large por
tion of this stock was purchased from
Kx-Prcsident Sutton of the Kansas
Board of Agriculture, who had been
breeding Polled-Angus for the past
twenty years. The herd now consists
of about one hundred head and is
considered ope of the best herds east
of the Mississippi River.
The fii-st consignment of Baby Beef
from this prize herd is now ready for
market, and through the cooperation
of the State Chamber of Commerce
and Ajttk'Ultural League, und the lnduattia) Bureau of the Maine Central
Railroad, Maine people will have an
opportunity to compare the quality of
Mr. ParkS, lieef. grown In Maine, with
that imported from the West. Ex
perts who have seen tlie Baby Beef
state that It would compare with
Chicago Fancy, and believe that the
beef wilt be of the finest quality, inas
much Tas it has been kept growing
rapidly'and had been fed on Mainegrown feeds It is intimated that the
beef now ready for market will lie on
the menus of some of tile leading ho
tels lq Maine.
When we consider the fact that not
more than one per cent of the beef,
pork and lamb products handled by
the. western packing houses in Maine
anhuayjr is raised -in this state the
importance hf Mr. Park's project to
develop a greater interest ln beef pro
duction In Maine is clearly apimrenf
Angus cattle,, while comparatively
pew to Maine, have won a reputation
throughout the country, demonstrating
in tile past twenty years their super
iority over Sil beef bieeds by winning
over .twenty per rent of the single
steer.-herd. Carload and carcass prizes
at tliC" International Livestock Expo
sition nt Chicago This fact, together
optli their quiet disposition (bring
horrlcss) and their ability to rustle a
livirg off almost anything, many thinkwill make them the most popular
breed in tlte East, within a short
time.
Mr. Park's project has proven (o l,c
ore of the most important events in
the livestock of Maine for some»yejas
and the following farmers have madpurchases from the Jefferson Farms,
with an idea of going into the beef
business: Senator Clark, of South
Jefferson, Melvin White, of Passtidumkeag. C. 8. Towle of Winthrop,
the Erskine Brothers, of Windsor. It
has been stated that Maine produces
only one-quarter of what it cats.
Maine must, therefore, awaken to the
task of feeding Itself, and livestock
keeping is the only solution. The
farms now neglected in Maine must be
restocked with some kind of livestock,
if the boys are to lie kept home. Mr.
Park believes tliat there are a number
of farms where help is not plentiful,
where the Women folks are not strong
enough to care for the milk and uten
sils. and. also, a good many farms
where the milking, night and morning,
three hundred and sixty-five days in
the year, is actually the millstone that
is breaking the spirit of the father, the
sons, or both, and a good many boys
have left the farm for the reason of
thSjjxisitive horror they have of tlie
milklnx . job that is never done. On
sucb.'fgfms. Mr. Park believes, beef
cattle wyi, fill the bill.

TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
>e organs healthy by taking

GMAMEDAL
Th* world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Famous since 1696. Take regularly and
keep in good health. In three sizes,
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How to
Live
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TIIE GIANTESS
NCE tlicrc lived a Giant who had
a dnhglnpr and, of course, she
was n Giantess.
The Giant, like all others of Ids
kind, carried off all the people that
came in Ids path. Inn Ids daughter al
ways uinnaged. while her father was
asleep, to rescue all the men, as she
wished very much Io gel married.
She thought she might win a hitshand if she could keep him locked
up long enough on liread am) water,
for she knew that men would promise
anything when iliey wanted a good'
dinner.
Bui all the men she locked up had
said they would starve before Iliey
would have for a wife the big daugh
ter of a Giant.
Xow the Giantess was a very vain
person, and while site might have

O

I

been'pretty if she had been a person
or ordinary size, she was nlinnst funny
to behold with her tinge body.
There was one tiling about her.
thoiigli. and tliat was tier hair, which
fell around her in golden waves
reaching to Iter feet.
tine day Iter father brought in a
Prince, intending to iiohl him until
Ills father, a rich king, should offer
his kingdom as a ransom for Ills son’s
return.
When the Giantess saw tlie hand
some youth slip made up hpr mind at
once to carry him off to her lower ami
make him promise to marry her. for
of all things she most w ished Io he ,a
Princess.
>
So while her fattier Was taking a
nap she picked up the Prince in one
hand ami carried him away.
She first locked him in a room with

out any food for a whole day, and the
next ii'.ornlng, when she was sure lie
was very hungry, she carried him
with her owu bauds a very nice break
fast.
Tlie Prince was wise, even if lie
lind been rearer) in luxury, and lie
saw nl once that the Giantess was a
very tain creature.
So lie praised the food and told her
lie was sure she luid cooked il, for
no one Inn a beautiful woman could
cook such daimy food.
Then lie told her lie had never seen
such beautiful liaii', and lie wished
he could see It al Its full length. for
he was sure that no lady of ids fa
ther'* court had hair tliat could he
compared with hers.
Tills pleased I lie Giantess so much
that she at once lei down her wonder
ful hair, anil llie Prince exclaimed
that nolhing would make him happy
hut to have a thick lock of her tresses.
The Giantess was sure she had at
last won a husband, ami she gladly
cut from her head a heavy, long piece
of tier golden linir.
Thai night, when the Giantess and
the Giant slept. I he Prince fastened
tlie hair to tlie window of the tower
and let himself down to the ground
and escaped to his home.
Wlicn tlie Ghintess came ill in the
morning and found tlie Prince had
gone site was. of course, very angry.
, lint when she saw her hair, which he
had pretended io admire, had made a
{vope for him io escape, her anger
knew no hounds.
She raved anil lore her beautiful
hair until her father, thinking she
had lost her senses, ran down the
mountain so fast tliat lie forgot the
| ocean at tlie bottom, and plunged in
und was lost. ,
The Giantess kepi on tearing her
hair until none was left, and when
It was all gone from her head she
began to shrivel up. and at last she
became so small that the wind blew
tier away.
Bill on the edge of tlie mountain,
overhanging the Ocean, can he seen a
face in tlte rock like that of a giantess
witli streaming hair, and on stormy
nights Ute sailors always keep far
from tliat rock, for they can hear
wliat sounds like the cries of tlie
Giantess still bemoaning tlie lost
Prince.
(Copyright.)
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Relieves Deafness, Steps Head Noises
Il is not pul in the ears, hut is “Rubbed in
Back of Ears" and “Inserted in the Nostrils."
Has had a Successful Sale since 1907.
For Nli in Rockland. Main®. by Corner Drug Store. Corner Maia and Limerock etrnots.
Proof ot tucces® will be given you by the above druggists.

This Signature on Yellow
Box and on Bottle
Manufacturer
70 Fifth Ave.. New York City

Common Sense Comments oa
Health, Happiness and
Longevity

By GEORGE F. BUTLER.
A. M, M. D.
Uoprrlgbl URL Sr tBlarniilonsI Press Burses

HEALTH INSURANCE.

Ever Get
Bilious?
Try This

Take NR at once. Get
digestive and eliminative
organs working in har
mony and relief is imme
diate.
Never causes
griping.

JVR Tonight— Tomorrow Feel Right
When your liver roes on strike and
you feel a sick headache and bilious
spell coming on, instead of prodding
your liver with dangerous calomel and
lashing your bowels with strong. Ir
ritating purgatives, get out your bex
of mild, gentle-acting Nit Tablets and
take one right off.
Relief will come just as quickly and
with it genuine, lasting benefit.
There will bo no griping, gnaw
ing pains or doubling stomach
ache.
Nature'* Remedy (NRJ
Tablets) work promptly and
thoroughly, but the action is
gentle,
mild and soothing.
Relief comes through the ac- ,
tion of Nature’s Remedy ontbot
only the liver, but on the whole diges
tive and eliminative system,—the stom
ach, the bowels and even on the kid
neys. Stored up accumulations of
waste and body poisons that have
been clogging the system are complete
ly cleared out the over-worked stom
ach Is strengthened and the interrupted
work of digestion and assimilation is
resumed. The Inactive liver goes to
work with new vigor, the bowels
are unburdened, the headache leaves,
that dull, “dopey.” want-to-crawldown-a-hole feeling disappears, energy.

“pep” and appetite return and yon
fad yourself entirely, completely re
lieved.
There is no better proof of the
crest value of Nature's Remedy for
biliousness and constipation than tho
fact tliat more than one million NR
Tai-lets are used every day,—more
than fivo million boxes eold every
}-err.
If you’ve not already done so,
get a £5o box of Nature's Rem
edy (NR Tablets) and take the
first tablet tonight If your
constipation 13 stubborn or per
sistant, continue to take one
each night for a week or so.
Then note how you feel. Tour bow
els will bo as regular as clock work,
and you'll find yourself in better
shape physically, mentally, every way
than you've been in many a day.
After that yon need not take medicine
ever}- day. An occasional NR Tablet
to keep your system ln gcod condi
tion will be sufficient, and you can
always feel your best. Remember it
is easier and cheaper to keep well than
to get well. Just try it.
Nature’s Remedy (NR Tablets) Is
sold, guaranteed and recommended by
your druggist.

©

WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Druggists, Thomaston, Maine

/

Better Than Pills

For Liver Ills.

Page Five
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Trains Leave Rockland

for

•

•

Irma L Orbeton, •Administratrix on
the
hate of Stanley Gregory Orbeton. late of
ockport, in said County, deceased, Waving
Bath. Aj7.00a.in.. t7.30a.m-, tl.lOp.n*. Aj4-3C
resented her flixil account of administration p m., t4.35n m
f said estate for allowance.
Boston . A(7.00a m . »7.30:i.m.. 11 10 p.m.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, once
Brunswick. §7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a. in , 11.10 p. m.®
week, three weeks successively, in
Tlie 14.35 p. m
ourier-Gazette, printed in Rockland, in said
Lewiston, A §7 00 a m.. 17.30 a m.. |1.10 p m.
ounty, that all persons interested may attend New York. 14.35 p. m.
t a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
Portland. A§7.00a. m . |7.30a. m.. |l 10 p. m..
le 15th day of February next and show cause, 14.35 p in.
.
any they have, why the said aecount should
Waterville. A57 00a. tn.. l< 30 a. m.. 1».i0p. m.
ot he allowed
Woolwich, §7.00 a in. 17.30 a. ni. tl.lOp. id.,
ADELBEKT L. MILES, Judge
§4.30 p tn., 14.35 p in. /
l true copy—Attest:
1 Daily excep t Sunday.
$ Sunday only.
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register
A Passengers provide owu ferriage between Wool
With and Bath
Estate of Charles H. Washburn
STATE OF MAINE
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M L. HARRIS.
Cnox, ss.
•40-20 V.P & Gen i Mgr. Gea'I Passenger Agt
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
»r said County of Knox, on the 18ib day of
anuary. in the year of our Lord one thousand
Ine hundred and twenty-one
Vinalhaven and Rockland
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be tlie
i»t Will and Testament of Charles H. Washurn, late of Thomaston, in said Counts, having
Steamboat Co.
een presented for probate, and application
aring been made tliat no bond be required of
lie executor named in the will.
The direct route between
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
11 persons interested, by causing a copy of
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HALT AND
ds Order <to l»e published three weeks sucSWAN’S ISLAND
essively in Tho Courier-Gazelle, a newspaper
ablisbed at Rockland, in said County, that
ley may appear at a Probate Court to be
Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m.
old at Rr^ckland. in said County, on the
for Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington
fteenth day of February A D 1921, at nine
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
and Swan's Island.
Q.v they have, why the prayer of the petitioner
Returning, leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 a.
lould not be granted.
m. for Stonington. North Haven, Vinal
ADELBEKT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
V true copy—Attest:
haven and Rockland.
11T17
HENRY II. PAYSON, Register
W. S. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.

Nature's price for health Is regular
ity. You cannot safely bottle up sleep
tonight for tomorrow night’s use, or
force your stomach at one meal be
cause you expect to eat sparingly ai
the next, or become exhausted In work
ing (lay and'night, expecting to make
it up later.
•

•

•

Worry, anxiety. Jealousy, malice,
hatred, hot temper, selfishness, dig
honesty, perversion of moral Integrity,
Id short, every discordant or ahnnrmal thought, emotion or expression
tends to destroy that perfect equilibri
um of the faculties aud functions
which Is called health.
•

•

•

X'o one thing contributes more to
health or success, than a strong, vigor
ous will. It Is a perpetual health
tonic, physically ond mentally. Il
braces the system, enabling It lo en
dure hardships, disappointments and
disease.
v

•

•

•

If your tiusibess confines you from

eight to six. there Is still time left be
fore and afterward. Have that to your
self. and spend it in walkiug in the
fresh nir, as far from town, or nar
row streets, as possible.
•

*

•

The care and preservation of health
is a moral duty and must be rnnked
among the cardinal virtues—that is.
among the virtues which are tlie most
Important and essential to your well
being.

a a a

Ublished at Rockiand, in said County, that
bey may appear at a Probate Court to be
eld at Rockland in and for said County, on
le fifteenth day of February A D. 1921. at
ine o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause.
. any they have, why the prayer of the i»elionei should not be granted.
ADELBEKT L MILES, Judge or Probate
k true ci py—Attest:
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register
Estate of Arianna T. Smith

Cnox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
vr said County of Knox, on the 18tli day of
anuary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
line hundred and twenty one.
Whereas a petition has been duly filed pra.vng that specific property remaining in the
lands of Prank L. Luce. Administrator of tlie
state of Artanna T Smith, late of Rockland,
eceased, on settlement of his first account,
lado at a Probate Court, held at Rockland,
ithiu and for said County, on the third Timsay of December A. I» 192ft, may be ordered
) be distributed among the 'heirs of said deeased. aud the share of each determined
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
ersons interested, by causing a copy of this
rder thereon to be published three weeks sucessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
uhlisjied at Rockland, in said County, that
hey may appear at a Probate Court., to be
eld at Rockland, in and for said County^ on
he fifteenth day of February A D. 1921 at
ine o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause
f any they have, why the prayer of the peUioner should not be granted.
ADELBEKT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
V true copy--Attest:
11TI7
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
Estate of Theodore Sidney McIntosh

STATE OF MAIM;
inox, ss
At a Probate Court held al Rockland in ami
or said County of Knox in vacation on the
tftth day of January, in the year of our Lord
me thousand nine hundred and tweuty-one.
A petition asking for the appointment of
airle Mclntoali as administrator on the es.atc
f Theodore Sidney McIntosh, late of Rockind, in said County, having been presented ami
ppliciafion having been made that no bond
e required of said administrator
Ordered, Tha-t notice thereof be given to all
ersons interested, by causing a copy of this
>rder to be published threo weeks successively
l The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
t Rockland, in said County, that they may
ppear at a Probate Court to be held a< Rockind in and for said County, oil the 15th day
•f February A I». 1921, at nine o’clock in the
orenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
vliy tlie prayer of the petitioner slum Id not be
;ranted.
ADELBEKT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
V. true copy—Attest:
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register

It Is wonderful how much work a
man can get through who works with
gystetn and method and who has ac
quired the invaluable habit of putting
Estate of Richard H. Burpee
odd moments to a good account
Knox County. In Court of Probate held at
* * *
aookhtnd in vacation on the 20th day of
January A D. 1921.
Like ripe fruit drop
Samuel A Burpee, Executor on the estate of
Into our Mother’s lap, or be with ease tiehurd H Burpee, late of Rockland, in said
'ounty,
deceased, having presented his firs’
Gathered, not harshly plucked.
nd final account of adniilnistration of said
• • •
estate for si I Iowa nee

That notice thereof be given once
Do not expect to have health for i Ordered,
week, three weeks successively,
in The
nothing. Nothing worth anything cao Courier-Gazette, published in Rockland, in said
’
ounty,
that
all
persons
in.eres.ed
may
attend
he obtained without effort
t a Probate Court to be held at Rockland on

•

*

• .

he 15tli day of February next and show cause,

f any they have, why the said account should
Health, strength and longevity, de- iioa
be allowed.
end nn Immutable laws. There Is no
ADELBEKT L MILES, Judge.
V. true copy—Attest:
“.......*1'"i» them.
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Saonial Attoatioa to Probst* Mattara

<7S MAIM STREET • < ! NttCKLANB. Ml

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE

411 MAIN STREET I : ROCKLAND, ME.

Estate of Nancy L. Robinson

Knox County. -In Court of Probate held at
toekland on the ISih day of January A D
1921.

Frank B. Miller Administrator on the estate
>t' Nancy L. Robinson, late of Chicago, Ill.,
leceased, having • presented his first and final
ccount of administration of said estate for
iHowfWice.
'
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, once
i week, three weeks successively.
in The
'ourir-Gaze:te„ published in Rockland, in said
ounty, that all arsons interes.ed may attend
t a Probate Court to be held st Rockland, on
he fifteenth day of February nert and show
•ause, if any they have, why the said account
vhould not be allowed.
ADELBEKT L MILES. Judge

Professional&.BtisinessCaits

Eastern Standard Time
Augusta. A §7 00a. in.. 17.96a. m.,1!.i0p in.
Bangor AJ7.OOa.rn.. t7.30a.tn .11.lop. m.

All prudent people insure their lives
but how very few who believe In life
lusurauce are governed by similar prln
ciples lo the management of their
health? A man who takes out a policy
iu a life Insurance company Is sub
jected to certain conditions and re
quireuieuts. Can he expect less In In
surlng his health? The first requisite
is to value health shove all things—
to seek liealtlunnd keep after IL The
second Is to learn the laws that govcm life and health, and the third Is
Estate of Fisher D. Payson
to obey these laws. Knowledge and
.
STATE OF MAINE
STATE OF MAINE
uox, ss.
obedience are the premiums exacted
County of Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
To
the
Honorable
Justice of tlie Supreme
or forfeiture of tlie lusurauce. If you
>r said County of Knox, on the 18th day of Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
muary. in the year of our Lord one thou- within and for said County of Knox, on the
desire to Insure good health, and you
md nine hundred and twenty-one
drat Tuesday of April. A. I) 1921.
lire In the ‘hebit of sitting up late ai
A Certain Instrument, purimrting to be the
Rose A. Larrabee, of Rockland,
In
the
st Will and Testament of Fisher D. Payson, County of Knox and State of Maine, respect
night, go to bed at a regular hour
ite of 1'nion, in said County, having been fully represents that she is the lawful wife of
This Is nn electric light civilizntlon
resented for probate, and application having Fred Francis Larrabee, formerly of Rockland,
jen made that no bond be required of tlie aforesaid, but whose whereabouts are now un
ond it is all wrong. If you have beeo
xecutor named in the will
known; tliat she was lawfully married to said
In. the hablt-of getting up late In the
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all Fred Francis Larrabee on the twenty-second
arsons interested, by causing a copy of this day of December. A D. 1913, in said Rockland,
morning, try the novelty of rising
rder to be published three weeks successively by Rev. Edward S. Ufford; that they co-hablted
early, and find out how easily the dif i The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper puhMshed and lived together as husband and wife, after
t Rockland, in said County, that they may heir marriage, at said Rockland, until the
ficult problem of the night before Is
ppear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock- latter part of January, or first of February
solved in the fresh. qu»et hours. If
nd. in said County, on the l’th day of Febni- 1915, when she left her said husband for good
ry A D. 1921, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, cause and has since lived separately and apart
you have ealeu three heavy meals
nd show’ cause, if any they have, why tlie from him; that one child, Elizabeth B Larra
daily, reduce them, especially making
rayer of the petitioner should not be granted. bee. was born to them on November 7, 1914 ;
ADELBEKT L MILKS, Judge of Probate.
hat your said libellant has always conducted
breakfast and the evening meal slm
V true copy—Attest:
herself towards her said husband as a faithful
pie, and be surprised with good dlges
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
true and affectionate wife, but that the said
Fred Francis Larrabee, unmindful of bis mar
tion, sounder and sweeter sleep, and
Estate of Charles G. Whitney
riage, covenants and vows, has been guilty of
STATE OF MAINE
a more amiable disposition.
If you
cruel
and abusive treatment towards your said
.not. «s
lilteilant. has treated her with evtremq cruelty
have worked night snd day, and wor
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and and,
being
of sufficient ability or being able to
ried simultaneously, stop and consider or said County of Knox, on the eighteenth day tabor and provide for her. grossly or wantonly
f January, in the year of our ord one thou- and cruelly refuses or neglects to provide suit
If "the game Is worth the candle." Ask and nine hundred and Uventy-one.
able niaiiiteiiance for her; that tlie present
A Certain Instrument purporting to be the
yourself If It will pay to spend your
•st Will and Testament of Charles G. Whit residence of said Fred Francis Larrabee is not
life and strength in gaining that which ey, late of Thomaston, in said County, hav- known to your said libellant aud caunot be
ascertained by reasonable diligence; that then1
ig been presented for probate, and applica- s no collusion between your said libellant and
most easily takes to Itself wings, while
on having been made that no bond be re- he said Fred Francis Larrabee to procure a
you are every day growing more and
ulred of the executor n^med in the'will
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all llvorce
more nervous. Irritable, and unhappy
Wherefore, she prays that the bonds of mat
ersons interested, by causing a copy of this
under an-unnecessary burden. To In •rder to be published three weeks successively rimony now existing between her and her said
husband may he dissolved ny divorce, that she
i The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published nay he granted the custody of said minor child,
sure your health you must reduce life
t Rockland, in said County, that they may Elizabeth B Larrabee, ami that such further
to the simplest terms. Show the spirit
ppear at a Probate Cckirt to be held at Rock- >rders and decrees may be made, as to cos’s
ind, in aud for said County, on the fifteen b ind otherwise, as may seem just and right to
of obedience to physical nnd mental
ay of February A D. 1021. at nine o’clock in
laws. Cultivate the love of right ac ae forenoon, and show cause, if any they this Honorable Court ROSE A LARRABEE,
arc, why the prayer of the petitioner should
tion.
Eat. drink and dress simply.
January 11, 1921.
ot he granted.
Live out of doors as much ns possible
ADELBEKT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
BTATE OF MAINE
always resting and sleeping In the 4 true copy—Attest:
County of Knox, ss.
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
Subscribed
and
sworn to this eleventh May
open air whenever It is feasible. When
January, 1921.
Before me.
Estate of G. A. Miller
FRANK H INGRAHAM,
you are Inclined to worry, turn to
STATE OF MAINE
Justice of the Peace.
Cnox,
ss.
brighter, thoughts and endeavor to
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
•
STATE OF MAINE
throw off care. Don’t take your trou ir said County of Knox, on the eighteenth
L S
bles to bed with you—but. as someofle ay of January, in tlie year of our Lord one Knox,
ss.
housand nine hundred and twenty-one.
Clerk’s' Office, Supreme Judicial Court.
advised, hang them on the chair with
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
January Term. A D 1921.
your trousers or drop them in a glass ast Will and Testament of G A Miller, late
Upon
the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
f Rockport, in said County, having been pre
Libellant give notice to said Fred Francis Lar
of water with your teeth.
ented for probate.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to rabee. to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Keep up your physical strength. The
Il persons interested, by causing a copy of Court, to be lioldcn at Rockland, within and
strongest physically are less liable to bis Order to be published three weeks sue lor the County ot Knox, on the first Tuesday
essively in Tlie Courier-Gazette, a newspaper of April, A. D 1921, by publishing an attested
nervous breakdown. To eat moderate
ublished at Rockland, in s;dd ('■ounty, that copy of ».iid Libel, and this order tbereom
ly at regular hours, to sleep sufficient bey may appear at a Probate Court 1o be held liree weeks succrssively in The (’ouiier («.ize:te
,i newspaper printed in Rockland, in our County
ly, to' bathe dally, to get rtiough active t Rockland, in and for said County, on the of Knox, the last publicjition to he tjiirty days
fteenth day of February A. D. 1921, at nine
exercise in the open air—if possible ’clock in the forenoon, and show cause. If at least prior to said 'first- Tuesday of April,
next, that ho may there and then in our said
in a form which will add Interest to ny they have, why the prayer of the petitioner court appear and show cause, if any he have,
liould not be granted.
,vhy the prayer of said Libellant should not he
the mere exertion—these should be the
ADELBEKT L MILES, Judge of Protiate.
granted.
k true copy—Attest:
commandments of the physical law.
SCOTT WILSON.
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court
Don’t give way to; your emotions.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Estate of Edgar 0. Robbins
Meet worries with common sense. Be
Court thereon.
STATE OF MAINE
Attest:
MILTON M GRIFFIN
decisive: self-polseiL self-controlled. 'nox. ss
Clerk of Courts.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
Make philosophy your friend, and this or said County of Knox, on the eighteenth
(Seal)
8-T-14
ay
of
January,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
will lead you Into tliat serenity which
aousand nine hundred and twenty-one.
Estate of Robert L. Stevens et al.
is the chief factor In health insurance
A petition' asking for tlie appointment of
STATE OF MAINE
larence L Robbln> as adniniistrator on tlie To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Follow these little guide posts on the
state of Edgar O. Robbins, late of Hope, in
Court in and for the County of Knox.
footpath to pence and health, nnd you
aid County, having been presented and apRespectfully represents Susan L. Stevens of
lication having been made that no bond be Warren, Maine, Guardian of Robert L. Stevens
will learn tliat Io live will be a delight:
squired ol' said administrator
Chrisllne L Stevens and Dorothea K. Stevens,
to breathe, n pleasure; to think a luxOrdered, That notice thereof be given 4o That said minors are the owners of certain
11 persons interested by causing a copy of Real EM;tte, »• united hrf Warren, in said
ngy; to sleep, a rest LEARN HOW
lis Order to be published three weeks succes- County, and dcscrllied as follows, viz : Due
TO LIVE.
-vely in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper undivided two-tlilrds of a certain lot or parcel
•

Get a 25e Box

They stop the
tickle

Knox County—In Court of Probate held nt
ockland on the 18th day of January A. D.

iiR

Prizes-Winning Polled Angus
Cattle Bring New Industry
To Maine.

HSVE A BOX HANDYON YOUR DESK-IN
YOUR POCKET*" OR
AT HOME SO THAT
THE CHILDREN CAN
ALWAYS GET THEM

1921

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Mam Street

Office Hours:

Rockland, Me..

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.; 6 to

8 P. M.
126-tf

DR. A. W. FOSS
ii
ROCKLAND. MAINE

OFFICE HOURS:
13-13

1:00 to 0:00; 7:00 to t:RS

TELEPHONE MO

DR. F. B. ADAMS
OffiM 400 Main Strut ROCKLAND. NAINM
lllloo Hsurs, until I a. m.; I la (

11 to 11,

a.

OFFICE TELEPHONE IM-W
Raaldtacs—Thorntfikt

Houta.

TEL.

120.

DR. G D. NORTH
’hysician andX-Ray Operator
OFFICE, IS Botch StrtaL R0CKLANB

OFFICE HOURS:

UaUI • a. M.

l:M to 3:00 tad 7:00 to 1:00 B. B.
TELEPHONE fl7
II-N

Dr*. T. L & Ruth McBeatk
Osteopathic Physicians
U UNION STREET, ROCKLAND. MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS RY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE I3«
I ff

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
OMca: VINAL BLOCK. TH0KA8T0N
Oillce llaurt: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P.

RatiOgaM until 9 A. M. aaO by Aggslatiaaaa
TELEPHONES: Rtililaag*. 41-4; Ofllaa, 1*0.

3S-tf

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
Office Hours—Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 to 3 p. m.
Telephone I4I-T

3-lf

H. V. TWEEDIE, MLD~
Diseascs of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
Naan: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 9 P. M.
RMldtaeg. 21 Fulton Strnot. T,l. Sli-E
Offlc® Telephone 493-W.

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduate!
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAIN
Hour® 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evening® 6:30 lo 7.i
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126-

C. E. BUCHANAN, M. D.

General Medicine
35 Limerock Street
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to 8 P. M.
Telephone 473
I4o«jirh2»

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, 8urgaen
—*nd—■

X-RAT Operator
U IDXMER STREET, ROCILJUfB
TELEPHONE 128

- DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (stralghtealng toatk)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEGE
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Sp»r Block...............Foot ol Park Strnot
Offlc® Hour®: 9 to 12; I to 5.
TEL. 74S-M.

DR. LAWRY
■ 0U Straat
HOURS:

Uatll COO a. b.
2 to 4 g. a.; 7 to 9 g. B.

E0CKLANB,

TELEPHONE

DR. W. HARRISON SANBORN

of land together with the buildings thereon,
Dentist
situated in said Warren on the east side of tlie
road leading from Warren to Thomaston (on
400 MAIN 8TREET. R0CKLANB, MAINE
lie west side of Georges River) beginning at
m iron bolt in a stone at tlie corner of land
Oggoalto TharaOikt Hatol
formerly of Mary L Tolman and Lucy J
Creighton; thence running easterly one hundred X-RAY tad 0ENTAL ELECTRIO TREATMENT
seventy-two feet to an iron bolt driven into
M-if
he ground; thence northerly one hundred
ninety-eight feet to an iron imlt in tlie line
of land formerly of George Singleton; thence DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
)ves:erlv one hundred sixty-two feet to the
road above mentioned; thence by old road one
Dentist
hundred sixty-seven feet to first mentioned
’miuikIs ; being the former homestead of Everett
*07 MAIN STREET, R0CKLARB, ME.
C. Stevens, deceased
Atava Huitaa-Tuttla Bask Star*
That it would be for the benefit of said
minors that said Real Estate should be sold Phan® 49S-M. Offlc® Hnan: I to 12 aad I to 0
and the proceeds placed at interest.
Wherefore she prays that she may be licensed
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.
to sell aud convey at private sale said real
estate for the purpose aforesaid.
Dated at Warren, Me, this eighteenth day of JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
January A D. 1921.
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
MRS SCSAN L STEVENS
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.

KODAKS, DE

Knox Couir’y—
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
In Probate Court, held at Rockland, on the
LARGING.
eighteenth day of January.
Du the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That 370 Main St,
Rockland. Me.
notice he given, by publishing a copy of said
petition, with this order thereon, once a week
for three weeks successively, prior lo the third
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Tuesday of February next, in Tlie Courier
Gazette, a newspa|w»r printed in Rockland, that
Insurance
all persons interested may attend at a Court of
Probate then to be held in Rockland, and show
cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
Bueoeilor to A. J. Ertklat E C*.
should not bo granted.
AMtLBEItT L. JULES. IiiiIbo
(17 MAIN STREET :
t ROCKLAND. MAINE
A trim copy Attest :
11T17
HENRY II PAYSON. Register

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Estate of Risto Ikonen. alias Ristian Ikorist
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox, oil the 18'ii dav «f
January, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-one.
A petition asking for the appointment cf
Maurice P Spillane us ancillary admiuistru
tor on the estate of IHsto Ikonen. alias Ristian
fkorist alias Kristo Ikonen or Ekoncn, alias
Chris oplier Johnson late of Quincy, Mass
having been presented
Ordered, That notice thereof be given t
all persons interested, by causing a copy <
tills Order to be published three weeks succes
sively in The Coilrler-Gazotte, a newspaper
published at. Rockland, in said County, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to lie
held at Rockland in and tor said County, on
■lie 15th day of February A D. 1921, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of the peti
tioner should not be granted.
ADELBEKT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Attest:
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning

75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-P
Estate of Mary E. Rokcs

BTATK GF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for .said County of Knox, on Ihe eighteenth day
of January , in the year of our Lord one. thou
sand nine bundled aud twenty-one.
A petition asking for the appointment of X
B. Eastman as administrator on the estate of
Mary E ftokee. late of Warren, in said County,
having been pretexted.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persona interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be puidisbed threo weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at KoeklHtid, in said County, that tlicv mav
appear a? a Probate Court to be held at Rocklaud in and for said County, on the fifteenth
day of February A I» 1921, at nine o'clock
in the forenoon, aud show cause, if any they
Estate ot Reuben 0. Townsond
have, why tlie prayer of the petitioner should
Knox County
not tie granted
In Court of Probate held a I Rockland ou the
ADELBEKT L MILKaS, Judge of Probate
18th day of January A. D. 1921
A Hue copy Attest:
Frederick W Graves. Trustee under the Iasi
1IT17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register
will and tesfamciit of Reuben O. Townsend,
Estate of Addie J. Edwards
late of Rocklund, in said County, deceased
having presen ed bis second account of ad
NOTICE
ministration of the estate of said deceased
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
for allowance
Januau 18, 1921, she was duly appointed
Ordered. That notice thereof be given once executr.x of tile last will and^ testament of
i week tor three weeks successively, in The Addie J Edwards, late of Rockland, in the
Courier-Gazette, printed in Rockland, in said County of Knox, deceased, without bond as the
Codunty, that all persons interested may attend w ill dire<‘s, and on th.s date was qualified to
at a Probate Court to be iieid at Rockland, on fill said trust.
the fit tenth day of February next, and show
All persons having demands against
the
cause, if any they have, why tlie said account estate are desired to present the same for set
should not he allowed
tlement. and all indebted thereto are required
to make payment limncdiatelv to
ADELBEKT L. MILES. Judge.
A true copy—Attest .
.SI SIR II COLLEY.
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
Gray, Maine.
Jan. IS. 1921
Jan. 27-Feb 3 I ft
Estate of Sarah M. Black

NOTICE
The su’vscribcr hereby gives notice that on
January 1H. 1921. be was duly ap|>olnted execu'.or of the last will and testament of Sarah
M Black, late of Rockland, lu the County or
Knox, deceased, without bond as the will di
rects, and oq this dute was qualified to fill said
trust.
All persons having demands against the
estate are desired to present the same for set
tlement. and all Indebted therto are required
;o make payment immediately to
J EDWIN FBOHOC.
Rockland. Maine

Estato of Jason M. Robbins
NOTICE
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
December 21. 192ft, he was duly MpfioiiKed ad
ministrator of ihe estate of Jasou M Rolibins,
late of Union, in the County of Knox, deceased,
and on January 18, 1921, was qualified to fill
said trust by giving bond as the law directs
All persons having demands against the
estate are desired to present the same for set
tlement. and all indebted thereto are required
to make payment immediately to
GF.ORGE E ROBBINS

I
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The Ladies Aid of the Methodist
church will hold an all day session *n
the vestry Wednesday. Picnic dinner
will be served at noon.
Mrs. Jennie Wilson is critically Hl
at her home on Fly ler street.
Mrs. Gilbert Horseley is very ill 11t
her home on Water street.
Charles A. Prescott gave a party
bis eighth birthday. His guests we
Woodrow Wilson, Philip Newbert,
.■Fred Libby, Albert Risteen, .Bern;«l’d
Witten, Lucy Kalloch, Louise Beattie
and Bernice Maloney.
Refreshments
of sandwiches, cookies, birthday ca>'c
chocolate patties hnd cocoa
served. Music and all sorts of gang's
were enjoyed by the little guests.
Mr. McLaughlin, who has been a
tailor for the past fourteen years in
Scotland and New York City, and hh.s
51 very fine reputation, has opened a
tailor shop in this town over the hard
ware store of Donald George, and is
open to all comers, thereby saving
the people of Thomaston the trouble
of taking one more line of work to
Rr»ckland and ‘elsewhere.
• Mrs. William E. Atwood entertained
■friends from Rockland Friday at a
supper party, cards being enjoyed dur
ing the evening.
Mrs. Robert Davis and children of
Rockport spent the weekend in town
with relatives.
Mrs. Mitchell and Mrs, Charles
Bailey have returned to Freeport, after
spending a week with Mrs. Harold A.
Gleason.
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Gonia hMVC
returned to Boston after spending 1*0
weeks in town.
At a business meeting of the Congre
gational society Saturday evening, 'it
was voted by a large majority not to
sell the church property.
Miss Elvira Ireland entertained a
party of friends from Rockland and
Thomaston at her parents' home on
Knox street Sunday afternoon and
evening. A light supper was served,
and ail had a very pleasant time.
Edwin L. Benner died at his home
on Bechwood street Friday after a brief
illness. Mr. Benner had been employed
for some time at Whitinsville, Mass..
and had planned to return there last
week, when he was stricken with heart
trouble which resulted in his death.
He is survived by a widow and two
sons. Bentoh Benner of Whitinsville
and Leon Benner of Bath.
The re
mains were taken to Waldoboro where
funeral services were held Monday
morning.
The ladies of the Congregationalist
circle will serve a "Hoover Banquet" at
the vestry Thursday at C o'clock p- tn.
A good supper is guaranteed at fifty
cents a plate. This is in aid of Thom
aston's quota for the European Relief
Fund. Everybody come, please!
Mrs. J. E. Walker has sent to Arthur
L. Orne, chairman of the Rockland
Hoover fund, through Joseph Emery,
chairman of the Thomaston fund, a
check for $100. Mrs. Walker felt that
as over one-half of the total sum of
$220 raised by her benefit parties was
graciously contributed by guests from
Rockland, it was only right that at
least the ainc.unt of the indicated
check . should go to the Hoover fund
being raised in that city. The name of
Mrs. Donald P. George should be added
to the list printed in this column Sat
urday of the young people who so ably
assisted Mrs. Walker in serving the
luncheon and dinner.

ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Parsons are
out again after an attack of grippe.
Miss Flattie Aborn returned Satur
day to Waldoboro after spendi^K a
week with her sister, Miss Alice
Aborn at Charles F. Collins.
The Twentieth Century Club will
be entertained Friday afternoon by
Miss Minnie P. Shepherd at her
rooms in Camden.
Miss Eva Grotton was at home
from Hope to spend Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Grotton.
Kenneth Daucett is at home from
Millinocket where he has been em
ployed for several months.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell of Simonton
spent Sunday with her sister, Mrs.
Nancy J. Tribou.
The installation of officers of Har
bor Light Chapter O. E. S.. at which
a large number was present was held
Friday evening at the Masonic hall.
The ceremony was impressively per
formed by Past Matron Mrs. Addie.
Jciddns, assisted by Past Matron,

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.
Thomaston
Advanced SPRING PRICES on all

Gordon Hosiery
Fine line Turkish Towels, were
$1.39...................................... now 98c
Bungalow Aprons, were $1-98
.............................................now $1.00
Children's Sweaters, were $4-85
...........................................now $2.79
All Blankets Reduced for Feb
ruary Sale.

Yard goods fiiven away.

Just re

ceived 500 yard sticks. Come in and
get one.

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
FOR THOSE SPECIAL GIFTS
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
TAKEN DAY OR NIGHT
Phone 33-11

FIRST CLASS TAILORING
SUITS & OVERCOATS
To Measure
NEWEST FABRICS
BEST TRIMMINGS
Bring Your Own Material and Have
It Made
CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIR
ING. REMODELING

MacLAUGHLIN
Merchant Tailor
THOMASTON. MAINE
12-tf

W. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler
Real Hand Painted China
THOMASTON. MAINE

CAMDEN
Tiie steamer Castine leaves Whitte
more’s wharf daily at 8.05 a. m. for
West Islesboro and Belfast; returning
leaves Belfast at 1.30 p. nt., connecting
with the electrics for Rockland.
Representative Andrew V. Elmore
cf Camden has been appointed secre
tary of the Reapportionment Commit
tee.
Marcus Chandler came home from
Bowdoin Monday having two days out
from the mid year examination.
Alton French, manager of Carleton
Pascals, was operated on for appendi
citis Monday.
The monthly meeting of the Camden
Board of Trade will eb held at the Y.
AI. C. A. this evening at 7 30 and sev
eral matters of importance will he dis
cussed. flood attendance desired.
The proceeds from the matinee at
the Coinique Saturday were contrib
uted to the Hover Fund.
H. C. Small was in town Saturday
looking up old friends.
Will Packard has resumed his duties
with Carleton Pascal Co.
The Odd Fellows have work in the
Initiatory Degree Tuesday evening.
Oscar H. Emery left for Ellsworth
Monday morning to atend a case that
came to trial Tuesday afternoon.
Keystone Chapter have work on the
Alark Degree Wednesday evening.
The Eastern Star held their installa
tion and dance Monday evening.
The Camden Y. AI. C. A. basketball
team defeated the Wassitt team of Au
burn 90 to 0 in a very one sided game
last Saturday night.

# * ♦ »

District Nursing

Camden District Nursing Associa
tion is the title of the organization of
those interested in seuring a district
nurse for Camden. It is not a limited
society, for all citizens are invited to
be members, to attend any meetings
and to cooperate in making this move
ment for the public welfare the suc
cess it has proved in other communi
ties. Like all progressive helps toward
better living it needs general interest
and support to carry on and perfect
the service of this valuable asset to
community life.
Miss Helen P. Cobb, 103 Chestnut
street, telephone 109-3, has been se
Miss Cobb has
fcursctf several cases in town and her
iniu usreeaoie personality have
won her many friends. Those who are
trying to establish a district nurse
here, feel gratified to have obtained the
services of one already well-known and
liked.
Following are a few rules to assist
those who wish to obtain nursing
care:

(Over Donald George's Hdw. Store)

Tiles. Sat.

keeping accounts and making unneoessary visits for collection.
In reporting births, marriages and; The nurse will go to any home in
deaths please be particular to give all any part of the town as soon as possi
ble alter being eahil. and render such
names, dates and ages. These items of
expert service as tiie patient requires
news are printed in a department on or the physician recommends; such as
the third page that constitutes a his administering remedies, bathing and
torical record and on that account feeding the patient, assisting the doc
tor in accident or obstetrical cases—ir
should be complete and accurate.
short in performing all those duties 01
a trained nurse so necessary to the reMrs. Jlinettn Paul as marshal, and lief and comfort of a sick or injured
Past Matron Mrs. Ira Wooster as person.
< liaplain. The following officers were | From communities where district
installed: Worthy Matron. Airs. Min- : purses have been established come en
nit Luce: Worthy Patron, Charles' thusiastic reports of efficient aid to tiie
health and well-being of those placer.
Cavanaugh: Associate matron, Alias
Financial assistance will be neces
Katherine Spear;
secretary. Airs.
sary to the work and it is earnestly
Kdith
Carver:
conductress.
Airs.
requested that all those who pledged
Elizabeth Libby: associate conduct sums to this cause during the canvass
ress. Miss Blanche Wooster: chaplain.
last summer will deposit their contribu
Mrs. Ina Wooster:
marshal. Airs. tions with the Camden National Bank
Alinctta Paul: organist, Aliss Veda or with Miss AI. E. Bartlett as soon as
McKenney; Adah, Airs. Clara May posibly. that finances may not be lack
Young; Ruth. Airs. Lida Chumpney; ing to give the movement the help it
Esther, Mis. llattie Rhodes. Alartha. needs ail,I deserves while our people
Miss Marion Weidman: Electa, Mrs. rue becoming acquainted with its pos
Louise Holbrook; Warder. Airs. Eliza sibilities. Those who have not as yet
beth Spear; sentinel, Ralph Thomas. beer, solicited will greatly encourage
Music for the occasion was furnished the association if they will contribute
by Deane's orchestra. Other numbers such amounts as they feel able. The
on the prugram which were much en following officers have been elected for
joyed were a violin solo by Trygve the ensuing year: President. Airs. W.
Heistad and a piano solo by Aliss I D. Barron; Vice President. Airs. Fred
Clara Walker. The worthy matron. I ■lagels- seretary and treasurer. Miss
in behalf of the chapter presented the ' Alary K. Bartlett. Executive Commit
installing officer and the marshal | tee. Airs. Everett Duffy. Airs. E. F.
with gifts in appreciation of their! Knowlton. Airs. S. G. Ritterbush, Airs.
services. Airs. Hattie Rhodes the re Alice Messenger and Mrs. A. R. Hal
tiring matron was also presented with | ford.
a Past Matron’s jewel. The exer- I
cises were followed by dancing in the
WARREN
banquet hall.
Airs. Arthur Whittier and daughter
Mrs. Clara Gregory of Rockland
Marian of Bath are guests of hei
Highlands was at the home of her
mother, Mrs. Fannie M. Andrews.
Willie Carleton has been confined parents. Air. and Airs. W. F. Thomas.
to his home for several days on ac Bunday.
Several from Warren Grange went
count of an injury received while at
to West Rockport Friday evening to
work in the Edward Bryant . Co. attend Alt. Pleasant Grange installa
quarry.
tion.
Air. and Mrs. William Mitchell of
C. E. Morse of Rocland was in town
Rockland were guests of Air. and All's.
Sunday.
Leslie Rich Sunday.
Newell Robinson recently fell from
Mrs. Retta McDonald of Beverly, his team at the depot, hurting him
Mass.. was in town last week called quite badly.
ht'e by the illness of her brother Z.
Airs. Alary Hemenway wishes to ex
L. Knight.
tend her sincere thanks to all friends
Miss Lillian Rrann was at home who so generously remembered her op
from V ilej's Corner to spend Sunday her century birthday last Thursday,
with her parents.
Air. and All's. with candy, fruit, flowers and many
Charles Brann.
pretty cards.
Twenty-live tailed to
Air. and Airs. Charles Baird of Hope, extend congratulations. She was the
1". E. Blacliington and Forest Thurs neciident of 200 cards, also two potted
ton of Camden were recent guests at plants and many cut flowers.
Josiah Parsons.
Airs. L. WJiitehouee is a guest this
Fred Williams injured
his foot week at Nathan Leach's.
quite badly last week while work-'
H. L. Russell broke two of his ribs
ing in the Edward Bryant Co. quarry. last week, while auto riding, having
Miss Lillian Bixby of Camden and been thrown in a ditch at Sterling.
Rev. C. W. Turner, will attend in
Aliss Ida Cain were guests of Air. and
Portland tills week a convention of the
Airs. Irvin Cain Sunday.
A. L. Walker of Boston is the guest Christian Endeavor.
There was no session Alonday of the
of his brother. Arthur K. Walker and
High School. Air. Libby being in Port
family.
• • • •
land for the weekend.
R O. Wade of Camden was in town
High School Notes.
Plans are being made for a supper Sunday.
Airs. James Teague has recently re
and entertainment at the initiation of
grandson, Eaton
the Enkuklios Club Thursday. All ceived from her
members are expected to be present. Blackington of Redwood, Calif., two
We have two former members with clyclanien plants which arrived safely.
us again . * Herbert Maxey C20) as a She derives much enjoyment in seeing
post graduate and Charlie Lane as a them now in full bloom.
Earl Dolham was in town Saturday.
sophomore.
Funeral services of Warren Morse,
Look at those basketball records on
the black board. Keep up the good who died in Rocland Jan. 29. will be
held from the local Baptist church at
work.
2 o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
Parent’s Association meeting at the
» * ♦ *
school building
Tuesday.
Please
A Community Service
come and bring your friends
A largo and representative audience,
The Sophomore class gave a social
assembled at the Baptist church Sun
and dance at Shepherd's hall Satur
day evening to pay their tribute of re
day evening. The total proceeds have spect to Mrs. Alary Anne Hemenway
not been summed up yet.
of this village who celebrated her one
NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS

THOMASTON

hundredth birthday Jan. 27. A spec
ial musical program had been ar
ranged under the direction of Airs. C.
W. Turner, church organist, and the
■pastor. Rev. C. W. Turner, gave a
special address, in which he touched
the high lights of events embodied in
the century represented by the sis
ter’s life.
By way of Introduction the epoch
making discoveries of tiie application
f the steam engine to the steamship
and railway lines was discussed and
the influence of such events in shaping
the life of the century. Although the
life of Airs. Hemenway was in the full
strength of young womanhood when
these forces were first applied in any
practical manner, yet she has never
been privileged to ride in a railroad
train. The outstanding, lights in lit
erature were touches in passing and
the great representative statesmen of
the world were introduced to show to
what extent the life fit Airs. Henten
way was embodied in this period
which has produced us tiie great mod
ern world.
In view of the fact that she united
with this church at the early age of 16,
the pastor sketched the outlines of de
nominational history covering the cen
tury. showing how the organized life of
the great Missionary bodies of the
Baptists had had practically their be
ginnings within the scope of thin sin
gle life. Facts were introduced to show
the tremendous advance made in all
ispects of the denominational life, and
a picture of the pastor. Elder Bond,
who baptized her, was placed upon the
screen.
Pictures were also shown of a group
jf the older members of the church,
living and dead, including Brothers
Tolman and Pendleton, who have died,
and Deacon George Kalloch and Wil
liam Lawry v.ho are still actively as
sociated with the work of the church.
Pictures were also shown of Mrs.
Wakefield and Airs. Bean, who in years
gone had served the church as organsts. Mrs. Alary Newbert and Airs.
Milliken • were also presented.
Then
there was a picture of Air. Barlow,
whose body was recently brought from
France, and whose name is on the
honor roll of the church. While jhis
picture was on the screen a comrade
in arms, Cltester Wyllie, sang the fa
miliar melody “The Vacant Chair."
the audience standing in special trib
ute to the memory of the dead soldier.
While the picture of Mrs. Hemenway
was on the screen a duet was sung by
Airs. Wentworth and Airs. Steward.
At another point on the program Miss
Carrie Wyllie sang “Beautiful Isle of
Somewhere,” this being a special fav
orite of George Pendleton. The closing
picture represented a dozen surviving
members of Company E, of which Dea
con Benjamin Libby, Charles Mc
Callum and George Kalloch were hon
ored members. The closing selection
was sung by the audience, “Onward
Christian Soldiers," illustrated by a
striking picture of the crusaders.

An Unchristian
Martyr

By MARTHA M. WILLIAMS

1920. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

“I dare you,” I'eler called tantnlizingly front the far end of the footlog to Betty, poised on. the stump,
whence it had been cut She was like
a butterfly, newly alighted, standing
now on tiptoe, now teetering on both
heels, arms wide and high above her
shoulders, with bunches of red-bud
flowers in each hand.
“You think I’m foolish enough not
to take a dare.” she flung hack dis
dainfully, her words muffled by the
noise of the swollen creek. It was
late March, hut warm enough for May
—almost sultry, indeed—hence the red
bud flowers. The pair had been stroll
ing through a narrow, wooded bottom
where all manner of sylvan things 1
were waking cheerily.
Across the ’
stream there was a south-looking hill
slope above a low limestone bluff, 1
starred thick In every seam and cran
ny with hepaticas, white, pink and
pale purple. Above them string-bark
trees liore clusters of white stars with
pointed golden hearts, as beautiful as
orchids, and sweeter than spring It
self. Betty wanted the white stars—
wanted to pluck them herself. She
was not superstitious, of cotfrse—still
It was countryside belief with the un
lettered that wishes made ns you
plucked were sure to come true.
Hence her refusal of Peter’s help,
her resolve to cross the stream, wheth
er or no. Peter vowed she could nev
er walk the log, even with his help—

“You Think I’m Foolish Enough Not
to Take a Dare.”

WASHINGTON

WANTED

The church supper last week was
well patronized. Through the courtesy
A COOK AND A
of Fj I). Slcpp who represents the
Delco Light products the dining room
SECOND MAID
was lighted with electricity, which
Middle
aged women preferred.
added much to the occasion.
Must be reliable, neat and com
Zebra Crocker was in Augusta
petent. Small family, no children.
Tuesday on businesss.
Everything modern. If satisfactory
The harvesting of ice in this local
can have pcsition all year round.
ity was nearly completed la$t week.
Must give good references.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vanner visited
friends here. Friday.
Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell
R. C. Wentworth, county agent ot'
BELFAST, ME.
9tf
the farm bureau, was in town Satur
day looking after the organization in
this locality.
’S
There was a large attendance at
the installation of officers of Evening
Star Grange Saturday night. The in
Advertisements in this column not to exceed
stalling officers were from Seven Tree :hree lines inserted once for 25 cents. 4 time*
Additional lines 5 cents each
Grange,
Union.
A
banquet was or 50 cents
or one time, 10 cents 4 times. Six words
served.
make a line.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Sayward visited
at W. F. Hatch’s Sunday.
Lost «nd Found
The Guild will meet with Mi's.
Arthur Sherman Wednesday.
FOUND A roll of hills. Owner can have
atne by proving property.
*47 New County Road.

Electrified "Chicken Factory."

The largest electric hatching plain
In the world Is located in southern
California, near the little town of Artestia. It is said to he the first estab
lishment of the kind that lias fully
and satisfactorily solved the problemof bringing chicks into the world on a
wholesale scale by electricity.
The plant has an output capacity of
30,0(10 chicks a week, and it works
full blast seven months in the year. A
thermostat of special construction reg
ulates the temperature of the incuba
tors automatically and so reliably that
the percentage of eggs hatched suc
cessfully is extraordinarily high.
There Is no danger of fire; no loss
of chicks from chilling or overheating
—the brooders
being electrically
warmed; no lamps to he filled or ad
justed no gas burner to go out and
asphyxiate the downy birds. All that
is necessary is to turn a switch and
the machine attends to the rest of the
business.
The electric mother hen does tier
work at a cost of 1 cent a chick. Even
the coops are illuminated by electric
ity. getting the laying fowls on the
job earlier In the day.
Inman Textile Workers,

In North

LOST—In Temple hall last week, a sum of
money and some keys
If finder will mall
:he keys to THIS OFFICE, mav keep the monev.
13*16
LOST—Between Rockland and Camden. 1 bag
of Portland meat scraps. ROCKLAND TALLOW
(X).
13-16

LOST—A roll of bills containing about $43.
between Guarantee Clothing Co and Paladlno’s
barber shop opposite.
Finder plofise return
to WILLIAM THORNDIKE. 27 Purchase Street.
11*14
FOUND- A gold charm bearing date Dec
17, 1918
Owner can have same by proving
property and paying charges. Apply at COP
PER KETTLE.
11-14

Wanted
WANTED- To hear from owner of farm or
good land for sale, worth the price asked
L JONES, Imx 551 Olney. III.
14 !1<
WANTED—A blue flame oil cook stove, two
or three burner, in good condition
MRS.
ENOCH RAWLEY. Rockville. Tel 352-5. lltf

WANTED—All ready to commence sawing
wood by power
Better have it done before
the deep snow comes E. L. FASSETT. TeL
23-12
9-16
WANTtD A copy of The Courier-Gazette of
July 30. 1918
Please send to THIS OFFKTS.
9-tf
WANTED—Will pay spot cash for stock of
goods, grocery or general store. Address BOK
H. Rockland
7*18

to work in the pastry
THORNDIKE nOTEL.
C-tf

WANTED—Woman

kitchen.

ply to MRS

America alone there are

four distinct types of spinning to be
found and some half a dozen types of
weaving In use by the Indian textile
workers. Also they have most inter
esting devices for warping, for shred
ding. for pattern inakitig. aud, in addi
tion. countless secrets for dyeing.
Aren’t People Queer?
Exchange—“Mr. John Roberts has

F H. BURKE'iTT,
14*17

LOST- Thursday night, on Main street, browu;
leather bill-fold containing small sum of money.
Please leave at THIS OFFICE.
13*16

E C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Da
7-tf

WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices'
paid for heavy or light sails
W. F TIBBETTS, SaUmaker^Cl Front Street. Tel, resi
dence 775-W.
89-tf

WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham
ber ma ills, laundresses, general and kitchen
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 and 6 and 7
MRS HAWLEY. 780
High St., Bath. Me. Tel 725
100-tf
WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens. High
est prices paid. BAY VIEW FARM. North
Haven. Me
155*38
WANTED—Experienced

woman

or
143-tf

Printer—man

THIS OFFICE

gone south following his recent Ill
WANTED—Second hand Sails. Highest prices
ness." Foolish to follow It; he should paid for heavy or light sails W. F. TIB
BETTS. Sailmaker. 661 Main St., opposite foot
be glad to get rid of It
of Cottage St.

Tel. 233‘J.

Residence, 775-W.
89-tf

For Sale

To Let

FOR SALE Collie puppies, male $5, female
TO LET Fur a lady who would like a nice
dean, comfortable room for the winter months $3. C. K OVERLOCK. Warren. Me. K F D.
No.
2. Tel 173-4. ThuinaSton.
14*21
Inquire at THIS OFFICE
14-tf
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Garage; also wind
TO LET—Furnished and unfurnished rooms
for light housekeeping; electric lights, heat and shield, two seater top. new truck body, coil
bnx, carburetor FRANK JOOST. Tel. 233-M
bath
2 WILLOW STREET
11*16
737 Main St Carpenter and Boat Shop Next
TO LET 1 furnished rooms for housekeeping, to Crockett Block
14-17
at the Southend
Inquire L. BREWER. 39
FOR SALE Overland car, in good order. ApPark street.
12-tf
»’lv to S B ST CLAIR. 17 Trinity St. Tel.
TO LET—After February, 4—5 room tene 323-3________________________________ 13*16
ment. with modern improvements, corner Grove
FOR SALE—-Hard wood, all kinds, all prices ;
and Union streets. Apply at FULLER-COBBalso lqpse hay. MIKE 8UTELLA, Tel 27-3.
DAVIS
9-tf
Thomaston.
13*16
TO LET—Tenement 194 North Main street,
FOR SALE A new milch cow. ANDREW
ba.th room, hot and cold w’atcr, electric lights,
fireplace, bay window; on car line; arc light OLSON, R. F. D No 2 Box 73, Cushing. 13*16
in front of house. Near Country Club. TELE
FOR SALE Piano, Chlckering parlor grand,
PHONE 695-5 or 226-M
9-tf
Rosewood
Water damagod.
Good trade.
TELEPHONE
332-5.
12-15
TO LET Furnished rooms, well heated; bath
MRS OTIS. 39 Grove St Tel. 182-2.
6-tf
FOR SALE -Good hand picked Baldwin
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or apples by bushel or barrel. Will deliver in
rooms
Advertise yours In this column and erty limits o^-t<» steamboat wharf. Orders left
at Dr. Damon’s dental office or at residence.
you’ll get an application immediately.
3-tf
Phone connection DR. J H DAMON
12-tf
TO LET Desirable Hat of four rooms at 28
FOR SALE OR TO LET The six robin Wash
Pacific street, city. TEL. Rockland 112-4 or
Miller liouse in Camden. 2 Curtis Ave Inquire
51H-M.
4-tf
at 27 GAY STREET, Rockland.
11*14
TO LET —Six room tenement with electric
FOR SALE -Cockerels,—1 White Wyandotte,
lights and bath, at 27 South Main Street. Ap
1 White Leghorn, several R I. Reds, stock
ply on PREMISES.
10-tf
from Galen Farms. Clyde, N. Y. PAUL J.
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT STAAESEN. Head of the Bay
10*13
STREET
145-tf
FOR SALE—Smoke damaged furniture, in
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, cluding stoves, beds, couch, rugs, chairs, etc.
and musical instruments or anything that re Apply at premises. 22 BREWSTER ST
10-tf
quires a dry, dean room. Terms reasonable.
FOR SALE—One horse sled, single horse
L R FLYE. 221 Main SL. Rockland
45tf
pung, upholstered sleigh, No 3 Stoddard chum,
all in good condition Can be seen at CLIF
FORD M SPEAR'S, Bast Warren Hudson Far
Miscellaneous
rington.
8*15
MADAME
LeNORMAND’S Famous Cele
FOR SALE—Hard, soft and mixed wood. Tel.
brated Gypsy Witch Fortune Telling Cards sent 23-12
E L. FASSETT. Golden Nugget Farm,
postpaid on receipt of $1. J. I WILLIAMS West Meadow Road, Rockland.
8-15
BOOK CO . Worcester, Mass
12-19
FOR SALE—Standing wood at Hosmer Pond.
$360.00 a month easily made working spare $1 per cord. C. E. GROTTON, Rockport. Me.
time In your home town or city
Experience
7*14
not necessary. Either sex Address THE FRA
FOR SALE—The Isaac Jameson homestead,
TERNITIES. Richmond. Maine
12-19
opposite Oakland Park car station. The farm
RECORD EXCHANGE -All kinds of Phono contains about 38 acres Splendid pasture and
graph Records exchanged and for sale.
12 quantities of berries. Wood for home use.
RANKIN STREET, Rockland, front 6 to 9 p. in. Orchard of 40 trees, mostly all winter fruit.
11*18
See GEORGE K JAMESON tor terms, just
the road, or -write Rockland, R. F. D.
DENTAL NOTICE I wish to announce that across
10-tf
I am now in my office every’ day. DR. -I. II. 122 G
DAMON, Dentist Telephone 593-R
10-tf
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
LADIES—Reliable slock of hair goods at the 25
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail or home
, Bel
ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
18-tf fast. MeAddress DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO 7*tf
ACCORDION PLEATING. MACHINE HEM*
FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline engines.
STITCHING. PICOT EDGE, COVERED BUT* These engines, one of them in good shape, but
TONS. Orders promptly filled. PHYLLIS E both Hi good rtuining order. Will sell either
TOLMAft. 18 Leland St Tel. 270-J
5*24
one of them at a trade Can be seen at my
LADIES—Will find a reliable stock of hair mill. The reason of sale is that I am going
goods at the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main to use electric motors for grinding. L. N.
LITTLEHALE.
TTLE
4-tf
Street. HELEN C RHODES
18-tf
fotT SALE—In Camaen, 17-room lodging
FCRl
INCOME TAX RETURNS— I ain prepared to
give assistance in making out tax returns. house on Chestnut street, near P. 0. and Y. M.
ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel 77. C. A. Beautiful view of water and mountains;
fitted for 3 flat apartment; furnished or un
6-tf
furnished. Bargain if taken «t once. Call at
ENGRAVED CARDS- Call at this office and 42 CHESTNUT STREET, Camden. Tel. 41-12.
examine styles
If you already have a plate
.
134-tf
bring it in and let us print you cards In lates*
FOR SALE—Double tenement house, 28 and 30
size. THE COURIER-GAZETTE
3-tf

the trunk was gnarly, rounding, and
beset with high stubs of the few
brandies whoever cut it down had
taken time to slash away. But—he
could carry her over, if she were a H. C. L HITS EVEN SEA GULLS
baby—his head never swam crossing
water—and her weight was nothing to Birds Have Almost Deserted the Waters Around New York In Search
mention.
of Food.
Betty had laughed in bis face—then
he had strode across, and stopped lo
The almost total disappearance from
tantalize her. Half a minute she med
local rivers of the sen gulls, which a
itated, then dropped her flowers to
few months ago in countless numbers
earth, along with her hat and basket,
circled around the ships and ferry
sat herself upon the tree trunk and
boats, brings to light a new angle of
began to inch along it, slowly, but
the high cost of living In Manhattan.
surely—and it seemed more than se
On high authority comes the word
curely.
Hint the H. C. L. has driven them
“That is one way!” Peter giggled.
away. New Yorkers are so economical
“Take care so you don’t wet your feet
nt present that the sea gulls cannot
—they almost touch water now—and
find enough to live on hereabouts.
It’s lower Iu Die middle—’’
“Where have they gone?” replied an
“Thank you for nothing. I haven't ornithologist to an inquiry. “There is
lost sight nor hearing.” Betty retorted, no mystery about it. They have gone
somewhat breathlessly. The progress, where they find it easier to live. Those
so easy In theory, was proving hard beautiful birds which we ttseiT to see
and slow—besides the big stub mid on the Hudson nnd around the hay are
way loomed menacingly. She could now doubtless living at considerable
not possibly lift herself past it—crawl distance out at sea.”
ing over was her only hope. “Go
He explained that the sea gull lives
away. I hate to be watched,” she principally on food stuff retrieved from
panted to Peter who looked at the the water.
water. The log appeared to turn up
“When the New Yorkers were forced
stream and go sailing to nowhere— io guard the market basket so rigorous
desperately she essayed to follow- it— ly and eliminate waste in every way.
with a result of finding herself in cold the sea gulls found their food supply
and very swift water three feet deep. curtailed to the vanishing point. They
It swept her like a dead leaf down to accordingly went where they could get
a pool very tntich deeper. As she it. You will find them today in the
came to its surface Peter clutched her, track of the coastwise steamships or
held her witli one hand, mid very further out at sea in the lanes of the
shortly drew her safe to the bank, Atlantic liners, where there is not so
some hundred yards below where she much economy In the ship’s galley.”—
had fallen in. And there watching, New York Sun.
first with concern, then witli slightly
Masonic St., with extra lot of land on Grace
veiled amusement, stood Jack Bellew
Faith in Dream Justified.
NOTICE—K B Fillmore is authorized to rep Street
Will sell together. Apply to R. U.
resent
The
Courier-Gazette
in
Knox
county
and
COLIJNS,
375 Main St., Rockland, or MRS. £.
nnd his city counsin, Emma, a very
Partial blindness, it is claimed, has to receipt for money paid on new and old sub
KELLEY, Fairfield. Maine.
79-tf
pattern of trim elegance In tweeds, been cured through the medium of a scriptions.
109-tf
FOR SALE—Delicious sweet cider, fresh every
high boots nnd severely tailored hat. dream. A boy dreamed three nights
AUTO RADIATOR REPAIRING, reliable re day from choice apples
Delivered anywhere.
JAMES H. SIMONTON.
They had come from the Bellew house in succession that If he stood on a cer building, recoring. New and rebuilt Ford radi Drop me a card
ators for sale, $8, $10, $12 in exchange Ship Rqckland. It. F. D.
120-tf
upon the hill top, to see the creek tain bridge at Prague at midnight he ments given prompt attention.
YOUNG'S
Just past its flood stage, and the wak would see some one who would work AUTO RADIATOR WORKS, 65 Portland Kt.
Port hand, Maine.
4-If
ing woods. Betty could cheerfully a miracle for him. The youth went to
have slain them both—why had they the bridge and, after waiting there
STEAMBOAT SERVICE
chosen this special morning for their for hours, was coining away disap
Nothing timid about
stroll? Jack Bellew had been flutter pointed when he met a man who in
—BETWEEN—
ing about her since the Christmas par quired why he hud lieen standing there CAMDEN, WEST ISLESBORO AND
a want ad.
ties—to the great distress of his moth so long, gazing at everyone who passed
BELFAST
er. who Had matched him in nnd to her by.
Until further notice the swift and commodi
ous Steamer Castine will make daily trips be {J They “rush in where
mind with Niece Emma. Betty had
The youth explained, whereupon tween Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast.
played with him prettily after her the stranger announced himself as Pro Leave Whittemore’s wharf, Catnden,
on arrival of Rockland car ........ 8 05 A M. angels fear to tread”—
habit—but she ’would never be Able fessor Polonisky, a well-known surgeon Leave
West Islesboro ........................ 9 00 A. AI.
to face him again. She was so con In Vienna, and expressed a desire to Arrive in Belfast .......................... 10 00 A. M.
leave E. S. S. Corp.......................... where
you would he
scious of her draggled dripping gar experiment on the youth’s eyes. The Returning,
wharf. Belfast, for above
ments, her blue lips, her shouJders. result was that a wonderful operation
landings ........................................... l 30 p. M.
CONNECTIONS At Belfast with M. C R R
Peter was In better case, lie flung was performed with absolute success.
admission
train to Bangor, and Steamer Golden Rod for refused

(1) The nurse’s visits shall not, as
a rule, exfed one hour to each patient.
(2) Only obstetric and other emer
gency calls shall be answered after
6 p. m.
(3, Cases requiring quarantine shall
Evolution oT the Harp.
not be attended.
The modem tmrp 1ms been evolved
(4) The nurse shall not be required
to give genera! massage.
from types found among the Egyp
I
(5) The nurse shall take out of town tians. Assyrians. Hebrews nnd various
' calls only in case of emergencies with Celtic nations. N'e doubt the harp Cried Richard III., Forgetting That an
Camden doctors.
originated In the archery of olden
Advertisement In the Local Paper
j The tariff is as follows: ordinary 5 i»times, und the twaug of (Pe released
its, 50 cents; night visits. $1.00. These
Would Bring Immediate Results.
fes are to he collected by the nurse bow string
who will give a receipt for the treasurer.
Those small ads in The Courier- Patronize Our Ad Columns
It is requested that all fees be paid at Gazette are read by every body. That
IT PAYS
time of nurse’s visit, if possible, there is why they are tt» popular and

A Slorse! A Stee!
My Kingdom for d Horse!

I by saving much time and expense in effective.

off coat and waistcoat to be sure, hut
the clinging wet shirt revealed mus
cles and a torso to delight any eye:
moreover, his clutch of her shoved
giant strength. He didn't wait for her
to refuse llellew's eager invitation.
“Hoiuc’s nearer—going there is the
best preventive of taking cold.” he
said almost brusquely. “It's mighty
nice of you to offer us fire aud shel
ter—thank you a lot—but wet (logs
had better get to their own kennels."
Then he half-led. half-dragged Betty
away, bowing airily to the pair they
left. On the way to the log Betty
stopped him, pointing to a flowering
tree overhead, and reaching silently
to twitch off low-hanging clusters of
starry flowers. She was quite willing
to be carried over the stream. Peter
set a tentative foot on the log, then
plunged down to the streaniside, say
ing, with a grin, “We can't he wetter—
here goes!” theu went striding steadily
across. He put down his passenger
unbidden, picked up her hat and flow
ers and started along the homeward
path at nearly a dog-trot. But Betty
kept up witli him quite cleverly. In a
whiff her color had come back, her
eyes were shiny, not clouded, and her
hair beginning to frame her face in
adorable small tendrils. Viewing all
which from the corner of his eye, he
smiled whimsically, saving, “Lucky
those others,” nodding backward,
“can't see you now, Betsy!
Jack
would fall In love i^ith you all over
again, and Cousin Emma want to bite
herself with jealous spite. Fine os
she looked In her outdoor get-up, she'd
have nothing on you. Now you have,
as the darkies say, ‘Done come un
drowned.’ Did you wish anything on
her when you got the flowers?”
"Not a thing,” Betsy panted, run
ning a yard ahead of him. He caught
her arm saying, sternly, “No running
away, miss! Things have got to be
settled right here and now.”
“Oh, have they?” Betty flung over
her shoulder, twisting so her face was
hidden. She was all in a glow—t..e
twinkle In Peter's eyes had hetrryed
him. Besides—it was about lime lo
settle things—but she would tie' er In
the world let them be settled otherwise
than as she pleased. Peter li-.d been
so long, so steadfastly her merry' slave,
captive as much to her elfin humor
ns to her beauty and womanly charm,
it was delightful to have him even
pretending to lord it over her. Then,
too, she could take his breath when
ever she ehose—she smiled in think
of it, hut wondered a little liow he
would hear the surprise of his life.
Finding him silent (lie ran on. “I
did wisli things, though. Why don't
you ask about them? Is your curi
osity drowned the same as your new
shirt?"
“No—I’m merely waiting until you’ll
have to. tell me—or perish in the at
tempt not to,” Peter said reflectively.
Betty made a face nt him.
“Wish one was—never again to see
a person named Bellew,” she began.
Peter nodded: “Good work!”
With a silencing glance she went
on severely: “Wish two, that you'd
say I must marry you nt Easter—”
Here Peter put up Imploring hands,
crying, “This is so sudden. You fell
in love with me same time you fell
in the creek. I suppose?"
“No sir—ee,” Betty laughed. "It's
only you showed how well you knew
what to do In emergencies. I think
you’ll be handy to have in the house."
“An unchristian martyr!” Peter eja
culated—with eyes that belied his
speech.

Every-Other-Day*

Rata Live' In Tree Tope.
Bats are vegetarian by choice, but
they can readily adapt themseires to
any conditions. In Hawaii, for In
stance, where they were chased habit
ually by the mongoose, they have ac
quired the habit of living iu the tree
tops, where they are free from their
tormentors.

Telephone that ilem of news lo The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see IL

North Islesboro, Castine aud West Brooksville
Stage to Searsport, Stockton Springs and Sandy
Point. At Camden with electric cars for Rock
land and Thomaston
For information apply 'to George Dunton, E
S S. Co., Agent, Belfast. Mx> Phone 24 R. L.
Cook, Camden, Me.
Phone 243-3
W. W.
Bowden Cafe, Camden, Me, or Camden Lum
ber Company. Camden. Me Phone 130-3.
11 ff
COOMBS BROS. Belfast. Me.

A. C. MOORE
1
PIANO TUNER
With the Maine tlusle Compaay
RUlDiMCE TELEPHO* £. tU>X MOOMFOOF

perhaps.

€) No waiting your turn

in the ante-room, young

man, if your “situation
wanted” ad rings true.

Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles
ini add.iiou io pergonal notes recording departorcs end arrivals. Ibis department especial
ly desires infonnatlon of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........... ........... ............. •.......... J70

Mis. James Wight, who Is spending
the winter in New York, was knocked
down in the street toy an automobile
ot.e day best week aud one of her
hips was broken.
Mrs. Wight was
acoompanied by her niece, Mrs. Win
ifred Shaw Fales, who also figured in
I he mishap, but came out of it tinseathcd. Mrs. Wight Is in the care of
a trained purse, and Is doing nicely
though suffering considerable pain.
News of the accident was received
here yesterday by Philip Howard in a
letter from Mrs. Howard, who is vis
iting in Boston.

The only social event scheduled for
the Country Club tilts week is the Frldy evening dance, which commences at
it o’clock.
Th - social circle of the First Baptist
church tomorrow evening is to be in
charge of the choir, supper being
served at the usual hour at C.30, fol
lowed by a reception to the new itastor,
Rev, Benjamin P. Browne, and family
A program of music will be a feature of
the evening. The announcement is
made lhat owing to the limited accom
niodations the occasion will not he
open to the children, who later will be
given a similar opportunity to meet the
pastor.

An interesting event of the winter at
Camden is the anntiul ladies’ night of
the Camden Business Men's Associa
tion, which takes place next Friday
evening. Marston's full orchestra will
furnish music and there will be ears
after the dance.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 1,
fating unhampered action. But even dena Star-News containing tin account;
these did not answer the purpose. So of the famous annual festival known
now these women who are so fortu as the Tournament of the Roses. Glen
nately built an not to need restraining’ dale, winner of first prize, entered a
ncaseinents are discarding them on gorgeous float, using 5000 carmine
the dance door—or rather, before ven roses. 5000 carnations and 1200 hunch
turing on it. if mama is conservative es of violets. Words cannot begin to do
and inspects the semi-clothing outfit Justice to the handsome floats as pic
before it geis out of the house, what tured in the Pasadena, newspaper, and
matter? The corset she insists on can it is not to he wondered at that the
be and is checked. Which accounts for Californian city makes such a touse
the increase in sales of novelty garters. about this Bpstival.
Sharing in its
They are not doing without stockings glory as a .news feature, was tiie fact
—yet.—Dry Goods Economist.
that California University defeated
Ohio State at football 28 to 0. Cali
Miss Evelyn McDougall was given fornia doesn’t often have a chance to
surprise party at her Beech street boast about heating Eastern football
home, last Thursday evening by the rivals.
Watlnkte Club, of which she is a
member. Twenty of Iter lioy and girl
William E. Koster, who lias been
friends were present, tiie evening be spending a ten-day vacation at his
ing given mostly to dancing, witli re home in this city, has returned to
freshments served by members of the Boston University.
club.
Tile Sitnday afternoon convert at
Mis. Austin Smith will entertain the Country Club was enjoyed by a
Class 29 at her home on Grace street good-sized company, two Camden ar
Wednesday afternoon and evening. tists of high merit, Mrs. Dudley Tal
Picnic supper will he served,' and bot, contralto, and her daughter. Miss
then- will be a roll-call, to which all Augusta Talbot, violin, figuring in the
members are requested to respond.
program, tiie other singer. Miss Eve
lyn I.ord. ceming in for a share of the
Mrs. Leroy G. Hupper of Martins applause, a number of encores being
ville arrived in this city Monday and responded to by the several perform
will be the guest of her husband Leroy ers. The accompaniments were by
Hupper, this week.
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, who is chairman
of the concert.committee and much to
The Evening Stars meet tonight at he lhanktd for the excellent series of
the Bee Hive.
concerts that the club Is enjoying.

J

---

Mrs. Basil Stinson, who, until re
cently, ' lias resided in Rockland, was
in the city a few days ago en route to
Ellsworth, where she was called hv
the serious illness of her mother.

The Garland Class of the Methodist
L. Q. Tyler is home form a three church will meet with Mrs. Susie
mouths' visit in Boston and vicinity.
Karl, Oak street. Friday evening.

Supt. J. H. Bruhakcr of the Livings
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald S. Clement
ton Manufeturing Co. lias leased the E. anti daughter have recently visited
C. Davis flat at the corner of Pnion and relatives'in Boston.
Crove streets.
A very pleasant evening was en
David II. Buffunt gave a dinner joyed at the home of Stanley -H.
party at hia home on Grove street Fi t Walsh. 12 Trinity street, Friday even
day evening in honor of his former ing, when 28 High School girls and
Yale classmate, Arthur Haines. At boys gave hint a surprise party. Man
table were: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur dolin, violin and piano made tip the
Haines, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A. music and Ice cream, false and fruit
Whitbey, Miss. Carrie Fields, .Miss added their louclt to an exceedingly
Marion Brewster. Walter J. Rich. .it happy occasion.
und David II. Buffnin. A theatre party
at the Park followed.
Jessie Francis was a delightful

hostess to a party of eight young
folks at her home 62 Limerock street,
from 5 to 8, Saturday evening, the oc
casion being given in honor of the
13th birthday of Nathalie Robbins.
Dancing and games were followed by
the serving of an especially tempting
lunch, and the cutting of a pretty
birthday cake.
The guests were
Nathalie Robbins, Jeanette Smith.
Nellie Snow, Jessie Francis, John McLoon, Hugh Little, Ralph Atkinson
and Leonard Campbell. The guest of
honor was plentifully remembered
with birthday gifts.

CLOUGH—DAGGETT
J. Abstin Clough and Miss Jean
Daggett were married Saturday even
ing at the naysonage of the Littlefield
Memorial Church, by Rev. Howard
A. Welch. The couple were unat
tended. The single ring service was
performed. The bride is the elder
daughter of Mrs. Mary Daggett and
has been employed for several years
at Chisholm's candy factory. The
bridegroom is a son of zMr. and-Mrs.
J. E. Clough of Union, and is em
ployed at the round house of the
Mt^ine Central Railroad in this city.
Tile young couple have many friends
tyho will speedily forgive them for
the “stolen march." Mr. Clough and
bride wiil go to housekeeping in the
spring in the house at 43 Granite
street recently purchased by
the
bridegroom.

MOREY’S

IN

—TO—

.Mr. and Mrs. II. C. Robinson are re
turning to their southern home having
been guests for the last ten days of
Mrs. Robinson's mother, Mrs. Julia E
Abbott, 6 North Main street.

Mrs. Albert T. Blackington is visit
ing friends in Augusta.
The Assembly Club, an informal
title, unolllcialiy bestowed, dined ttnti
danced at the Country Club last night,
and the occasion took on added inter
est through the presence of Mr. and
Mrs. H. N. McDougall, who were to
celebrate their 22nd wedding anniver
sary on the morrow; and their guests
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Chandler of Cam
den. whose 21st wedding anniversary
it was. The music changed abruptly
to the Bridal Chorus from LohendHn
upon the entrance of these couples. Mr.
and Mrs. McDougAU were presented
with a bridal bouquet of roses and
hyacinths. Felicitations were the or
der of the evening. Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur L. Ornc are giving a dinner party
this evening in honor of the McDou
gall wedding anniversary.
The Thursday Charity Club will meet
Thursday with Mrs. Alice Cobii.

Bath Times—Mrs. Lena P. Richard
son has returned from Rockland where
she has been visiting her sister, Mrs. |
Albert Lovejoy, for several days. On
Wednesday "night she attended the in-j
etallation of officers of Ivanhoe continandery, U. O. G. C., and on Thursday
the installation of officers of Maiden
Cliff commandery of Camden of the j
same order.

O. A. Copeland of South Warren was
a recent guest at Warren Gardner's, j'
* “Check your hat, coat and corset at
the door,” is the latest adjuration of
the uniformed bandits of the New York
hotel cloak rooms. It’s a fact. Women
are not dancing in corsets tiny more. '
Special corsets to allow freedom of'
movement were adopted when the.
4a nee craze brought out steps neceasi- I

OUR REGULAR

Mark Down
SALE
of Odd Sizes and Discon

tinued Lines
—WE HAVE—

Repriced Oar Entire Stock
And Are Offering Some

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS
ON ALL KINDS OF STAPLE

MERCHANDISE

You will find what you want
and at prices you will want to
pay.

See our windows and take ad
vantage of these real mark
downs. Merchandise cheerfully
exchanged and money refunded.
Everything guaranteed as repre
sented and warranted to give
satisfaction,

AI. Nebes, Roller Skating Champion
of the Eastern Slates, who will under
take to heat both Frank. Allen and Fred
Mealey in a font-mile race at the
Training Station Skating Rink gt 8.30
tonight. Those who saw Nebes won
derful work in this rink last winter do
not need to lie told that he Is a wonder.
He needs must be a wonder to beat thtit
pair lie skates tonight.

First Use of Glorious Banner.
On June 14. 1777, tiie continental
congress passed a resolution adopting
our original flag. John Raul Jones
claimed to have been liter first to raise
the new flag over a naval vessel, nnd
proitahly tiie first use of the Stars
and Stripes on land was ut Fort Stanwix, where a hastily improvised ban
ner was raised on August 3, 1777.

FOOTWEAR
(And Never Undersold)

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main St., Rockland, Maine

SPECIAL PRICES-These Shoes will not Linger Long in this Store

AT THESE

MEN’S

SPECIAL ,

LOT OF CHILDREN’S

py p75c

BOYS’ & MEN’S RUBBERS

29c

$2.00 <5. $2.50 SHOES

PAIR

29c

1.48 PA,R

LOT OF CHILDREN'S

LOT OF

$1.00 and $1.25 SHOES

LADIES’ RUBBERS

79 c' "

ONE LOT
HEAVY WORK SHOES

LOT OF CHILDREN’S

j

SPECIAL
MEN’S WOOL HOSE

$1&$1.25 WOOL HOSE

LADIES’

to go at

FELT SLIPPERS, $1.50

69c

98c

LOT OF

$1.50 SHOES

LOT OF

,

98c

MEN’S
$6.50, $7.00 DRESS SHOES

MEN’S 50c WOOL HOSE
to go at

ONE LOT

29c

MEN'S

MEN’S DRESS SHOES

to go at

to go at

LOT OF

3.98

LOT OF

a
48c

LADIES’ $1.50 SLIPPERS

pair

to go at

98c Pair

MEN’S $7.50 SHOES
For Dress

4.98

LOT OF
ONE LOT OF LADIES’ PUMPS,
values up to $4.00 and $5.00.

Pair

-ADIES’ $2, 2.25 SLIPPERS

ONE LOT LADIES’ PUMPS,

ONE LOT LADIES’ OXFORDS
values up to $6.00. Now go

Pair

out at
LOT OF
'CHILDREN'S SHOES

MEN’S RUBBERS

to go at

79c

48c

LATE PARIS MOOES
Skirts Are Shorter, Sleeves Both
Short and Long.

LOT OF

LADIES’ $5.00 SHOES

to go at

LOT OF

1.48 Pair

1.48

values up to $5.00 & $6.00 ....

BOYS’ $4.00 SHOES

to go at

98c

New go cut at ............................

LOT OF

2.98

to go at

1.98

...........................................

Pair

MEN'S

ONE LOT M EN’S

ONE LOT

ONE BUCKLE OVERSHOES

HEAVY WORK SHOES

HEAVY WORK SHOES

1.48

3.48

2.48

wrspei wifr—'1Tm«h jutted 66TperTectly
beautiful black brocaded velvet. This
wrap was lined witli robin's egg blue
panne velvet, there were great orna
ments and pendants at till- armholes
and a wide collar of monkey fur for a
finishing touch.

: : : TODAY : : :

FROCK OF HEAVY CREPE SILK
Monkey Fur Trimming Used on Gowns j

LOUISE GLAUM and HOUSE PETERS

and Wraps; Much Silk Braid
Is Favored.

—IN—

Fashions may come and fashions
may go, but Paris keeps right on,
thinking up new aud more fascinating
ones to take their places. At least
so .niadnuie will think when site sees
the new clothes tiie fashion makers
have planned for her winter wearing.
No, skirts are not going to be longer.
Any woman can decide that for her
self when site sees the new gowns.
They were short, they grew shorter,
and one might say tliat the new skirts
for winter are shortest of all I Sleeves
too, are as often short as long. Some
are high above tiie elbow, some cover
the wrist aud come down over the
haud—but then one expects Paris to
go to extremes—and she does.
For tiie new gowns the foremost
French dressmakers are using duve
tyn, Rnd tliq^soltest of crepes. One
charming gown, a l.auvin, was of mid
night blue duvetyn with cut-out de
signs of duvetyn on Idue velvet trim
ming.
Monkey fur for trimming is another
Paris idea. It made a striking bit of
trimming on a smart new eoaf dress
of wiiite liroadclotli. which had wide
band of white stitching on tiltny
black net and a high collar and deep
cuffs of black monkey fur. Aud this
same fur you will see used on other
Paris gowns—gowns from the most
famous houses. And there are other
ideas of trimming. Much silk braid
is used—the braid, of course, (tut on
by hand, iu the French fashion, and
most effectively arranged. But most
unusual of nil was (lie trimming on a
street dress, trimmed with shitting
steel “nailheads.”
It was certainly
unique, and. qtteerly enough, was rath
er attractive.
Paris wraps, too. show originality
and charm, and arc sometimes os un
usual as tlte gowns. Think of a wrap,
for instance, lilted witli shadow lace I
Yet tliat was the distinctive feature
about one exquisite creation—a lovely
panne velvet In soft pink, lined with
frothy, creamy lace. By way of finish
there 'was a fluffy collar and a band
of snowy white fox.
You will gee monkey fur on y>p new

,

JHt COUMER'SAZEnf,
ROCKLAND
MAINE

Pair

75c WOOL HOSE

(6.50, $7.00, $7.53

4.48

EVERYTHING IN
Fruit Color Is Sunlight.
The color of fruit Is tiie result of
cliettilial action, In witli it sunlight Is
tiiinsfo,"med into red or yellow or or
ange or purple coloring matter. Tills
citviptcul action takes pluce best when
tiie allot aliens between tiie heal of
day an,J the cold of nigltt are most
marked: in Ute bill, that is to say,
with the spring closely following.

jh.e Sale

Sharp Reductions on Men’s, Ladies’, Boys’ and Girls’ Shoes

to go at
Tf Mrs. C. P. Tarr thinks that I did
not win my race with her on Its mer
its; or if she thinks that I cannot re
peat that victory at any time or place,
let her consider tills a challenge for
another one. 1 have friends who will
back me for $25, or more if necessary.
What do you say Mrs. Tarr?
Dorothy Breen.
Rockland. Dec. 10.
The Editor of Courier-Gazette: —
Please reprint this challenge and an
nounce to the public through your
paper, ffiat on Wednesday, Feb. 2 nt
S.:J» p. m. at the Naval Station Rink, I
will skate Miss Dorothy Breen one mile
for $100 a side. Winner takes all. Aliss
Breen failing to skate she forfeits the
female championship of the city for
fast skating.
Mrs. q. P Tarr.
Jan. 31, 1921.

Bi8

256 Main Street, Auckland

DGT BREEN’S CHALLENGE

At the Rubinstein meeting Friday af
ternoon this program was presented:
Overture, "Oberon," von Weber, two
pianos, Mrs. Faith Berry, Mrs. Damie
Gardiner, Mrs. Loretta Bicknell, Miss
Kathleen Singhi; Paper on "Elves anti
Fairies in Music,” Miss Helen Carr;
Vocal, "Elf and Fairy." J. Densmore,
Miss Marianne Crockett; Piano trio,
"Midsummer Nights’ Dream," Mendels
sohn, Miss Mabel Holbrook. Mrs. Aver
ill, Mrs. Faith Betty; Piano Solo, "A
flat Ballade,” Chopin, Mrs, Ruth San
born; Vocal Duet, “Tiie Lorelev,” Silclter, Miss Mabel Brown. Miss Marianne
• * » •
Crockett; Piano Solo, "Pan,” Godard,
The meeting of the board of mana
MRS. TARR'S CHALLENGE
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn; Elfin Dance, God
ard, piano solo by Miss IJathleen Sing- gers of the Homo for Aged Women
There has been some dispute arising
hi, poem read by Miss Margaret Rug will be held at the home of ATiss Lucy
Farwell, Thursday afternoon at 2.30. front the question, who is the most
gles.
graceful female skater attending the
The Missionary society of the Con Naval Station Rink? One year ago I
Miss Florence Odlerone arrived in
gregational
church
holds
its
meeting
won lli.it title and now I wisli to chal
the city from Worcester. Mass., yester
day, enroute for her home in South Wednesday afternoon at 4 b’clock in lenge any [emale skater to a Graceful
the
church
parlor.
This
year
the
Skating Contest, to take jiluce at the
Thomaston. She has been visiting her
brother. Jesse Odierone, the past live study of the Near East will be taken Naval Station Rink on Saturday even
months., While in this city she was up and it is hoped that the hooks to ing, Eel,. 5. With a purse of S15 to the
the guest of her cousin, Mrs. George be used will be ready l'or distribution winner. I will skate a waltz, one step,
at this meeting At 6.30 the regular schotlische and cake walk. This chal4
Merchant. •
circle supper will be served by the lenge is for the Ladles Graceful Skat
A birthday party was given by Ken following ladies: Mrs. Henry Chatto, ing championship of .Maine.
Mrs. C. P. Tarr.
neth Cole on his 11th birthday at his Mrs. Fred K. Clark. Mrs. Fred A.
home, 33 Traverse street, Saturday af Clark, Mrs. C. F. Wood, Miss Ada
ternoon from 3.30 to 5.30. Games were Young, Miss Caro Littlefield, Miss
played and enjoyed immensely. The Annie Blackington. Mrs. R. C. Collins
winners were Mary Bird, first in pea and Mrs. G. L. Crockett. This will
nut contest; Margaret,Hellier first and be followed by the annual parish
Edna Gregory second in the object meeting.
contest Theodore Bird got the ring.
Mrs. G. A. Flint, a former Rockland
Kenneth Cole the itenny and Hetjry
Marsh the thimble from the cake. woman, who is now residing at 304
Many nice ami useful presents were South Marengo avenue, Pasadena,
received by the host. Dainty refresh Calif., has The Courier-Gazette’s be
ments were served, including a large lated thanks for a copy of the Pasabirthday cake made by the host’s
mother. It occupied the center of the
table, with 11 lighted candles ton it.
Those present were: Mary Bird, Ed
na Gregory, Margaret Hellier, Alice
After Stocktaking
Hellier. Ruth
Lawrence, Virginia
Piper. Hazel Cole,
Richard Bird,
Newell Cole, Clarence Cunningham,
ADDITION
Theodore Bird, Henry Marsh and the
host, Kenneth Cole.

The Kalloch class of the Baptist
Sunday school will meet with Mrs. F.
M. Ulmer, Gurdy street. Thursday
afternoon.

Page Seven

££™ quick

< M

Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham
were in Bangor and Augusta last
week, Mr. Ingraham being called to
the former city in connection with his
duties as chairman of
the State
Board of Arbitration anti Conciliation.

1921.

A

“THE

LEOPARD

WOMAN”

.

Is love stronger than duty? The Leopard Woman thought not.

Comedy—“TORCHY

COMES

THROUGH”

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

ALL STAR CAST in “BEHOLD MY WIFE”
(Front Sir Gilbert Parker's novel, “The Translation of a Savage”)
The man was the son of a British aristocrat. The girl
was born of an Indian squaw. Yet he made her his wife
and—. See him drifting downward in the lumber camps
cf Canada. Sec her struggling upward in the drawing
rooms of England. Until, one day—

Comedy—“IT’S

A

BOY’

SlzJIrJ.:TODAY
Of course you’ve
read the novel.

TREASURE
ISLAND”

;~v

Of course you'll see
the screen version.

Dive into the battle with piratco at the Benbow Inn!
Shiver at tho mutiny of murderous sadors on the good ship
Hispaniola! Thrill at the gold• hunters' tight for the Treas
ure Island stockade!

lew Serial—“RUTH OF THE ROCKIES”—Episode
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

BRYANT

WASHBURN

“THE SINS OF ST. ANTHONY”
All Ha knew of life was what he saw through his chemist’s
microscope. Till he wandered back stage in a girly-girly
show and met ‘Tho Rajah’s Pet Wife." Now Anthony’s
really educated! I

This is a frock especially designed
from an old picture. It is a heavy
crepe silk with colored wool em
broidery.

“BRIDE 13”-^“THE FIENDISH TRIBESMEN’7

Blouses in Two Classes.
Blouses for the coming season are
divided into two classes, as has been
the ease during the season just ending
— tu< k-in and over-the-skirt, witli otitis
in favor of the latter for smart trade.
Tuck-Ins will be largely confined to
tailored numbers for wear witli tail
ored suits, and In the cheaper quali
ties where pvery Inch of material
counts in turning them out at a given
figure. Over-the-skirt types come In
medium, high class, and very exclusive
models, for general and dressy pur
poses.—Women's Wear.

Rockland Marble and
(Granite Works - - -

For Dinner Frocks.
Chenille dotted net is used exten
sively for dinner frocks, in either
black or brown.

Lindsey Street

J

W. H. GLENDENNING. Praprl.tor

—Masufacturtre at—

CEMETERY WORK
—And Dealers In—

Native and Scotch Granite,
Marble Shelves, Etc.
1

I

f
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Pape Eight

EMPIRE lHEA'l'RE

CANNERS MARK TIME

"NOTHING COULD

HAVE DONE MORE”

Corn Packing Industry At a
Standstill Till Conditions
Adji
justed.

is what they say about Treas
ure Island, which has its final showings
Mrs. Munson Was So Greatly
today. Jim Hawkins, a frail boy. and
his mother keep Benbow Tavern on
Benefited By Tanlac Her
the English coast. Seafaring men fre
quent
U.
One
day
Captain
Bill
Bones
Mother Is Taking It. *
There has been much speculation as
comes there. Folks whisper that he is
to the corn packing industry in Maine an ex-pirate. Soon afterward Black
"Tanlac has been of such great ben
during the year 1921. Information re Dog, a ferocious looking sailorman, ap
efit to me that my mother is now tak
ceived from one of the heads of one pears. Bones drives him away with
ing it and with splendid result**, too.”
of the largest packing companies in his cutlass. He tells Jim that in the
event he (Bones) is suddenly killed, said Mrs. Margaret Munson, of 163
Maine, declares that the policy of all Jim is to have his sea chest. A blind
the packers will be one of constructive man named Pew shows up at the Inn. Washington Ave., Portland. Me.
"For more than a year I h£»d been
conservatism, and Maine packers are Bones is found dead. Looking through
living up to this plan in every partic the chest. Jim finds the chart of a suffering with a bad case of indiges
ular. He declared, that until the pres buried treasure. In the,act of inspect tion and I was simply in miserable
ent congestion of foodstuffs is relieved ing it, he and his mother are beset by health. I never touched a bite of any
and goods begin to move until the j pirates and barely escape.
Their thing for breakfast and what 1 ate at
present confusion of economic en neighbors, the Squire and the Doctor, other times was the lightest kind of
tanglements is battered down until the fit out a ship to hunt the. treasure. food. Gas would form on my gtomach
Western packers take the initiative and Forbidden to go, Jim stows away in the and bloat me up terribly and f?ive me
announce their plans not one step will vessel and oveVhears Merry. Morgan, awful pains and cramps. My blood was
be taken by packers in Maine in pre and.other rough members of the crew thin and my complexion was bad. I
paration for next year’s pack.
planning a mutiny.
He tells the was subject to frequent severe he«ad
Maine canners were present at the Squire. The mutineers are overpow iches.
"I gradually grew worse until one
annual meeting of the National Can ered and set ashore. They kidnap Jim
ners’ Association held in Atlantic City, but he escapes. A big battle takes day not long ago I had an acut^ attack
N. J., where were present representa place with the pirates when the ship is of indigestion and 1 thought I »vas go
tives of all of the leading packers, man anchored. The Squire and his party ing to die. After 1 recovered from the
ufacturers of canning machinery, me- win out and finally discover the treas attack I was worse off than ev€*.
"I had been hearing a lot about Tan
chandise, brokers and whoesale gro ure.
cers, from ^11 parts of the United
Clothes don’t make the man. but lac and I am certainly glad I tried it.
States. This great convention means they have a lot to do with helping the for now my appetite is just splendid
much to the people of Maine, it is as man make himself. That’s the moral, and 1 am eating three good meats every
serted, because of all canned goods if any, of the new comedy picture, "The day. The stomach trouble has all dis
packed, corn ranks second in volume, Sins of St. Anthony,’’ which is sched appeared and my digestion w»s never
and Maine occupies a prominent place uled for Wednesday and Thursday. better in my life. I am not troubled
imong the several states that produce i jjryant Washburn is the featured play any more with headaches, my blood
this vegetable. For several years the er. The central figure is-a young sci has been purified and my conPplexion
pack of Maine corn has been in excess entist. who is thinking so much about has cleared up. I have gained nine
of the demands of consumption. Large bacilli and conic sections that he ne pounds in weight and now have my
stocks have been pilfng up and the glects such trivial matters as keeping usual strength and energy.”
country has fallen into a severe finan- his trousers pressed and visiting the
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Corner
cial depression. Holders of Maine corn barber once in a while. Not until his Drug Store; in Washington by F*. Lare pressed for money.
They have | begt girl turns him down flat on ac- Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
wages to pay and financial obligations count of his lack of pep does Anthony Hopkins, and by the leading druggists
to meet and must convert their corn in- . realize that there is something queer in every town.—adv.
to cash. The public is determined that |
him. Then he sets about rectifood prices must come down. The job- | fyjng matters with a vengeance, cali
PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN
ber and the packer are meeting this de- . jng jn
queen of the jazziest musical
tnand and taking their losses whenever sjU)W in town to teach him the ropes,
they can sell. As a result drere is the thereafter, events move with delightanomaly of Maine corn offend in the
swiftness and before he knows it
retail trade for less than it cost the. Anthony is head over heels into the
packer to produce it at the factory, and i maddest romance one could imagine,
yet the stocks do not move. Manufac-,_ adv.
tuers who would gladly sell their stocks '
at a loss for the sake of getting a
fresh start for the coming year are
FREEDOM
helpless, bound hand and foot.
It is also declared that the cost of
canning corn in Maine is higher than : The Sebins boys who are here workin any other state. Fancy ^laine corn Ing in the woods, were called to their
lias commanded a small premium over J home in Palermo last week by the
other packs because of superior qual- ! death of their sister,
itv. When Maine corn loses that suThomas Roberts, while working in
perioritv of quality it is no better than ' the woods Thursday, cut his knee quite
badly.
any other and brings no better price.
I. N. Quigg and Oscar Sebin were in
Minnesota and New York State have
developed a corn which is accepted by Waterville on business Thursday.
discriminating buyers as equivalent in ( Mrs. Adelaide Richardson fell on the
every respect to Maine’s, in each ol'1 ice Sunday, breaking her hip. Dr.
these states corn was bought by the j Small was called but could do little to
packer during the past year for little relieve her and she is in a very serious
over half the price paid the Maine condition, as she is well along in years
farmers. The finished product sold on and the outcome is very doubtful.
Mrs. Kate Wagner visited Mrs. F. A.
the market for the same price as fancy
Maine corn and Maine was also hand Greeley one dtfv last week.
Mrs. R. L. Overlock finished her
icapped as a distributor by unfavorable
school in Montville Saturday.
freight rates.
A telephone line is to be built soon
With these conditions confronting
those directly interested in the sweet i from the line near "W. A. Overlocks to
This prosperous Gent with the Care
coi n industry in Maine, farmers and!the Quigg camps.
Several of the
packers alike must remember that campers will have telephones installed free Air is a Steady Advertiser. Busi
R. L. Overlock has found a new way ness is Good, and Bank Account Is
Maine can hold its place in a highly
When his Growing every day and a >’ew Car
competitive industry only by adhering to start his automobile.
absolutely to its standard of quality. starting crank gave out recently he roosts in the Garage. His only Worry
Never before has co-operation and jacked up one hind wheel and by turn is that his Competitor will Wake Up
confidence been so essential as now. ing the wheel started his engine.
some day and he a Steady Advertiser
If these principjes are acepted and car
too. in which case lie Wouldn't have
ried out in fact, then and only then
it So Soft.
WEST ROCKPORT
may vve expect a wholesome develop
ment of business in Maine during the
French Art Loss by Wax.
Robert Nutt is home from New York
coming year.—Portland Express.
One of the most Interesting Hems
___________
to spend a few days with his family.
The annual installation of officers of in tiie latest Inventory of the losses
UNION
i Mt. Pleasant Grange w’as held Friday of France through the war Is that
which tells of the extent of the dam
evening with James Dornan as install
-----' ing officer doing the work in a very age to her art treasures and historic
The Sqven Tree Improvement League , able and satisfactory manner. A large monuments. The estimate for this
of the'Hawes school gave a patriotic I number of visitors from out of town loss, which has been obtained hT the
entertainment
Jan. 27.
observing , were in attendance and a fine supper Paris information service of the Bank
Washington’s and Lincoln’s birthdays. I was served.
ers’ Trust company, is placed at over
Guesses on the weight of a cake re
Miss Mildred Heald spent Saturday
sulted in Allan Feyler as the winner. and Sunday in Camden as the guest of 125 million dollars.
This figure has been arrived nt af
Home-made candy was on sale and a relatives.
good sum was realized. There are only
Mrs. F. L. Parker and daughter ter an exhaustive examination of the
ruins of historic monuments, statues,
ten pupils in this school, but deep in Grace were in Rockland Saturday.
terest is shown by them. Every Fri
W. D. Heald and family of Camden churches, museums and their contents.
day afternoon a program is presented, were recent guests at the home of J The Irreplaceable nature
these
generally followed by refreshments.
F. Heald.
losses is indicated by the sum of GOO
million francs, which is set against
“moral Injury.”

“This sum of 600 million,” explains
the official text. "Is an approximation
of the loss the French people linve
sustained by having lost forever works
of peculiar value because of their
beauty and historic associations."
Motor Alcohol From Molasses.

as good as
LaTouiaine Coffee
40 cents per Vi pound canister

“Motor alcohol,” a substitute for
gasoline, made from molasses on the
Hawaiian sugar plantations, which
lias been allowed to run to waste or
burned for the recovery of potash. Is
n new automobile fuel which it is said
gives more power, greater mileage,
easier starting, and more freedom
Hawaii
from carbon than gasolinehas molasses enough available to pro
duce 9.000.000 gallons of “motor al
cohol"—enough for all the automobiles
on the Islands.
Music.

Good Fertilizers
Indispensable
AR sighted farmers who plan to make
the most of the world demand for food
—know that good fertilizers are indispensa
ble to an abundant harvest. They will
buy Lowell Animal Fertilizers because
they carry the right kinds and proper
amounts of plant food.

F

Lowell Fertilizers are made from Bone, Blood,
and Meat Meal with essential chemicals. All potash
used is high grade potash imported by us direct
from Germany. The prices of Lowell Fertilizers
are reasonable; their quality is still the highest
and most dependable.
Order your supply of Lowell Fertilizers nouf.
Send for illustrated book, free, showing prac
tical results obtained by practical farmers.

LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY
Branch of Consolidated Rendering Co.

Boston

Evcry-OtKqr-Day

Massachusetts

We love (hat most human of Instru
ments. the violin, and also the flute,
the trombone, the tenor, the alto born
the ukulele, the player piano and the
coloratura soprano, but of nil the mu
sic that Is dreamt of in your philoso
phy, Horatio, we are fondest of the
shrill squeal of the profiteer.—Ohio
State Journal.

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
—HAS PAID—

5'/2% DIVIDENDS
SINCE 1907
Shares in the 67th Series now on sale
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

I HOOPING COUGH

POWDER TESTS
XCE upon a time a chemist was
sitting with his feet cocked up on
the table smoking his pipe.
The door opened and in walked a
boy. lie handed a small Jar to the
artist—I menu chemist. In the Jar
were several lumps of yellow dough.
One was streaked purple like a rutuh'ister's nose. "Mae says he thinks
you'd oughta see this,” began the hoy.
A terrific explosion was the answer he
got. The chemist seemed to shoot In
to the, air. His pipe landed in the
corner. The boy picked it up, stuck it
Into his teeth, and went away. He was
safe because of the purple streaks on
the yellow lumps in the glass Jar.
The lumps were smokeless powder.
The jar was the visual-test Jar in
which samples of powder brands are
kept in laboratories. The purplish
streaks told the chemist that Ibis par
ticular brand was disintegrating, was
becoming dangerous; might at any
minute break down, ignite, and blow
Its container—whether battleship or
box—into smithereens.
So he exploded. He wired all ships
having that particular “index" of pow
der aboard what had happened. And
he took pains to bury safely all of it
that was within danger distance of his
own hack yard.
That was years ago. Nowadays
every man-of-war keeps tier eye on her
own powder by a series of Iron-clad
tests and inspections that befit the
seriousness of having a thousand lives
to guard. Indeed the tons of explosive
aboard one warship is sufficient to
destroy a fleet if properly placed.
The powder is stowed in bags, the
hags In air-tight tanks, the tanks in
watertight rooms called magazines.
Magazines must be kept at less than
100 degrees F. always, and, as a rule,
at not tnore than 95 degrees F. Each
has a little shelf on which stands the
glass jars, one for every brand of
powder in that magazine. About ten
o'clock in the morning the chief gun
ner goes about the ship recording all
magazine temperatures and scrutiniz
ing the little yellow lumps In the Jars.
A purplish hue which so excited the
chemist is caused by action of freed
acid on the •indicator.’ This is added
to powders In order to provide a safe
ty signal when there is danger of ex
plosion due to chemical decomposition.
The gunner looks carefully for any
sacli signs. Litmus paper Is stuck Into
the necks of Ihe jars. It is saturated
with an “indicator” and changes color
in the presence of acid.
Besides this daily so-called “visual
test" there is held twice a year the
semi-annual surveillance test.” Sam
ples from all flip powders are heated
to a temperature of 65.5 C and kept
there for sixty days or until they
break under the strain.

0

VOICE PIPES
HE hairy savage has legends
about his gods and spirits. The
navy is not so different. In the fleet
there are stock yarns about every
thing, from radio ticklers and secret
codes to rubber hoots and swabs. The
innocent voice pipe has come In for
Its share.
First what is a voice pipe? This
piping is brass or composition (that It
will not rust), from two to four Inches
In diameter, depending on the length;
and there may be 10,000 feet of It on
a single ship. It Is used to communi
cate from one place to another when
telephones, bells, buzzers, and other
systems are shot away^
On a certain up-to-date fighting
craft—so the legend runs—there was
a voice pipe from chart house to englnernom, with a branch to the cliief
engineer's cabin.
For the admiral’s
or captain's' curiosity tills .arrange
ment was a great gratification.
Two points about this pipe make the
story possilde. First It led and opened
straight just above the middle of the
chief's bunk. In emergency lie could
be called at night. Secondly the ma
chinist In charge of the starlioard englneroom was an artist on an har
monica. It Is worth adding that the
admiral abhorred a harmonica, fairly
loathed its lethal wliinlngs.
One qmet night nt sea the old man
was indulging In a nice hot cup of tea
in the pilot house. Said lethal whinv
Ings sifted up through the voice pipe.
“That (I—d caterwaul again!" lie ex
claimed. And just the wav he said
“again" was a hymn of hate by itself.
fuch a peaceful tropical night it
was. Warm too. And the chief lay
face downward on his bunk, bare and
cool, bare us the day he was horn. Face
down—
"WOW !! i" He leaped naked into
ihe night. Clutching himself behind
lie fairly screamed up the tube. Whr.t
he said was Indistinct except nt ihe
end came: "Just wait, you—” and a
gurgle.

T

Three minutes later he was in the
dinrthouse. It was empty. So was
the admiral's teapot Another tea sec
ontls and he was on the bridge. So
was the admiral.
Each said good evening. That's all

one says to an admiral.

must run its course—
there is no “cure,” but
Vicks helps to ease the
coughing paroxysms.
Apply often. Use freely

at bedtime.

Stomach Wrong?
Every sufferer from stomach trouble
gas, belching, sour stomach, nervous
ness, dizziness and biliousness, should
get a b-»x of Mi-O-na stomach tablets
today and start a treatment. Guaran
teed by Kittredge Pharmacy.
T-3t

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L. MARCUS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL

FLUES IN HISTORY
V

Evolution of the Chimney From

the Middle Ages.
Not Until the Sixteenth Century Wai
There Anything Like the Modern
Contrivance for Leading Smoke
From Buildings.

A decision arrived at in the rebuild
ing of the crown lands properties In
Regent strhet, London, to eliminate
wholly chimneys from tile new build
ings, marks a new stage in the evolu
tion of flues nnd smokestacks, it is
the modem application of central
heating and hot-water pipes which has
done this thing. But we are not to
suppose that this new departure will
rid London, to eliminate wholly chim
neys and her array of tin cowls and
ugly “tall-bo.vs;” those desperate con
trivances for curing chimneys which
smoke internally and which confer up
on urban skylines, under certain lights,
a fantastic Dantesque appearance.
Fires and coal smoke will survive
for many A long year; particularly in
the small domestic house, says a Lon
don letter to the Christian Science
Monitor.
The history of chimneys Is InterestIng. Not until the sixteenth century i
did they come Into general use. Be
fore then, smoke was allowed to es
cape through a hole in the roof. Just
ns It had done in those remote times j
when the ancient Britons inhabited j
their rude stone bee-hive liuts. It Is ,
true that tiie hole In Ihe course of !
Ihe centuries had progressed from tiie |
originnl simple orifice and had become
an architectural feature and an actual
adornment to the roof, for, Just ns the
untutored savage ltntl built ltis domes
tic fire on the floor of his lint, so
did tiie nobles and the great person
ages of medieval times have their fires
lighted on an open hearth In the
midst of their baronial halls.
Front these hearths the smoke as
cended into the timbered roof of the
hall and escaped hy what was essen
tially a hole In the roof, even though
It were disguised ns that nneipnt nnd
picturesque feature, tiie “louvre."
Such ancient bnron’s halls ns tlint nt
Penshurst survive, to show us alike
Ihe hearth nnd the lottvred roof open
ing-; nnd we have at Stanton Hnreourt. in Oxfordshire, a fourteenth
century kitchen with an existing roof
of this nature. It has for centuries
past been disused, hut it yet remains
In Its primal contfltlon. Indeed, so
conservative were some of our col
leges Hint they long continued the
use of the open hearth, instead of
the fireplace with flue and chimney,
when private persons had wholly for
gotten such antiquities. At Westmin
ster school tliis ancient usage was
maintained until Hie middle of tiie
nineteenth century; until, that Is to
say. altout 70 years ago.
This practice was easy enough In
buildings of no more titan one story;
bttt not possilde In those of more tlinn
one floor. Hence, in ancient cqstlekeeps and structures of that nature,
we find early fireplaces at the side
of flip apartments. For Instance. In
the Norman keep of Castle Hedlnghatn. the great first-floor fireplace nr
that period Is seen, with a wide flue
gradually diminishing to an outlet In
the side wall.

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
CORNER TILL80H AVE. UR HAIR STREEt I

If You Like Our Paper,
Tell Your Friends;

If Not, Tell Us

STREET,

ROCKLAND

GINGLES’ JINGLES
UPSET.

The baseball fan is sorrowful, a woe
ful sad gazille, for ruin has upset all
Ids plans,, we've liad a record spill, of
cloudy dreary rainy days of dark and
gloomy wet, we've had so much the
baseball fan has started not to fret.
His office work is all upset, his system's
on the rocks, he's out of sorts around
Ills home, and in his sleep he talks
altout the baseball diamond being how
a surging sea, and how the billows
toss him sailing on the'“Mandy Lee.”
llis steao girls are nervous wrecks
with eardrums cracked and bent, by
short range shouting twisted thoughts,
that thus nt them are sent; we somelimes worry now ourself for fear lie's
off his base, for fear the booby hatch
will tie ltis next abiding place. For
yesterday he drafted np a blue print
for an ark, that he Intended building
on the city baseball park, but we could
httg the weather inan, could love him
most to dentil for sunshine now is with
its (knock on wood and hold your
breath) is here we hope to linger and
not bent it into rain—is here we hope
to stick until our fail
again is sane.

Asking Too Much of Him.

In trying to give Unnnld the proper
early training. Ids mother hns always
Insisted that lie should eat everything
that was mt his plate.

One day. when Donald had reached
the important age of 5 years, lie aeemapunied his father ttad mother to
„ realnnrant. Tliev were ushered to
a table and a neat waitress dressed
a|| in white immediately tilled the wntpr glasses in front of cacti member
of tiie family and look their orders.
The place was crowded and the serv
ice was slow, consequently the wait
ress made several visits to the table
and filled np the glasses of water.
Just before tiie dinner was served she
filled Pnnnhr* glass, which was en
tirely empty. Donald, after two or
three trys. drank the water, and then
remarked: "If she fills It up again I
won't drink it."
Locking to Brazil for Cotton.

Recent notices from London stnte
that an important British mission will
soon visit Brazil to study the districts
where cotton is planted, and to rec
ommend the formation of British com
panies for the purpose of stimulating
there the development of the cotton
industry. Besides studring Hie soil
nnd Hie general conditions for plant
ing. the mission will investigate tiie
means of transportation In Ihe cnttnii
zone. Since the beginning of the cur
rent year. British purchasers of cotton
have aetptired In the different world
markets £2GO.(KM».(*IO of the liber. fl'.M.(tnO.iitm from the United Stales and
hat H.PtHl.tKHt from Brazil. It is stated
that there tire fine prospects for great
expansion in Hie cotton business be
tween Brazil and Great Britain.
The Wrong Pencil.

Mrs. A., aged sixty, was fpry
proud nnd haughty. Her hair was a
heantifiil snow white color, lint Iter
eyeiirows were usually penciled quite
black.
On one occasion she was attending a
fashionable rdi-eptlon. She had lieen
there some time when her daughter
came In. Looking at her toother, the
daughter said. "Oh. mother, how you
look—you have blue eyebrows."
Some one had dropped a blue pen
ell In the drawer where she kept her
black eyebrow pencil and. in a hurry,
sin) had used tiie blue one.

Telephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see 11.

MAGIC WATER
ia good for waahHlK olo the*. and
Will remove miliron rust.
tkw.
Ink, grease and
fruit stains from
the finest fahrtca
wilhout Injury if
used according to
direction.

it wm Abo
Remove
alJ Rtaim
from
bath tubs, lava
tories, olosets
sinks, floors, etc.
Manufactured by
Use

MAGIC WATER CO., Augusta, Maine

Local Dealers
COBB'S, INC.; JAMESON A BEV
ERAGE, HALL & MELVIN; LARRABEEADODGE; O. S. DUNCAN;
F. 0. HASKELL; E. C. PATTER
SON. WEBBER'S MARKET and E.
B. SPEAR, Rockland. A. J. LINEKEN and W. J. SPEAR, Thomas
ton.
A. W. HOOPER, F. S.
SEAVEY and U B. ANTHONY,
Port Clyde.

em
It’s Easy—If You Know Dr.
Edwards’ Olive Tablets
The secret of keeping young is to feel
young—to do this you must watch your
liver and bowels—there’s no need of
having a sallow complexion—dark rings
under your eyes—pimples—a bilious
look in yout face—dull eyes with no
sparkle.
Your doctor will tell you
ninety per cent of all sickness comes
from inactive bowels and liver.
Dr. Edwards, a well-known physician
in Ohio, perfected a vegetable com
pound mixed will olive oil io acton
the liver and bowels, which he gave to
his ;>atients for years.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the sub
stitute for calomel, are gentle in their
action yet always effective. They bring
about that natural buoyancy w hich all
should enjoy by toning up the liver and
clearing the system of impurities.
© Dr. Edwards’Olive Tablets are known
by their olive color, log and 33c.

WOMEN GIVE OUT
Housework is hard enough when
healthy. Every Buckland woman who
Is having backache, blue and nervous
spells, dizzy headaches and kidney or
bladder ti'Quldes, should be glad to
heed this Rockland woman’s experi
ence :
Mrs. George L. Brackett. 77 North
Main street, says: “I went berry pick
ing and was suddenly taken with sharp
shooting pains in my back. They came
on when lifting the pail of berries Into
the auto. For a week I was hardly able
to hobble about the bowzc. I couldn’t
sweep or do any lifting and was sub
ject to headaches and dljalness. I felt
generally run down.
I had knqwn
al,out Doan's Kidney I'ills being used
in my famity with such good results
and decided to get a supply myself.
They lirought almost,immediate relief.
Three boxes of Doan’s entirely rid me
of the trouble."
Statement given
October 28. 1916.
On August 27, 1920 Mrs. Brackett
said: I have never had the slightest
sign of kidney trouble since recom
mending Doan's Kidney Pills. I am
pleased to renew my. former words of
praise."
60c, at all dealers. Fqster-Milhurn
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. T.

